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SPECIAL NOTICES.

DAKOTA

OF

Largest Variety!
Lowest Prices !
-Now ready for the-

HOLIDAY TRADE
complete lice of all the

POPULAR BOOKS
usual,

we

Lowest

offer at

the

Prices

»

474 CONOR Eh S STREET,
(Opposite Preble House.)

WRING, SHORT k HARMON.

_de6_*_sud2w

Npectndes mnde to suit nil devisiu. Arlilicinl eves
C. H. VjIRLKI’i
no7codGm sn 4 ttxchnuge Ml.
Can be bea

YOUR OLD

Dyed

CLOTHES!

Cleansed

or

RODERICK ROSE, Jamestown, Dakota.
For further information, apply to the
Company,
Jamestown, Dakota, or
f>.
SW£AT,

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE

Gentlemen

13 Preble Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Kid Gloves cleacod every day at 10 ccuts per pair
sneodtf

Jan23_

Portland Safe

a

Deposit Do.,
Rock Me to Sleep. Mother.

VAULTS.

Rental of Safes in

Vault. S10 to §75 per year.
moderate rates.
For circulars or information, address
WIEEIAM SWEAT, 8ec»y and
Treat.,
87 Exchange (Street, Portland, Me.

Special deposits

at
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Ifi. M

PAYSON & Co.,
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SQUARE,

of the latest and
able shades, and includ

P rent Beavers.
e

has

airo

the

^

latc:t

0f*

0

AST0I&/

Lnrge and

seen

in his

Lighted Rooms,

well

15 Broad Street (Mills Building.,
New York.
Deposit received with interest, subject to slight

Flight

BY

Corn&

SAMUEL
oct8

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns. Warts, Bunions and Gallon*
without leaving a blemish.
in each bottle.

CURB IS GUARAUTBRD.^SX
Price 2ft cents.
For male by all Druggist*.
rv it and you will be convinced
who nave used it and now testify to

on

ADVERTSEMENTS

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Committee on Fire Department of the City
of Portland invite proposals for building for
the city a steam boat of about twenty to..s burthen,
designed for a fire boat for the protection of the
wharf and br dge property of the city against fire.
Said proposals to be accompanied with
of
the vessel an specificati ns setting forth the dimensions of the vessel, capacity of engines, quali;y of
materials employed in construction, and all other
essential de ails.
Proposals are also invited from Tug Boat Companies for performing tire service for the city. Said
shall provide that at least two boats shall
De equipped with 17 inch Blake pumps to be provided by the city, and shall agree that one boat so
equipped shall always be kept in the harbor between
Bug Light and the Kerosene Works.
Parties are requested to name an annual sum for
cost of keeping such boat ready for use, but shall
not include any estimated damages by fire to paint
or wood work of boat, and the compensation for service at the fire shall be by the hour for each boat em
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Securities.

Car. Middle &
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Water Co., 1st Mort.

Portland

Cincinnati,

-.-

Cincinnati.
Cook County

---------------

6s
5g
6s
7s

Ind.,.7s
Chicago..7s
j Maine Central It. It. Consol,
7s
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
6s
Evansville

Eastern Car Trust,
U. S. 4 per ct. Ronds,

6s

Registered

-FOA SALE

SWAN &

way you want them as they
have them put up expressly for box trade.

—

and

Coupon,

BT-

Blddeord.
Biddkfokd, Dec. G.—This morning Joseph
Lafayette, a French boy 9 year’s old, was
caught by the leg in an elevator at the Pepperell mill, and the flesa from tho knee to the
ankle was almost entirely cut off.
Fire at Lew ston.
Lewiston, Dec. G.—The dwelling of Mrs.
Jude Hallihan, on Bates street, was burned
this afternoon in the absence of the owner.
Loss probably §1500; probably not insured.

Observing the Transit.
Bangor, Deo. 6.—Prof. M. C. Feruald of
the Maine State College had made elaborate
arrangements lo take observations in this city
of the transit of Venus today.
During the
forenoon the sun was obscured by clouds and
the first observation was made at 12.05
p. mBangor time. During the afternoon the transit was perfectly observed the greater
part of
the time. The last interval of contact was Ohs' rved at 3h. 12m. 5Gs., but no observation was
taken of the final external contact.
The Episcopal Board of Missions.
The session of the Episcopal Board of Missions lor the dicceBe of
Maine continued

through to-day, the closing meeting being this
evening. Afier the confirmation by Right
Rev.

Bishop Neely, an able paper on “Conversion” was read by Rev. II. P. Nichols of
Brunswick, and this was followed by remarks
from Rev. Samuel Upjohn and the Right Rev.
Bishop Neeley on the same sub ;ect. Holy
Communion was celebrated this forenoon at
which Right Rev. Bishop Neely and Rev.
Dr. Fiske, rector
of St. John’s

THE

mission work

held tonight.
Addresses
were given by Revs. Little
of Portland, Samuel Upjohn of Augusta, II. P. Nichols of

Brunswick, and Right Rev. Bishop Neely.
A $3500 Blaze.
Calais, Dec. 6.—Fire in Woodstock, N. B.,
this morning uestroyed a large wooden building belonging to Hon. William Lindsay, and
occupied by J. S. Marcy and John Garrlty,
furniture dealers, and the upper portion by
three tenants. Building was insured for §1000.
Mr. Marcy was insured for §300 on his stock.
The loss is $3500.

Musical Success
OF THE SEASON.

AND NEW.

Taken Into Port.

both auchors and chains off Eastern Point last
night and was taken into this port this afternoon.

IOO >f those world-famous PLANTATION NONC5S and
POPLL«R M£LO
DI
that have made the fortune of Minstrel
Troupes and of which Ditson & Co. hold the copyrights of a large number.
More true, original, pleasing melodies may he
found in this volun e than in any other extant.
Of course Foster leads the van, and his
OLD FOLK* AT HOME
cannot be excelled
This statement, how ver, will
be questi-ned by many, who prefer:
Ml«i Hr larky Home.
Oh, Smtanunh!
OI*» Dog Tray.
Old Tncle N**d
OR
«Md Dan Tacker
Oli» Cabin Home
»ixie C and.
Farewell, l.iliy Dear
ur the more modem nonsense songs or the JuDilee
or ier.
or
CroHH Roada,
Go»<p 1 Rf it,
In tl»e I91oruing bv the Bright Light,
Or the truely beautiful
Lily D-le, lMocbiu Bird, or Tuinhliug
Star**.

Price $2. Boards. $2.50 Cloth. $3. Fine
ttilt.
prices.

CO.,

Boston.

dTul’hS&w4H
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MASSACHU SETTS.
Found Dead on the Track.

Boston, Dec. 6.—The dead bo ly of
was found at 6 25 o’clock this
morning

Stockbridge’s

Music Store.

Just received a tine line, of Christmas and New
Year’s Cards, Birthday Cards, Fancy Cards and
Scrap pictures. All the New Styles Decalcomania
five anu ten cents.
The Langtry Pleaques. ten cents.
200 Pleaques and Pallettes marked down to five
cents.

Street.

Ira C.

Stockbridge,

156 EXCHANGE^!’.

dtf

You can buy a box of
good Cigars for Two Dollars at GU1TY, KINSMAN
& ALDEN’S Drug Store.

Letters of Credit issued and Bills drawn available
all the principal Cities of Europe.
Government Bonds and good local securities
bought and sold direct or on commission at the
most favorable rates.
n

Highest Prices Paid for
Exchange on Europe.ecdtf
Imported and Domestic ju20
Soaps, Solid Back Hair
BAN KING HOUSE
-OF
Brushes, French Perfumes,
Florida
Water, Orange Henry Clews & Co.,
Flower Water, Lavender
18 NEW STREET, NEW YORK.
water, and all Toilet Articles can be found at GUPPY, KINSMAN & ALDEN’S

Drug

Store.

STOCK

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s

WASHINGTON.
Appointments by the President.
Washington, Dec. 0.—The President sent
the following nominations to the Senate today:
Brig. Gen. John Pope, to be Maj. Gen.; Col.
Ronald S. Mackenzie, 4th Cavalry, to be Brig.
Gen.; Carlir N. B. Macaulay of Massachusetts,
to bo Assistant Surgeon U. S. A., Commodore
Earl English, t be Chief of Bureau of Equipment and Recruiting in Department of
Navy;
Geo. E. Waring. Jr., of Rhode Island, to be a
member of the National Board of Health.

Meeting of the National Base Ball League
Providence, Dec. 6.—The annual meeting
of the National league of professsional base
ball clubs opened today at noon, S. H. Soden
of Boston presiding,
In the director’s meeting the championship
for 1882 was awarded to the Chicagos.
In the
matter of charges of insubordination and dishonorable conduct preferred by the Cleveland
Club against Herman Dorscher, his appeal was
dismissed and the action of the club suspending him for the season of 1888 affirmed.
N. E. Young was re-ele«ted secretary of the
league and the board.
Appropriate ri solutions were -unanimously
adopted upon the death of a former president,
W. A. Hulbert.
The resignation of the Worcester Club was
received and accepted.
The proposed amendments to the constitution were considered but no action was t akeu
and a committee was appointed to report upon
the expediency of creating a staff of paid

umpires.
The Troy Club tendered its resignation and
the club was placed in the roll of honorary
membership, with the Worcester Club.
The meeting will be coutinued to-morrow.

PIANO FORTES.

j^f&Ykotel.eodt

kllAKCHES
mays

Also

several

THE BRIBERY CASE.

IM
THE
BUY OF
PO RTF R!—German Song
■
Canaries, *2.50 and $3; St.
Andreasberg Canaries, bell and flute notes, *4,85:
Caxnpanini Canaries trained whistlers, long trill
and water bubble notes, 8** and 8*0* A great variety of talking Parrots, Cardinals, Gold tin cues.
Bullfinches, Linnets. &e. Birds safe by express.
Price list free. Holden’s New Hook on Birds, 128
pp., 80 illustrations, all ab >ut food, care, diseases,
&€., stamps. ©. L. Holden, 0 Bowiloiu
oct23d&w2nr
gq nare, Moston, M a*»
■
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Cement Well Pipe

which

wi-Mug to make money in Stocks should
communicai with the old established firm of

JOHN A. DODGE &

ieo<14w&W2w40

CO.,

WM. P.
144

!

E. B ROBINSON & CO.,
The

tine assortment of

have
Best HTjIIVDAKD IHSTKI'JIE.VIN
a

T.ow

Wareiaoma
oc27
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prices

a

specialty.

VlTrlle tllrift,

op.

( itf Hull
eortlysn
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HASTINGS’,
Exchange

—

St.

eodly

Henry Ft. !6tickney,
*M»CHINJBSX,

49 Union

St., Portlandshop at 49 Union St.,
machine
tools,
first-class

Having fully equipped

with

new

and

a

all the Jalest improvments, I am prepared
do mechanical work in a. thorough ami satisiacto
ry manner at the lowest possible price.
.lobiiiug, U< |>ni*» o« Priwiiug IVlaehiuShoe iTla<nii>c», Cai,uei,,« Dim ond
erj

Toot*,

prompt y attended
’>r»wi Mm tie and estimates given
chinery of all kinds.
Experimental work and Iflodcle of
uientul muchittery u
etc.

to.

on

ma-

experi-

»peci<iffy.

H. E. STICK NET; 49 Union St.
nov30
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BROWN
celebrated

PIANOS

feb!8eodly

having

ORGANS.

STOOLS.

WOODWARD

$1,000.

$1© to

o

PIANOS,

and

AT—

ANB> STOCK BROKERS,
No. 12 Wall Street, New lT«rk,
who will send free full information showing how
large profits may be realized on investments of
BANKER*

keeps out sand.worms

_nol

COVERS

Parties

Ac Stone Works

at 1 W. Promenade. (Come
via Spring St. Horse Car, or
Telephone 424.) Make the
ITbest kind of goods, also the

ALSO

—

STOCK S PECULATION

The Portland Cement
Drain

Pipe

make

For Sale and to Let.

may26

KlF/lC

good manufacturer’s

other

EXCHANGE.)

Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on commission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4f
cent, allowed on all daily balances. Members
of $. Y. Stock Exchange and the Chicago Board of
11ade. Private wire to Chicago.
) y53 Broadway.
N v Titv

the

outward track of the Fitchburg railroad near
the Dane street crossing. It was lying close to
the rail, face downward, the head being
partially severed from the body, the face battered
out of recognizable condition and the left arm
cut off close to the shoulder. The man had
apparently been knocked dowu and killed by an
early outward train, as the condition of the
clothing did not indicate that it had been long
exposed to the rain, which began to fall at
midnight and continued till 5 a. m. The body
was conveyed to the yard
in the rear of Somerville station, where it was seen during the
next few hours by a large number of
persons.
It proved to that of John Kelley, an employe
of the Fitchburg Railroad Ce., who lived on
Liuwood street.
He was 24 years old and
leaves a widow anu two children.

—

(NEXT DOOR TO THE

man

SPORTING.
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BANKERS,

on

Beautiful Statuary Pleaques only 26 oentsjper pair

U S. Called Bonds cashed.

J. B. Brown & Sons,

a

—AT

nolO

uich7

NEWS

Gloucester, Dec. 6.—The schooner Louis
Clark, Capt. Bartlett, bound to Portland, lost

Nearly

OLIVER DITSON &

Episcopal Board

are

for sale by

C. K. Hawes
177 Middle St. Portland.
dot‘28
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Olive Butter,
Cheaper and Better than Carol for

Cooking

purposes, and
Requite** but Half the Quantity.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

WASHINGTON BUTCHER’S SONS,
1*111C A DJbCPHIA.
uo23 FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS. cod70t

The Hearing Coutinued Yesterday.
Washington, Etc. 6.—The hearing in the

Dickson

case was resumed in the Police Court
Mr. Wells opened with a statement
that sutcenas had been served upon the Department of Justice by the defence calling for
the orfgiuals of the affidavits which have been
taken by the special counsel.
As a matter of
courtesy he was willing to allow the defendants to examine the original
affidavits, or any
other paper neccessary to the defence, but they
must not go out of the|court room, for the Chief
Clerk of the Department of Justice was personally responsible for tlieir bafety.
Mr. Wells said that he had only the Dickson
affidavit with him, and this paper was produced and compared with the city copy.
Zactiariah Tobriner, a star route juior, was
then placed upou the stand.
The witness told the siorv of the
production
of the paper by Dickson before the
jury and
said that the vote upon the
of it stood
reading
ten in fav. r, one or two voted against it.
Edward J. McLain another juror, testified
substantially the same as the last witness,
Jurors Murray aud Alcott testified to having
heard the paper read before its
presentation iu
the jury room, but affirmed that the reading
of the paper had not influenced their votes.
Dickson had never attempteu to bribe them
nor had he asked how
they were going to vote.
Percival A. Kennedy was pi'ced
upon the
stand, he had conversed with Dickson about
the Bowen affair two days after the close of
the trial. Dicksou remarked the he did not
think a man like the Attorney General or
Brewster Cameron had any knowledge of the
attempt to bribe them.
He said he thought
it was an attempt to try him cr to see how he

to-day.

was

going

|

over

uniform system of
bankruptcy throughout the United States then
came up as the special order, and Mr.
iDgalls
took the floor and delivered a set speech in favor of the bill, stating that its
object was to
discharge insolvent debtors upon the surrender
ana distribution of their estates
among their
creditors.

HOUSE.
Mr. Willis of Kentucky presented a resolution authorizing the committee on civil service
reform to inquire into the collection of election
funds from government employes end the
uses of
tho same, whether collected under
threats of dismissal or not. The resolution
was referred.
Mr. Caswell of tho appropriation committee
offered a resolution authorizing that committee to add a clause to the appropriation bill,
reducing letter postage to two cents, which
was adopted without diBsent.
Mr. Hewitt presented a petition of the New
York underwriters and shipping merchants in
favor of establishing telegraphic communication between Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket for the protection of the shipping. Referred
The House then went into committee of the
whole on the state of the Union. The first bill
considered was one refunding to the State of
Georgia §25,000 expended by that rotate for
the common defence in 1777, after some discussion the bill was reported to the House and

passed.

Mr. Kasson presented the views of the minority of the committee on ways and means
on the internal revenue bill.
Oordered printed. The minority deem it wiser and far more
conducive to public interest and convenience
to remove tho burdens from other objects of
taxation than to abolish entirely Ihe tobacco
law.
Messrs. Dunnell and Haskell also filed a supplemental minority|report, in which they favor
abolition of *11 internal revenue taxes, except
those on malt and spirituous liquors, tobaceo,
suufi and cigars.

Adjourned.
THE TRANSIT.
Observations Made All Over the Country

Reports have been received of the results of
the observations made of the transit of Venus
yesterday as follows:
Boston, Dec, G.—Satisfactory observations

of the first and second contact in the transit
of VeuuB was made at the Harvard Observa-

tory,
Hanover, N. H

Dec. G.—Clouds prevented
view of the transit.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. G.—Prof. Porkhurat,
at his observatory, succeeded in obtaining a
number of fair photographs of the transit of
Venus.
Philadelphia,Dec .0.—The transit of Venus
(both contact^) were successfully observed and
Proofs. Snyder and Ritler obtained beautiful
results.
Hartford,Conn., Dec. 6.—Early this morning the sky was covered with clouds and the
'German astronomers were unable to make
the desired observation before the time of the
transit of Venus.
The time of the ingress also
passed belore the sun could be clearly seen.
But at about 10.15 the clouds became so thin
that heliometric observations could be made to
determine the position of Venus on the solar
disc. The work was done very rapidly and
successfully though the air was not at any time
perfectly clear and four half sets and six full
sets of measurements equivalent to eight full
gets each including eight double observations
were completed
by 2.30 p. m.. accurate
measurements of apparent diameter of Venus
were then made.
Before the time of egress
the final contacts were somewhat interfered
with by the clouds.
No traces were seen of any satellite of Venus
or an atmosphere surrounding the
planet, contact at egress was two minutes later than the
com preted time, the allowance of error being
but one minute. The astronomers telegraphed
to Germany to-night to announce the success.
The heliometric measurements which alone
they think to be of special value, ever in their
judgment eminently successful.
a

ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
Close of the Busy Life of a Noted Man.
London, Dec. 6.—Anthony Trollope is dead.
For some weeks past the announcement of
the death of Mr. Trollope has been expected,
and in fact there had been no ground for the
hope that he might recover since he was taken
sick, and one of the busiest of men, the most
tireless of workers, if not the most successful
of writers has passed away quietly, it is to be
supposed, as the announcement was made several hourB previous that he would probably not
recover consiousness again.

Anthony Trollope was the second son of Anthony Trollope and Frances Milton Trollope,
aud seems to have fully inherited the literary
tastes of his mother. He was born in 1815 and
became a writer at an early age, but did not
appear as a novelist until 1847, when he published “The Macdermots of Ballydorn.” From
1834 to 18G7 he was connected with the British
postal service, and several. times represented
England at foreign postal conventions. He
was liberal in politics, but was not successful
in his political aspirations, being defeated in
1869, when he ollered himself to the voters of
Beverly as a candidate for Parliament. For a
long time he was the chief editor of the “St.
Paul’s Magazine,” and was a frequent contributor to the press, beside bis extensive novel
writing. He made several visits to tbe United
S ates, once visiting this city, with which he
was much pleased.
In 1871 he visited Australia, and again in 1875. The list of his books
is a formidable one, aud Ms productions make
a small library of fiction in themselves.
From
1847 to 1875'he published thirty-seven bookB,
of which “Tbe Small House at Allingtou”
and “The Lost Chronicles of Barset” were the
most popular.
His activity continued up to
the time of his last sickness. Ed.

POLITICAL.
Meeting

of

the
Republican National
Committee.
Hartford, Dec. C.—Hon. Marshall Jewell,
chairman of the Republican National Committee, haB issued a circnlar calling a meeting of
the committee at the Arlington Hotel, Washington, Wednesday, Jan. 17,1883, for the purpose of hearing a report of the sub-commiltee
appointed to devise a method for tbe election
of delegates to the natioral convention.
Lowell City Nominations.
Lowell, .Mass., Dec. 6.—The Republican
convention to-night nominated Francis Jewett
for mayor.

FOREIGN.

Report Confirmed.
St.

Albans, Vt.,

Dec. G.—Information from
parties interested and in a position to know,
confirm beyond a donbt the transfer of the
North Shore railroad to the Crand Trunk and
Central Vermont railroads.

Dr. Hill's Discovery in Regard to
Hay’s
Law

at

heat J. F.
of 130

race

at

Washington yesterday.

testimony

Burglars took $10,000 worth of jewelry and
diamonds from the house of Wm. Harris in

Cleveland, Tuesday night.
The system of assorting mails on

1

The Portland Society cf Art held its December meeting last evening which was well
attended by the members.
The Rev. Dr. Hill gave a brief essay on

“Beauty,” with a particular application* to the
beauty of proportion fn architecture and draw-

Cincinnati, yesterday.

Seaman Ninderman continued his

ing. The sense of beauty arose from an implicit perception of unity in an object. Unity
in its highest form belonged to persons
alone;
and unity in an object, a concept, not a percept; it therefore iuplied not ouiy conscious
mind in the observer; but conscious mind in
the Creator, whose concepts if we might so

designate them, were embodied orsuegestod in
thiugs perceived by sense. Not merely the

the trains
between Boston and New York has been regerms and the species,but even the individuals
enabling
them
established,
to be distributed I were thus supersensible objects.
earlier in the New York office.
You did cot see a snowflake, or a cat, with
The post office at Pottstown,
Pa., was Toes
the optic nerve aud retina; they gave
only
day night robbed of about $40 in silver and
certain waves of light and shade; it was the
pennies and over $300 worth of
stamps.
A body, believed to be that of David
informing mijidwhicb alone saw the individual
Morgan, who disappeared in 1877, was found on
lying behind; the noumeuou iu phenomena;
luesday in No. 9 mine of the Lehigh Coal Co., and that noumeuou
being a thing of intellect,
at Lansford, Pa.
The b -dy wag well preservhad its source iu intellect.
All beauty, all
ed, though the mine has only just been extingmslied after beiog on fire more than a
unity, thus testified that the origin of thiugs is
year.
in a Divine miud. The sense of
Wro. Ramsey on Monday shot
beauty did
Volney Clark
not however require the intellectual
dead at Rankin Depot, Cocke
recognicounty, Teun.,
tion
of
this
intellectual origan of the beautiand then killed himself.
Family troubles
ful.
were the cause.
The lecturer then proceeded to show in deGen. Terry has written a letter to Gen.
tail what was signified bv the unity of a beauGrant endorsing the latter’s conclusion in the
tiful object; that that alone had unity for us
Fitz John Porter case.
which we can hold undisturbed in a single
The tenth annual convention of the Nationmood of contemplation; or in a succession of
al Butter, Egg and Cheese Association
opened moods, naturally and easily related to each
other. Then, descending to a more particular
yesterday afternoon at Milwaukee.
Judge Samuel S. Worcester of Ohio, died at treatment, he showed how naturally aud inevitably we endeavor to bring all things under
Nashua, N. H., yesterday, aged 78.
numerical formB.
The very process of lanMany graves in the cemetery “operated”
as it were, a
process of numbering;
by the Philadelphia body snatchers, were guages,
and in all conscious thought, a dim
impression
opeued yesterday and found empty.
of unity and plurality was implied.
All proThe executive committee of the Western
port'ous, whether of dimentious, or light aud
Uuiou adopted a resolution
yesterday that any shade, or color, or what not, were in some sort,
person in their employ handling a message and
numerical proportions; aud the perception ot
who shall report the contents of the same to
beauty, in ail cases, was wbat Pythagoras deanv officer of the
company or other person,
clared it to be in the case of harmony and
shall b9 promptly
discharged.£t
inelcdv; the resolt of a secret unconscous
numerical calculation.
But Dr, Hill doubted much whether Hay
FRENCH SPOLIATION CLAIMS.
had obtained the who.e law of the beauty of
external forms, when he declared that, iu
beautiful forms, the really expressed, and
An Appeal Made to Congress.
prominently suggested angles, must ba in
harmonic ratio to the right angle. Plants were
certainly beautiful in form, and the Gothic
The enclosed lotter, has been sent to each
architecture w .s supposed to have been suggested by the interlacsug branches of a forest.
Senator and Representative iu Congress:
Yet in plants while the lower approximations
Dear Sir:—At a meeting of decendants of
to the perfect angle make harmonic divisions
American citizers who suffered by French
of a circle; the higher approxmations, iu the
spoliations on American commerce prior to
pine cove, the dahlia, the daisy, the
July 31st, 1801, aud whose claims npon France etc., made divisions which would sunflower,
be rudely
were surrendered to her and assumed
by the
discordaut.
The lecturer would, therefore,
Uuited States iu consideration of the release
that Hay’s “Science of Beauty’’ needs
suggest
of the Uuited States from obligations under
modification; aud that Pbyllotactic division,
treaties between those two nations, held in
in extreme aud mean ratio, instead of harmonHew York, October 12th, 1882, the undersigned
ic division, be made the bases.
He made the
were appointed a committee to
urge upon Consuggestion the more confidently, because of the
gress the early passage of Senato Bill
and
1465,
results which he had obtained from imperfect
House Bill 5885, both favorably reported at
measurements made upon a photograph, and
the last session aud now upon the
respective upon a lithograph, of iho front of Noire Dame
calendars, by which the Court of Claims is au- in Paris.
E'ght different angles •apneered
thorized to hear and decide upon such claims,
prominent, or prominently suggested 'there.
and to report thereon to Congress for its final
Of these, two were harmonic, as well as phylaction.
totectic; the oiher six were peculiarly phylWe are aware that the long standing of these
totectic. This went far toward showing that
claims has been adduced as an argument
the grand beauty of that celebrated front arises
against their validity, bnt we would eall your from its faithful reflection of the
peculiar anattention to the fact that Chief Justice Margles of forest aisles.
shal), James Madison. Henry Clay, Edwaid
Livingston, Daniel Webster, Edward Everett,
John J. Ciitteude.i, Caleb Cushing, John M.
Reported Important Transaction.
Clayton, Charles Sumner, aud a great number
A dispatch from St. Albans says: An imporof other distinguished statesmen examined the
character of these claims and urged their paytant railroad change is announced.
The
ment by the Government of the Uuited States.
Graud Trunk and Central Vermont Roads
About one thousand claimants residing in
have bought the North Shore Road from Mondifferent states from Maine to Texas, and
treal to Quebec. The control of this road has
from Hew York to California, descendants of
original sufferers have in the present year 6ent caused considerable strife between the Canadpetitions to the House of Representatives on ian Pacific and Southeastern on one side
and
this subject. Such petitions state the residen
the Grand Trunk and Central Vermont on the
ces of the claimants, with the names of the
claimants, with the names of the original suf- other. Three years ago the Southeastern seferers aud their relationship to the several pecured control of the traffic on the Quebec,
titioners, aud are upon the files of the House.
Montreal, Ottawa and Occidental Road, of
The reference of this subject to the Court of
which the North Shore is a part, for 50 years
Claims has been for the first time proposed iu
the present Congress, aud it seems simple jusunless the latter should be disposed of by sale!
tice tbat these claimants should at least have
The Southeastern, by this contract, virtually
their day in Court.
had control of the large grain and passenger
We believe tbat you will
regard this appeal
business from the north side of the St. Lawwith lavor.
It is made on behalf of the derence River between Montreal
and Quebec,
scendants of original sufferers, many of whom
which contract is now terminated by sale to
are iu very
narrow
circumstances, and feel the Grand Trunk and Central Vermont. The
that their Government has long enjoyed,
negotiation ended Saturday last, and the purwithout compensating them, the bunt-fils ana
chasing roads aro to fake
of tbo
advantages which have accrued from the sur- Nor.h Shore Road at once. Ttpossession
is proposed row
render of their rights for the public weal.
to constru t a loop line between Hocheia and
We therefore make this earnest request that
the Graud Trunk near Point St. Charles, a disvou will give an
opportunity for a judicial tance of two or three miles, and make a conhearing of these claims so long deferred, the tinuous line into the Graud
Trunk
justice of which touches closely the honor aud open Victoria Bridge to traffic fromStation and
the' North
integrity of our Government, aud to this end Shore. This connection will
iusur^to the Cenwe ask that you will give
your act! e influence
tral Vermont line traffic from that
territory,
aud vote for the eariy consideration and paswhile it also opens to the Cauada-Atlantic
sage of ihe bill referring this whole matter to
a direct line from Ottawa to
Railway
Quebec
the Court of Claims.
It also gives the Grand Trunk Railway a betw# are, very respectfully yours,
ter outlet for Western traffic for
foreign shipWilliam Gray; Boston, Mass; Charles Francis
ments via Quebec.
Adams, Jr., Quincy, Mass; Johu N. A. Grisworld, New York, N Y.; Henry E. Pierrepont, Brooklyn, N Y.; William Goddard,
Provideuce, Xt. I.; Wolcott Gibbs, Newport,
U. S. Commissioner's Court.
R. X.; Henry H. Ladd, Portsmouth, N. H.;
BEFORE COMMISSIONER BAND.
T. Slater Tred ek, Portsmouth, N. H.; Hen-'
ry Pratt McKean, Philadelphia,
Peun.;
Wednesday.—Before Commissioner Band this
Charles P. Bayard, Philadelphia, Penn.:
afternoon W. H. Dodge of Lubec and C. L. Wood of
Robert Setou, D. D., Jersey City, N. J.;
Castine waived examination on a charge of smug"
A. B. Guigon, Richmond, Va.; Hannah P.
B. Hayes, Lewiston, Me.; George E. B.
gling and gave sureties for their appearance.
Jacksoa, Portland, Me,; Samuel D. Stouey,
Charleston, S. C.; Robert Wilson, CharlesSuperior Court.
ton, S. C ; Howard Muunikhusec, BaltiBEFORE JUDGE BONNET.
more, Md.
Wednesday.—Edward B. Smith v. Thomas TapCongressman Reed on the Message.
lev.
Congressman Reed, speaking of the PresiCharles C. Marston v. Thomas Tapley.
dent s message, saysi "‘It is a message
Inasmuch as these two cases involve the same
very
comprehensive and suggestive. There are many
state of facts, tte testimony in one being applicable
things in it which the people of the United to the other, they are tried together.
The defendant owned what was known as the TapStates will be glad to read. The figures he
gives as to the combiued results of increased ley mine in the town of Brookville. The plaintiffs
together with one Patterson held a bond for a d ed
business and honest, skillful management in
of some land just over the fence and adjoining the
the Post Office Department, are especially satTapley mine and, as they olaim, the vein cropped
isfactory. His reference as to the river and out on Tapley’s
laud, bat dipped so that it was
harbor expenditures show full appreciation of
found that the bu k of the ore was on their claim;
the difficulties attendiog that kind of legislathat Tapley. in order to sell his mine, induced them
tion.
His first suggestion, as remedy, may
to transfer their interest in the bond which
well seem unsatisfactory to himself, yet no one
they
who has not been a member of the House, can
held, which they did. Tapley said he could sell
at all realize the effect of
dividing the im- three Hfths(b.5) forforty thousand(40,000)dollars
provement into separate bills. We do that on
and promising them that when he sold he would depublic buildings, and the result is not encour- duct
twenty thousand doUars for his mine, and afaging. Our rule renders consolidation inevita- ter
paying certain bills that had been incurred, dible. Pile constitutional amendment
giving vide the balance between them
They claimed that
power 10 veto items, deserves serious consideration. One objection to that has
they have beou paid nothing for their interest in
always been
the great increase of power which it would
give the bond so transferred to Tapley and these suits
to the Executive, but as the
tendency seems are to recover that amount. The amount claimed
now to be to strip him of more or less of
the
in each suit is twenty thousand dollars. On trial.
power of appointment, that objection will lose
M. P. Frank—C. W. Morrill for pllfs.
some of its force. The
encroashing power of
L. A. Emery -Clar.uce Hale for deft.
Congress is so great that the executive ought
to continue at least as powerful as the Constitution makes him. His recommondation as to
the coinage of silver dollars, ought to be atMunicipal Court.
tended to. More dollars have already been
BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
coined than can be justified, eveu by those who
Wednesday.—Mark Foley. Assault. Fined 81
voted for the bill. We shall iiud this overcoiuage of silver a serious element of disaster, and costs. Suspended.
Thomas Cady. Larceny. Fined $5 and costs.
when the next business revulsion occurs.”
Frank E. Stevens Wm. Freeman. Intoxication.
Fined 85 and costs ea h.
STATE NEWS.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Journal says the Mudgett colt at China
has been Bold by Mr. C. H. Nason for $809.
Tho colt was raised by James Mudgett of
Winslow, and w is sold to Mr. Nelson for 8125.
“Pittstou and Chelsea Farmers’ Union’’ was
organized on tho 2d Inst., at Grange Hall,
Pittstou, by the farmers of those two towns,
and officers wero elected as follows, to serve
until the annual meeting to beheld on the first
Saturday in March next.
President, R. A
Marsou; vice presidents, A N. Douglass, Jas.
M. Carpenter, M. J. Donnell; secretary, F. H.
Mooers; treasurer, J. B. Ripley; trustees, R.
A. Marsou, F. H. Mooers, E. A. Lapharn,
Win. F. Abbott, 8. R. Lapliam.
The uext
meeting will be held at the same place on Saturday, Dec. 30tb, at 1 o’clock p. in., for the
discussion of current egricultural topics.
All
are cordially invited to attend.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

The Times mentions that

number

of perseverely poisoned by sleeping in
newly painted state rooms on tho steam bark
Mendoza, at Bath, Mouday night. The rooms
were suitable for erdinary
habitation, but not
for sleeping iu without ventilation.
The Times says everything up the Kounebee
is frozen solid.. The freeze is a grand thing for
the owners ef ice ponds, and bad for the river
men.
The Kennebec ice is said to he a very
rough condition owing to the disturbing effect
of large quantities of auchor ice that was frozen in.
A prominent ice merchant says there
is no weakening in the business arising from
the discouraging prices of the past season.
The business wit] be made is lively as ever, especially by the larger concerns; although very
many of the smaller dealers have been frightened out of their bus'ness.
sons

Theatre Burned.
London, Dec. 6 —A fire broke out in the
Royal Alhambra Theatre bore at 12.45 this
morning, after the conclusion of the performance.
Within half an hour the dome of the
theatre fell in and tbe building and a neighboring house was soon completely gutted.
Nothing saved.
The Transit In England.
At Portsmouth the observations of the transit of Venns was easily taken.
At Penzance
the transit was seen for two hours. At other
places in England the sky was clouded and
observations could not be takeo. Tbe sky was
cloudless in South Wales and the transit was
clearly visible.
Foreign Notes.
Latest China advices report destructive
storms.
Emperor William has expressed Jhimself as
satisfied with Bismarck’s policy.
The British ship Fiona has been lost at sea
with all on board.

at

New York, yesterday.
The authorities are trying to eject 2000 intruders from Creek and Seminole counties in
Indian Territory.

a

Adjourned.

burglars

yards for $400 a side

relating to political asowing to the expiration of

the morning hour.
The bill to establish

two

«LT. Croseley of Philadelphia,
McGuigan of Boston in a match

Mr. Beck’s resolution

|

to vote

Tired of Life.
Waterbury, Vt., Dec. 6.—Mrs. Nesbifc, a
widow aged 70, of Duxbury, suicided this
morning by cutting her throat.

by

row.

Bessment8 went

Episcopal

was

MARINE

BARRETT,

Middle

Sad Accident at

—

180 Middle St., Portland, Me.

21§

Mr.

CHRIST USAS CARDS!

Woodbury & Moulton

ployed.
Proposals will be received by the committee
no28

buy CIGARS at

can

Mailed anywhere for above

proposals

until
December 20th. But the committee reserve the
right to reject any and all proposals. Per order of
E. A. NOYES, Secretary.
the committee,

HANSON,

Middle

We Offer For Sale

like thousand*
its value.
A«k for Hcblotlrrlieck’n Uoru ant! War
Helfcni and take* no other.
nor28gprt*t-

CITY

194

USING

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent
applying

carried

Daily telegraphic quotations from Now York
Stock Exchange.

SCHLOTTERB ECK ’S

Brush for

Bonds

MAINE.

"***£?»

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Lee the oarsman, and Rowell the walker left
New York for England yesterday.
Maggie Williamson (colored) was burned to
death at Cincinnati yesterday.
•Toseph Walker (colored) was fatally betten

The chair appointed Mr. Call to fill the vacancy on the committee on foreigu relations,
and Mr. Barrow the vacancy on the committee of privileger and
elections, caused by the
death of Senator Hill.
Mr. Edmunds moved that the committee on
the judiciary be instructed to inquire and report whether any further actiou is necessary to
Recure the title to the National [Soldiers’ cemetery at Arlington. Carried.
Mr Anthony introduced a bill to prohibit the
use of the
Capitol or any portion thereof for
auythmg else than for the accommodation of
the two houses of Congress, the
Supreme Court
aud the purposes for which it is
desigued.
The bill gives the Presideut
power to authorize
its use for public funerals
during recess.
Mr. Groom introduced a bill to
adjust the
rank of certain officers of the
navy.
Mr. Platt’s resolution
asking for detailed information in regard to the pension roll was
then taken up. Messrs. Beck and
Logan offered amendments, which were
rejected, and
after some debate Mr. Platt’s resolution was
adopted in ita original form.
Mr. Sewall gave notice that he would call
up
the hill for the restoration of Fitz John Porter
to his rank in the army a week from to-mor-

-

**••«*» ifiariivi.
The following quotation? ot •took* are rone Ire.
and corrected daily by
bers or the Boston Stock Kxch*u!>*i oorner of Middle and Exchange streets:
new York stocks.
Cen.'Pactttc

Texas Pacific

a

were

mmmi

commercial

Review of K’oriUml IVhelcvale llnrkei.

D«0. G.
report this week. As the year

FOR THE WEEK ENDING

There is little to

closes merchants are busy ta* iag account of stock*
the markets are dull. The only changes we

and

make this week

are a

drop of

heavy decline

in Pork and

PORTLAND, Deo. G
Tho folio ving quotations of Grain were reoeiveo
bv telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Larminie
& Co., '.57 Commercial street, Portland.

Chicago-Wheat-—
Time.
Deo.
9.80..
94%
10.00.
94%
10.80..
94%
1 00..
94%
11.80..
940/g
12.00.
0*ia
12.80..
94%
call....
94%

on

Turpentine,

and

slight

fall in Lard.

Frenli Href Qarkrt.

Corrooted for *h© Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Go., Commission Merohauts In Chicago Dressed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Sides.9
Hinds. 7 Vi® 9
&

Fores. «Va^ 7
Rattles. 5
Hacks. G
Rounds. 7
@ 8
Loins. 9
Rumps. 8 @12
Rump iiOius....... 8
The market is

common

grades

a

tw

6

@8

@16

@14
iillle higher for choice Beef;

hold

steady.

Railroad

Receipts.
^'itruND, Deo. 6.
by the Port-

Miscellaneous merchandise receive*!
land & Ogdensburg Railroad, 28 car*.
9rv Gooda

Wholenalr *lnrkei«

The following Quotations a> wholesale prio a and
eoirectod dally by Store
Bros. St Co., Dry Goods
Woolens rod Fancy Oct.us, 144 to 152 Middle streetUNBLEaCHKD cottons.
uaavv

Med.

Li«bt
Pino

m. # va.tv
30 In. OVafu, 7 Vi
30 In. 5
'a) R
40 in. 7V*:® 9

iniie7-4.14 « 17
..18a22
Fin© 8-.,
Fin© 9-4.22 a 28
Pine 10-4.... 37 V* fe32 %

BLEACHED

Gif in .Tlnrliel.

lc

advance of *4c on Cream of Tartar, an advaicc of
$ l on Cranberries, a decline of Vfec on Sugai. and a

ueei

m.

Med. 3tt

in.. K

.liMi'tfis

.light36ln..

0
42 in.. 10
6-4... 11

^11
<$ 7Ms
,^14

§17

COTTONS.

mnoti-4......15
Fine 7-4.10
@23
Fine 8-4.21
&?f\
I Fine 9-4.26
@30
Fine 10-4 ..27^@32^

TN'KIWOS,

Tickings,

RTC.

Drills. 8?$ 9
Corset Joans,... 7 « 8
Satteen?.
Hu 9H

Boat.15 m*
Medium.. .11
$14
Cambric?. &{pt 6%
Light. H $10
Denims.12 Mi ®10 Mj SilePla?.10(f20
Du ok 8-Brown 9
Cotton Flannels. 71T15
$12
Fancy 12V3$16 Vj Tn 1a e & Warpa 1 Ha 28 M,
.1.1 V^'O' 1 8
BHlllUg—..
....

*•

Good.. 8Ub@KVfc

38V4

Water Power.

2V4

Flint * Peru Mar-

qnette eommon. 19Hartford *Erio 7s 40
d. T. * S. F. 86%
Boston* Maine. 147

FUnt * Pere Mar-

■■■

queue prei erred 98
r,. Ti. A Pt. Smith 4U

..

—

Marquette, Hough

—-

Mo. K. & Texas..
Nor & Woafn prf

.",

BOSTON stocks.
Hoeu)n Lama.
G

—

32

ton
Out
Summit Branch..
Mexican Cent’1 7§

—

r,,<J

o?.'?wN,wU.
Rich
& Dan.

—

...

Missouri Pacific 102
Wabash preferred 63%
Ruf. Pit.* W.com 17%
8t.(.. & Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 47%
tenver *
45%
Frisco preferred..
Omaha prefer ed If 5%
Pae.prefei’d PH
‘‘
40%
Pacific Mall
.>oVa
prer
—

Health.

*

PRICE 3 CENTS.

PORTLAND SOCIETY OF ART.

Body Found.
Halifax, Dec. 0.—The body of Capt. Fritz,
of the wrecked steamer Cedar Grove, was
found by divers at the wreck to-day and has
been identified.

The chair laid before the Senate
communication from the secretary of the treasury transmitting the report cf the National Board of

HOURS,

Morrill Losing Ground.
[Special Dispatch to ihe Press.]
Augusta, Dec. 6.—Mr. Morrill’s condition
remains about the same, although he isevi.
dently losing ground he may live sjme little
time yet.
Ex Senator Morrill’s Condition.
[Special Dispatch to the Boston Jou mai.]
Augusta, Dec. 6.—Collector Morrill daily
grows weaker and somewhat wandering in
mind, but will probably live several days. He
has taken more nourishment yesterday ami
to-day than previously, particularly milk.
This is also the case in the night time. He
was conscious this
morning of his condition.

THE DOMINION.

SENATE.
Washington, Dec. 6.

War Dep’t Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
Deo. 7, 1 A. M.
)
For New England,
Fair weather, followed by much colder oloudy
weather aud occasional snow, northwest to
southwest winds, falling followed by rising
barometer.

BI TfiLFGRA.

f ENTKhEl; A4SECONDI
ICLABBMAIL MATTER.t

XLVII C0NGRESS~2d Session

METEOROLOGICAL
INDICATIONS FOR THK NEXT TWENTT-FOUB

on

OLD

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

Those in need of these goods are invited to call
and examine the
as the desirable st> les aro meeting with a rapid ilennd qnnot be duplicated.
oct28eod2oiosn

Cure Your

Newsdealers.

MINSTREL SONGS

SQUARE, STOCKS
nought
margin

One

5f ooltuvllerti and

DECEMBER 7, 1882.

THURSDAY MORXIXQ, DEC. 7,

Church of this city, officiated.
The closing session of the

—

Railway
or

Up

by nil

Sent Postpaid cm receipt of price by
ENTFS & LAURIAT, Publishers, Boston.
lloc“eod3t. q

cheeks.
Stock Exchange Securities bonght and sold for
cash or on margin.
Quotations and financial letter sent daily.
Investment Securities suitable for Savings BankB
and private investors, a specialty.
Monthly investor’s circular sent if desired.
Accounts of Country Banks solicited.
Unlisted Securities bought rnd sold.
E. H. DENHL.OW,
(Member N. Y. took Exchange).
D.A. EANTON,
II. SB HERTS, A S.nr. NICUOE8,
P. o. Box 158i>.
novGMWAFCm

LANCASTER BUILDING,

MARKET

old

GUPPY, KINSMAN & AUDEN’S Drug Store in any

:rts.

"BANKERS'"

AND

he

can now

Picturesque European Scenery.
Beautiful landscape and other views of picturosqmo
scenes of the old world, reproduced in line woodcuts by the best artists. 1
vol., large quarto, cloth,
bevelled and full gilt, $1.75.

You

MUNICIPAL
These cloths

Scenery.

eodtf

ENSLOW,

^st fashion-

English Kerseys and Meltons,
Frentch Astrachans,
German Elysiansand

Picture que American

A series of line steel engravings, with
descriptive
text by N. P. Willis and others, an«i quotations
from popular poets. 1 vol large quarto, cloth,
bevelled and full gilt, $3.75.

__

OVERCOATS.
are

With 24 iilustrati"ns by Alexander Liezen,
JVlaysr
and Edmund H. Garrett. Engraved by
George T.
Andrew and others 1 his volume is the tern ltd
a series entitled “Songs from the Great Peels
and uniform with Hoi
of ihe Broon. 1 vol.,
small quarto, doth lull gilt, $1.60 Full morooeo,
full tree marbled calf, $5.00.

3“? Exchaitge Street.

counters, a most complete
and desirable iueof fail and
winter cloths for

These cloths

I

H. HI. PAYSOY & CO.

liis

now on

Schiller’s Song of the Bell.

gusta, Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

Suitable fur the investment of Trust Funds.
Manufacturing Stocks and Kailway Securities bought

Has

Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Allen. Illustrated
from original drawings by F. S. church, E. H.
Garrett, S. G. McOutclieon, anil George T. Andrew. 1 vol., small quarto, cloih, full gilt. gl.»0
Full morocco, or full tree marbled calf, $6.00.

John Mussey, Francis K. Swan,
William E. Gould, William G. Davis, H.
Libby
Jacob McLellan, Philip H. Brown, Edward A.
Noyes, H. M. Payson, W. H. Moulton, William
Sweat, L. D. M Sweai. all of Portland.
Abner Coburn, Skowhegau, Anson P. Morrill, Au-

—

MARKET

By

Directors.

City

Building,

NEW GIFT BOOKS,r82

and the RENTAL

SAFES iu it- FERE and
BURGLAR PROOF

_

Lancaster

DEN, Druggists.

Chartered iu 1875 by the LrgiNialure of
Maine for the SAFE KEEPING of

VALUABLES,

mE.

We have a splendid Cigar
put up 50 in a box, for
Three
dollars
“$3.50.”
and fifty cents for a box of
long filled Havana Cigars.
GUPPY, KINSMAN & AL-

eod2m

mar3(>

COLD WEATHER,

PORTLAND,

POKTLAlB, MAINE.

oct!9__

by Tailor’s
at a trifling
expense, and ex-

FOSTER’S

232 Middle Street,

Hon. E. P. WELLS. President Ja ncs River Nationoal Bank, Jamestown, Dakota.
Hon. SAMUEL MLltKJLL, President Iowa Tmt
and Loan Company, Des Moines, Iowa.
Hon. L. D. M. SWEAT, Ex-Meuib.r of Congress,
Portland, Maine.
Hon JOHN D. BENTON, Vice President First
National Bank, Fargo, Dakota.
W. W. DUDLEY, Jamestown, Dakota.
15. J. BLOSSOM, Jamestown, Dakota.

Pressmen,

—

always on hand.

E. P. WELLS, President.
RODERICK ROSE. Vice Prest. and Atty.
GEO. 0. THOMPSON Secretary.
E. J. BLOSSOM, Treasurer.
DIRB€TOU8,

of

pressed C.O.D.

Fashionable stock of Hats and Caps

MORNING,

PRESS.

est.

OFFICERS.

and Pressed

Ladies
~AJfD

full y

Hobcs of alt kinds, from best to cheap*
So-called Japanese Wolf Kobes
(common goal skins) at low prices.

$100,000

Incorporated under the Lairs of Dakota, for the
Loans on
Bui proved
purpose of Negotiating
Fur me.— The value of the lands will in all cases be
three times the amount loaned.—The Loans will be
secured bv Bop«i» and First iVloi'tgni£<*», bearing Eight per Cent interest. And in addition to
th s securiiy the Company will give their own
Guaranty of the payment of the Principal and Interest of ail such Loans by them uegoiiated.
Interest colie ted by tbo Company and forwarded
by draft on New York to investors free of charge.

^fecis of
lilted.

and Circular

Altering, trimming and repairing personally attended to.

JAMESTOWN, DAKOTA.

WRING, SH0£& HARMON.

as

Manufacturer "of Seal

Garments, Muffs and Collars.

—

CAPITAL

■which,

PRACTICAL FURRIER.

LOAN AKO TRUST COMP NY
—

THE

G. A. Susskraut,

Ltiaiis Gnarauteei

the MAINE STATE PRSSS

A

MISCELLANEOUS.

8 PER CENT

97 EiOtU HOE
8t., POBTLAHD, Me

A*

PORTLAND, THURSDAY

GO

...

G2V|
8

G9y«

saVe? at th** Bommhi Brokers' Board. Dec 6
Portland. Me.. City Cs, 1887.
107

’*10214

Belfast. Me., City Gs.1898
Bath Citv Ub. 1H91.
Boston* Maine Railroad 7s, 1894

104*14
12.W

1893.;
‘lo'oiS
Rockland. Me.. City Us. 1902, R. L.!! 99*4
Continental Mills. j)(j
(to

Co.il26

PeDDereli Manufacturing
Bates Manufaeturiug Co.
206
Maine State Us.
1889.H3*A
Sul livan Mining Co.
K7iA
'Twin Lea< 1..
12

V. V.V/.V.V

IVew York Stock nod floury Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New YOBK.Dec.6.—Money loaned down from 6 to
3; closed offeted at 3. prime mercantile paper 6@8.
Exchange is steady at 4.80% for long and4M4%
for short. Governments are strong an t
g» nerally %
q-% higher. State bonds dull. Railroad bonds aro

irregular.

The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat*
od 315.61K) * hares.
The following are to day’s closing qu tations of
government ^eouritie*:
United States bond* 3s..102%
United States bonds f>s, ox
..101%
United States bonds 4 % s, reg
113%
4%s. coup.113%
United States bonds 4 s, rcg
11 If Vs
4s, coup ....120%
Pacitt Ca. ’95..
...
127
The following are the closing quotations of stock*
Chicago A Al'on.
132%
Chicago & Alton pref.—
Chicago, Bur. &

.’..

...

...

Qnincy..*! *126

Erie......

37

...

*..****!..‘1*111%

Illinois Central
iAko Shore.

116%
*

Michigan Central..* *.* 99
Jersey Central.
.*.!! .* 71%

Now

Northwestern...!l32a/»
prof....*..*!.154
New York

Central
Rock
Union Pacific stock.
St. Paul pref
Milwaukee & St Paul.
Western Union Tel

vtnw.

Island..*.*....127*"

102%

.**'

u»y*

....V

4

102%

81%

«fit oral a

.Minina fii«cl(s.
(Bv Telegraph.)
tiki t
Dec 6 -The following
losing Quotations of Mining stocks to-day;
BeswsBelcbei

are

***

Hodie.

tie
41 a
2%

Eureka
10«Vi
onld A Curry. 2%
Hale A Norcrot-..„. !.!!.!*.!
1%
Mexican..

Northern
Flo^*
opine..2%
Savage
1
Sierra Nevada .!!!!**'!
4%
Union
..

Con ..4%
Yellow Jacket

1^

Tbe

IVoal llnrkri,

Boston, Dec. 6—[ Reported for the Press}.—The
following is a list of prices quoted this afternoon*
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
Pickloca and XXX.45
Choice XX..
FineX.

40

.'.44

.;.80
Extra and

XX..

@39

Common..

(a
^

Other Western

rd

Medium..

Common

qq

30

Pulled—Extra.35

superfine .25
No 1..

Combing and delaine—
Fine and No l combing.46
Fine delaine.
43
Low and-coarse.32
Medium unwashed.26
Low unwashed.20

44
@33

@ 45
@50
§ 25
@48
@4#
@36

1

8ft

..17

@22
@32
@ 33

Combing.35
.Smyrna washed.23

@36
@26

Buenos

@29

California..

£«“»
Do

Uunwashed....15
Ayres.

.23

Montevideo...30

Cape Good Hope.

.....

Australian

..^29

39

Oonskoi.

25
Wool is selling fairly at steady prices.

§

17

@ 35

@33
@451
@32

■irighioo C'nttlr Market.
For the week ending Wednesday, Dee. 0,
g
Amount of stock at market 1211; Sheep and
Lambs 4 00; Swine 14,514; Veals 45; horses 9d
number of Western Cattle 871; Eastern and Northern Ca t'
Milch Cows, Ac., 340.
Prices of Beef Cattle |* 100 lb. lire weight—Extra on lltjr at 7 00&7 50; first
quality at UOoa
gM‘»u«y o 0(1®-, S7V4: third nuilrtx
graaesot coar,°oieD-

Trade has been slow,and prices remain
nnchamted
from those quoted one week ago.
Brighton Hides St‘-a Oo L lb; Brighton Tallow

«Ho V 1b; Country

Hi.fes, li|ht (jy"Sei^ 8 ™c Z

lb; Country I’aOow 4Vi@5e
lb. 4
Calf skins 12® 12 Via ft lb; She and
at 7fi*gl 25 each.

u.

Lamb Skinx

dbitags Lire auMili .Market.
(By Telegraph.i
Chicago. Ilec.
nmis-tteceiot* 40,000 head;
shipments 1800; opened o@ 10c higher, ciufins witk
advance lost; mixed at 6 7o®« 35, h axv at 5 2(m
*
0 90; light 5 76®« 35:
3 60ir5 '35.
Cattle—Keceipts 8,500
shipmeuu 1700head'
to choice shipping 5 10-g-s
00; common to fair
c0®5 00.

Uipfat

food

9>omr-tic IMnrketa,
(By Telegraph.)
New \ohk, Dec. 8.— Flour
market-Becelpte
35,82l|bbls; expoi ts 9301 bbla.hevvy and in instances 10 lower.with faD business for
export, mainly
in low grades, and moderate jobbing trade demand*
sales 23,80* J bbls.
Quotations of flour—No 2 at 2 35@3 56;Superflno
Western an«t Stale at 3 25@3 85: common to good
extra Western and State 3
*0@« 40; good to choice
do at 4 otA@7 Oo: common to choice White
Wheat
W estem extra at 6 25«7 0*
; fancy do at 7 1* @
7 25, common to good extra Ohio at 3
95@6 7o!

common to choice extra St Louis at 3 95u*7
00:
Patent Minnesota extra good to prime 6
2Pft8 50choice to double extra do at 7 1(KS7 40; 70" bbls
No 2 at 2 35 a3 35; 14 m bbls Superfine at 3
26@
3 85; IlOO bbls low extra at 3 85u4 25. 4«Oo
bbl»
Winter Wheat extra at 3 90^.7 m»; 5300 bbls
nesota extra at 3 85a 7 5o, Southern flour
weak:
e mmon to fair at 4 35(3)5 16; good to choice 6
20
@6 9*>. Wheat—receipts 125,oUO bush; export#
119,197 bush; cash l< ts %@%c and options
% lower, export trade quite moderate with alight
speculative buxines.', c os ng dull and weak at inside
ates; sales 1,244,0< 0 bu.-h, including lt0,< Oo bn h
on spot; No o spring at, 97c, No 3 Red at 1 05^4 (a)
106; No 2 at 1 08% @1 09 cert, ! 09%@1 10%
delivered; .Mixed Winter at * 4% ; No 2 white at
99c@l 00: No 1 White, 9500 bush at 1 07%@
1 03%. Rye is Arm; Western 70@71c; |<J*nada at
72%; State 68(3)71 %. Barley firm. I’or opened
%al%c lower, afterwards recovered and advHneed
%@lc, closing w ilt reaction of Va'a^e: business
nearly all speculative receipts 189,365 bush; exports 21,103 bu-h; sales 2.8*8,000 bush, iuc uding 212,000 bush on the pot;No3 at67%@58%;
No 2 at 73fl74%e and 74%@76c; Southern Yellow Western 60@67%c; No 2 yea*•
72%@74%c,
closing ?4%o; new do closed 70%; January 66%
@66%, closing 6H%c February at65%c; March
Hoc. OntN % a % higher and moderately
anive;
receipts 21,2 0 bush .exports
bush; sales 43 4,000 bush No 3 at 42; * bite at 43V* c, No a at 43c;
White at 46c: No 1 at 43c; White 49c; Mixed Western 37%@43c,
bite at 43347c.White state 46@
5*c. Nugar nominally unchanged: refining
«%@
7; refined is easier. off A at 7% @9%c »Uudard A
at 8%io,8%c; Confectioners A at 8%.cu. loaf 9%;
crushed at 9% c; powd. red at 9Vsc; granulated at
*% a.8% ; < ubes at 9Vi?e. .Vlol'm*?* is tinner;
Orleans 40361. IVirol. uui is lower; united at
1 06%; refined 8. Tallow steady; sales 46,000
lbs. Fork very firm and unchanged; sales 169 bbls
new mess on spot 19 oO; 76 city family tness 18 26
@18 50; options nomina*. I.nnl 2%@5c higher;
trade only moderade, sales 850 prime steam on spot
at 11 40; 160 city s: earn at 11 2o; refined at
11 66
spot. Butter i Arm, State 30@38; Western at 16
@38. Cheese Is Arm; Western flat 6@ll%; State
—

faotory 8@13% .)
Freights to Liverpool firmer;Wheat p> steam 7%d
Chicago, Dec. 5.—Flour is unchanged. Wheat
weak, regular at 94% c for December; 95% a 95%
for January; 90%c for February No 2 Ked Winter
94%c; No 2 Chicago Sprain at 94%,a94y4 ; No 3
hicago Spring 78c. rejected 60@6 c. Corn irregu ar 65%c cash; 53%@o5%c for December; 04%
@54%c .January; 53%@n3%o February Oats are
higher at 36%a..36%c cash,35% c December 35%
for .January. Itye unchanged 67c. Barley easier at
78@7>»c. Pork generally lower 17 45 317 60 for
cash; 17 66@17 67% for Jauuary; 17 77%@I7 80
Februry. Lard lower at 10 7u@10 75cash; 10 67%
.«10 70 for December and January;10 70@lo 72%
February. Bulk Meats higher: shoulders at 6 75;
short rib 9 30; fshort clear 9 G5.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat aud Coru were %c higher. Oats irregular at
85%c for December and Jauuary, Po k firm. i.ard
firmer but not higher except February at 10 72
%@
10 76.

Receipts -Flour 45,000 bbls,wheat 107,60 > bush,
364.000 bush, oats 63,000 bush, rve 11,000
barley 47,00** bush.
Shipments—Flour 17.000 bbls, 18,000 bush.co*n

corn

bush,

44,0

o

bush,

oats

3v.*,0v0 bush, rye 2,000 bush,

ley 29,000 bush.
St. Louis, Dec. 6.—Flour about 6c lower. Wheat
lower; No 2 Red Fall at 9f% «94%c cash and all

ba

9i)%@96%c February; No 8 at 8«%c. Corn
atn0 Vs@50%ccash,
0%@ 0%c for ye.r;
49V«o Jauuary, 49%c February. Pork firmer; jobround
lots
at
17 25 bid Decern er;
17
6o
cash;
bing
17 30 bid Jauuary.
I
lour
wheat 56,000 bush,
G,000
bis,
Receipts—
coru 61,*>00 busb, oats 00,000 bush, rye 0,00 bush,
barley oO.OOO bush.
Shipments—Flour 11,000 bbls, wheat 79,000 bu,
corn 49,00* > bush oats 00,00o bush,rye 0 000 bush,
barley oO.OOO bush.
Detroit Dec. 6 —Wheat is st ady;Nol White
fall, spot and lleccmber 100%; January 100%;
February 1 01 %; No 2 at 84 %; Noj2 Red Winter
year,

lower

980.

Rsceiji's 33,000 bush; shipments 13,000 bnah,
Mew Orleans, Dec. 6 —Cotton steady.
Middling
uplands 9%c.
G.—Cotton
Dec
Nobile,
steady; Middling uplands 94'* c
Savannah Dec. 6.—Cotton is quiet; Middling

uplauds 9 11-iGc.
Memphis, Dec. 6.

lands

-Lotton

%c.

steady; Middlingfup-

I*nr«st«iii iVlnr«i*M.
'.'.V

London. Dec. 6

|-

Comols 100 15-16.
Liverpool, D« .6 -■ 30 P. an Co ton
—in fair demand and freely met; Uplands at 6 16lGd; Orleans at6%d; silea 12.0UJ bales, peouistloa and export 2,000 hales; futures quiet.

THE
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[Young Ladles' I-ournal.)
A Remarkable Woman-

IPTIESS.

Mu h interest is expressed in Paris with reto the bestowal of the Cross of the Legion
of Honor upon Madame Hess, who has ac-

7.

gard

rend auciiymci)* letters an? eoouaui Iname and addresp of the writ
are ti

quired stupendous

wealth as vendor of the
hair wash which bears ber name, Eau de Hess,
This wash owes its origin
o a romantic cir-

all ca**a indinpensable, not nocossarily for nbliea
Mon but as a guaranty of good faith.
Wo cannot nndenak© to raturn or v>rei>erre f'oir-

cumstance

«U»lCHtions

tonists.

that

are

upon her head—according to the custom
of women of her class—told her of a plant that
would bring back the e-ante luxuriance of
tressesshe had once possessed. Madame Hess
was Induced to try tbe remedy, and to her infinite delight found it satisfactory; the hair
was restored
aud Vcitnm the wonder of al[
who beheld it, and for
many years the long
braids which trailed on the grouud were considered one of the eights of Paris.
By the sale of the wash she has become one
of the greatest capitrlists of the city, and the
manner in which she d sposes of the wealth
thus scout red fount the subject of universal
admiration. When asked by the municipality
tor "a little assistance” for the poor she seuds
.vast sums, even to the amount- of one hundred
thousand francs! She provided for an immense number of starving workmen and their
wives during the siege, and took upou herself
the payment of all necessaries for the wounded brought in from the fortifications. In recognition of ibt-ee services the municipality of
Par s t ad a gold medal struck off in her honor,
aud iliis, with her nomination as Officer of the
Acad-my and other testimonials, reposes beneath a glass case upon the same rickety,
wooden table on which she prepared the herb,
when about to make the first trial of the hair
wasli. The table s'andsinthe middle of the
room
now
filled with the most costly artistic furniture, and surrouuded with the finest
collection of pictures by the old masters at present existing in Paris.
Madame Hess possesses
the most extraordinary instinct of artistic beauty, and has formed tbe most wondrous gallery
ot pictures and bronzes d'art ever beheld. So
great was the natural ambition of solf improvement evinceilrby tbe qnomKm femme de mellage that, although long past youth when thia
great good fortune fell upou her, aud she had
never learnt even to read and write, she immediately s-t about ai quiring instruction in literature and art, with the result we have mentioned, aud is n jw regarded as a high authority
in both. And w hile thus she indulges her taste
ter the beautiful she neglects not the charital le
duties imposed upon her by her position, and
distributes large sums daily to the deserving
poor. Snclt a case is truly fitted fir the Legion
of Hum r, which was instituted as a reward of
"merit of every kind.” The source of the
great
wealtli obtained by Madame Hess, and which
is said to have
had hitherto no example in trade, is supposed to be lier refusal
to
appoint
agents for the sale of
iho hair
wash, and the impossibility of
a
as
but
one single ingredient is
t.king patent,
used, which must, therefore, remain a secret,.
This has cr-mpclied her to furnish
itentirely
from her own hand
She has teased to make
it, however, and thousands of applications
daily pour in for the privilege of manufacturing a wash which might bear her name even
if not made according to her
prescription.

The New York Post says
the President “is fortunate in the possessin manner.”

ion of a

faculty

of

clear, forcible,

suasive statement such

predecessots

could

as

per-

b".t few of his

and

boast,

and

the present

message, like all his State papers, is on every
topic be touches unusually easy and even

The New York Sun

pleasant reading.”

says “the message is made in the interest of

hone6t and economical government.” The
New York Herald unstinte tly praises “its
wise and mei'ul recommendations.” The
Providence Journal describes it as “a very
sensible, earnest, and patriotic document.”
The Boston Herald says “it is patriotic and
temperate iu tone, admirable in its con-

struction,

and in the main wise

iu its rec-

The Boston Post

ommendations.”

mends it as “a creditable

com-

paper,”

and says
knows bow to be

“Mr. Arthur, as a rule,
discreet, in bis State documents and public

generally, that fact being made
people ol this country in the
surprise that they felt that his letter of acceptance should be so much superior in recognition of public sentiment aud apparent
grasp of questions of policy to Mr. Garfield’s.” The Eastern Argus finds it “well
utterances

patent

the

to

filled with common sense.” The comments
made by the Boston Traveller are very
frank, honest and sensible. The Traveller
says: “Signified in its diction, and temperate in its tone, it is, nevertheless, full of

logic

merciless
an

and stern conclusions.

heroic treatment of

uation.

As

a

It is

desperate party

sit-

after another the President

review imj s;iiue

in

l>ae>srB

ne

wuicu

lupius

ue

dealt with in his first message, and renews
in yet more vigorous terms the statesmanlike recommendations

by ignoring

which the

expiring Congress has called down the popular liehtnirg, and made the very existence
of the Republican party problematical, the
intelligence of the country will not be sle w
to recognize the force of a personal and political vindication that is dramatically perfect. Economic appropriations, a reduction
of internal taxation, a revision of the war
tariff, a practical reform of the civil service,

OnetvtniDg wbeu Lucy’s papa had com e
home from the Office aDd eaten his Sapper he
went into the Parlor and Planted Himself on
the sofa. After he had been there a Little
While he noticed ihat Lucy did not come in
and Make a Break at the piano as was her custom.
This puzzled the Oid Gentleman greatly,
but lm was very Happy, because the
parents of
girls who play the piano usually feel like taking an Ax to the Instrumi nt. But pretty soon
Lucy entered the Room and began telling her
Papa how much she loved him, aud how Dark

lican press which has been lying in wait for
weeks with the pre determined purpose to
carp at the second message, as it did at the
first, regardless of its real strength or weak"

and Cheerless her life would
should be Called Above.

faithless

Congress,

and its

Bojs, aud when

a man

gets

on

thb

Shady

ling emphasis

versation.

the

The question has been
that in

placing

a

But pretty soon Lucy placed her
Lily White Hand on her Papa’s brow and began to smooth his hair, saying how glad it

polls.”

house or

asked—Why is it
laying out a town

would make her if she could only smooth the
Furrows of Care that time had placed there
Then she artfully shifted the Subject, and
spoke of how cold the weather was getting and
what lovely Sealskin Sacques she had seen in
the store windows down .own that afternoon.
Then her Papa saw what she was
up to and
Dropped On Himself. So by the time Lucy
around
to
that part of her talk where she
got
put her arms arourd his neck and kissed him
and asked him to huv her a
Sealskin, he had
neatly Arranged His Lies. Ha told her of how
tlie
had
poor
Crops
been, aud that Trade was
in a very dull state because of the
uncertainty
as 10 what office Beu Butler would want
next,
and Sung such a Bong (bat
Lucy began to
think she was lucky to have a place to
sleep in
and a pair of Heavy Shoes for the Winter.
“No, my child,” he said, "I cannot think of
spending Three Hundred Dollars for a Sealskin Sacque when times are so Hard,” and
Lucy said that she was soiryshe had mentioned 4ho subject, and went awav
feeling
quite soiry for her Papa.
Soon alter she had left the room her
Big
Brother came in. “I saw that Horse you were
talking about,” be said to his Papa.
“Did you?” asked the Old Gentleman.
“How Fast can be go?”
“Two-thirty,” replied the Big Brother, “and
a thousand dollars will buy him.”
Rising quickly from his sofa, Lucy’s Papa
wrote a check aud handed it to Ins Son.
“Go
aud close the Trade ti-night,” he said, “and
to-morrow afternoon I will make some of these
people that think they own Trotters look like
Hired Men.”
So you see, children, that some Papas think
more of
beating Two-Foity than they do of

city the street lines or house walls are
usually made to conform to the cardinal
points of the compass? Another method is
suggested which from a sanitary point of
view, has several reasons in its favor. If
house walls were arranged in a .direction diagonal to the customary plan, so that walls
that now run north, south, east, and west
would run north-west, south-west, northeast, and south-east respectively, the sun
or

would shine on two sides of

the house

all

day, instead of blistering the south side,
while the corresponding wall to the north
remains in the shade'and permanently damp.
At noon, according to the new plan, a ct r"
of the house would he presented towards
the sun instead of a side, so that the violence of the heat would strike in a slanting

ner

direction on two sides at once, and therefore
with diminished force. The diagonal plan
of arrangement would lessen the force of the

prevailing north winds in the same way, so
that extremes of heat and cold would be less
felt, while the sunlight would reach every
quarter of the house during the day. A new
plotted according to the diagonal method would possess a novel advantage, having
one side of every street shady during the
heat of tjte day.
town

making

way now, my friend?” “I am going to find
spot where I can retire from the world.
The world has not used mo right, and in revenge I will desert it.” “I wouldn't do that.’’
‘But I will. I can do longer trust anybody. I
have been cheated, lied to aud misused until I
have no faith left. I will now retire within
myself, and if any convulsion of nature takes
place, the country must not blame me for it. I
have borne all that one bear can be expected
to put up with.”
Bruin went his way until he found a lonely
spot, and then he crawled into a hole and began listening for the crack of doom.
It made
him feel good to think that the world was turntself
bottom-side up btcmse he had abing
sented himself from sight and search, and he
was determined not to yield until after several
thousand terror-stricken people had come to
him with tears in their eyes. Much to bruin’s
surprise, the night passed like all other nights.
No one appeared during the forenoon to plead
witn him, and the afternoon passed without an
earthquake or tornado. He momentarily expected the advent of a crowd to plead with him
to come back to the world, and have faith and
confidence; but the crowd didn’t show up. Afseme

being told requested an introduction, saying by way of explanation that Gen. Longstreet took him prisoner at
Gettysburg,
seen

him.

Thereupon the *wo veterans, once enemies,
were introduced, warmly shook
hands, and
spent an hour or so iu pleasant conversation.
Mu.

sippi

Carlisle, a member
commission, says

river

bers of the commission
the

opinion

are

that there is

a

of

the

that

Missis-

the mem-

unanimous in

good

commercial

channel in the jetties and South Pass. The
water in the centre of the pass is 30 feet in
depth and 20 feet in other places. The commissioners are also satisfied that this depth
of water was not made by
dredging, hut
more testimony is to be taken on this
point
when

they

meet in

I

Washington.

The popular vote by which the people of
the Swiss Republic rejected the proposition
for compulsory education seems to be ex-

plained by

the

subsequent report, which
shows that the issue was between making
the control of education exclusively a government monopoly, and allowing it, on the
other hand, to remain open to the competition of private and religious
enterprise.
The latter seems to have triumphed mainly
because the private and religious schools
are rendered extremely profitable by
foreign
patronage.

Along,

A bear who had made himself believe that
he had the worst luck of any animal in creation was crawling through the woods one day
when he met a serpent who inquired, “Which

on

time he had not

Only Daughter happy.

How the World Went Right

The Washington Post relates that on Sat"
urday evening Col. Emil Frey, the Swiss
minister, was in the house restaurant with
Gen. R. D. Mussey, when Gen. Lougstreet
entered. Col. Frey turned to Gen.
Mussey
and asked who that gentleman was, and up-

since which

an

irj*

a

iuug,

c»nvt

11u11^i_y

uruiu

uegaii

The use of the French

Lorraine appears

question

than

a

to

language In Alsace
be more a political

matter

of

iday

Our Stock represents one of the
most brilliant and attractive assortments of popular goods t> be
found in the city.

Bisque Figures. Ya«es, Swiss
Carvings, Plush Minors, Brush
and Comb Sets. Oil Paintings,
Smokers’ Sets, Jewelry
Boxc*,
Whisk Broom Cases, Brackets,
Work Stands, Baskets, (tames.
Bolls, Perfumery, Shell Combs,
Ornumental Tambourines, Bracelets, French Fans, Leather Bags,
Portemounaies, and Novelties of all

ing

provinces belonged

yond Competition.

The movement which has been set afoot
to promote German color ization is hardly
likely to be attended with much success, for
the excellent reason that the Germans who
want to improve their condition by emigrating have contracted the habit of coming to
the United States, and it will be difficult to
furnish inducements sufficient to effect a
change in this respect. There is no place
where they can hope to do belter than here.
The Milwaukee Wisconsin says that Senator Edmunds of Vermont, in a
ter to a gentleman in that

AND HEALING
Power of

Such

as Tetters.
Pimples, Sores,
Blotches,
1
Rash,
Erysipelas,
Ringworm,

Barbers*

Itch,

Redness op
Nose
'no

Face,
BURN8,

DWAYNES’.

OINTMENT.
On account or At*
laying the intensi
insuring
Gweet Repose, it id
know* sv many as
tor

Great Cure
Itching Pile*.**

Dr. Sv/ayne

a

Son,

Pwu.

eodtf

in

Buckle

Christinas Cards,

Books, Stationery,

oo numerous

i

FRMIk
deco

S, M,

ures

in the wilds of Maine.

vol,

crown

Ok

Fully illustrated.

octavo, cloth. $1.76.

I’AGE,

SQUIRE and
The Days of Chivalry. A

1

until
United States Hotel,
ther notice.

eod3t

LADLES’ GOLD WATCHES
Stem

nod

Elgin

Key Winders. Waltham
Works.

It

Einmiie

to

and

ARM
MasMI
Ur me V
WHEAT
sfa

as

r

Ykll
VwU

Consumption.
cases

Female

that

defy

lkill of others.

PAPER
Cloth

Stone Works.

M»ke Mtone Slab* for C'faim*

Corer., Bn ini Vault*,
Walki, Date Tablets, Are,

i«*y

VwVMs:No.n[Plt()*ENADf
>/

Come via SpriDg street Hors,
or Telephone, 424.

AND

Cured without the Cae of the Knife.
WILLIAM READ, (M. D., Harvard 1842,) and
XOBERT M. READ, (M. D„ Harvard 1876,) 41
Somerset street, Bostou. give special attention
0 the treatment of FIHTCI.A, PILES, AND
ILL DIBEAiEN OK THE RECTl'M,
without detention from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office hours-wl2 to 4 o’clock p M. (except Snn-

a.GES,

Horse and

Carriage Mart, Plum

itreet,

noy27eod2w*

Street,

1

liebig

COMPANY’S
EXTRACT
OF MEAT
FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.

CAUTION.—-Genuine ONLY with
An invaluable and palatable tonic in all eases ot weak digestion
and debility.
fac-simile of Baron Lit bier's SisrnaIs a suScess and a bnon for which Nations should feel grateful.”
ui„«
™Xe
luk aCr06S t -v-i Thls
-Bee Medical Presa. Lancet, British Medical Journal, etc.
CautlOtt is U8C6SSary
tO
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesaleDavid A Co., various
cheap and il Mirior sub9, Feochurch Avon lit, London. England,

J* Bl.Ue

BAlhilY,

my4

Labe.L

owing

8T-

wio

HEWES,

POPULAB PUCKS:
Grand Family Matinee every
dtf

lH GUILD.

ST. FAIL’S C

will hold a sale cf useful and fancy
articles, at

PORTLAND THEATRE.
FRANK CURTIS.Proprietor and Manager.

M[. k Mrs. GEOHGES.KNIGHT

Under the management of Fred G. and B. G Berger.

Friday Evening-, December

Agents wanted. For applications for territory and
#rni3 to dealers, address

Franls.

P.

Moss,

QIVE

Lizzie

Geo. S.

Dashwood

Fred

Knight.

Mrs. Geo. S. Knight.

Saturday

Evening,

Dec. 9th,

Marsden’s Beautiful Comedy, entitled

d3ta

A

Square,

Candies,
own

Manu-

HIM A CALL.

dtt

GERMAN.

Introducing all of Mr. and Mrs. Knight’s famous
songs and dances, recitati ns. ete., e.e. Beautiful
new scenery aud effects.
Prices as usual. Seat, at
box office Dec. 6.
de4dln

Gilbert’s

—

facture.
no2o_

BARON RUDOLPH
Mr.

Rudolph Veigaud

Agent,

hand a large stock^of

Mostly of His

Silt
Will be presented Bronson Howard's Powerful Com
edy Grama in 4 acts, entitled.

PORTLAND.

STREET,

FOR

NEXT

Programme
THURSDAY

~

EVENING.

t—Waltz.
0—Quadrille (Waltz.) TX
2— Quadrille (Polka.) 7—The
Newport Taught.
3— Galop.
8—Lancers (Glide.)
4— Waltz.
9—Galop.
5— “The German.”
10—“The German.”
Tickets admitting gentlemen with ladies 75 cents
Tickets for a course of 6 parties $3.00.

_MEETINGS
Special Meeting of Stockholders in
Ocean street K. R. Co.

TS hereby called to ne holden at Station, Ocean St.
*’■ 111 > ->10nJily December
vi.a
JiogVat.7k°’olock
for the purpose of prov
11th, 1882,
ding for the financial needs of the comp ny. Stockholders
will
please attend to receive stock certificates.
J- •>. FRYE, President O S. R. R.
Portland, Dec. 5th, 1882.
dec6d5t

I»IV PRICES ARE ALWAYS LOW

Watches!

McKENNEY,
Has

Watches!
THE JEWELER,

large stock.
Gold and Silver Watches in all
Styles and Prices.
a very

dtde2G

St
dtf

gant assortment

PIANO COVERS,

at

the

astonishingly

low

prices

at

PIANO and ORGAN
Warerooins|oi'

SAMUEL

THURSTON,

3 Free St- Ulock, PORTLAND.

(No. 3.)

STOCKHOLDERS’ MEETING.
The annual meeting of tho stockholders of the
Eastern
Company will be lurid at the
Aivusta House, lu the city of
Augusta, Wednesday
the twentieth day of December,
instant, at 10
o’clock a. m.. for the purpose ot
electing a board of
directors for the ensuing year; Iso to make sueb
in
the
changes
by-laws in relate to manner of calling and tune aud place of hold; g meetings of the
company, as may be deemed expedient.
ERED E. RICHARDS, Clerk.
,,
Camden. Dcc..5th, 1882.
dec5d2w

Telegraph

IN

dec5

CORNER OF

BROWN.
eoiltf

■>

s

g £
2

dec2-3t

HUNT & CO.
W. Acton, Mass-

JFOITVTGrSB,

5

ft

st.

dtde25

SWIFT) Secretary,
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McKenney tlie Jeweler,
Congress

0)

r
<•

/•.

«

K. B.

■

1

r
m

OniyjM.00.

STREET

decSdtd

Work for Ever}body.
can

GEO. A. GAY db CO.
CONGRESS

A

0
a

CHIL 1)R Em SOLI D (i() LD

499

STATED Meeting of the Maine Charitable
Mechanics’ Association, will be held in the
Library Room Mechanic’s Building. THURSDAY
EVENING, Dec. 7th, at 7.30 o’clock

WILL YOU CALL 1

iiovlJdtf

YOU

aud

Congress

A large and
ol

We have opened a large line of CHRISTMAS GOODS, both useful and ornamental’
to which we invite your inspection before purchasing elsewhere.

store,

593

Packed Houses

OUlt

have work at your own home in a new
business where no peddling is required; from
50 cents to $1.00 an hour can be made. One dozen samples sent free that will do to commence
work
on.
Send four 3 cent stamps for postage and advertising and address,

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

dlmo

Framing

dlawTli

NOVELTIES

TF-A-STEI,
H. G.

SUCCESS fsUCCESS!

10, 25, 35 cents.
Saturday at 2.30.
deed

»odtf

_ItitUtM being in the M-rW

Acme Club, Imperial Club (new), and
all the best make of Skates for ladies
aud gentlemen at bottom prfees.

my

THEATRE.

MORTIMER & STERLING.Proprietors.
FRED MORTIMER. .Mauager.

comim-iicing Monday December

Sign of the Gold Hat.

dSm

isj'ione'at

LYCEUM

4ili.

Pure Fresh

Muffs and Collars in other kinds of Furs
FUH TRIMMINGS, all grades.
FUR CAPS, large assortment.
WOLF ROBES. $7 to $15. BUFFALO ROBES, $10 to $20
BLANKETS, 80c and up. Very large line of GLOVES.
Agent for DUNLAP & CO.’S Celebrated Hat.
SILK HAT $3.50 and exchange.
BUFFALO COATS, TRUNKS, BAGS, &c.
Good 8 sent C. 0. D. with privilege to examine.

20 cakes for

quality, workmanship

.ltd

M C. M. Association.

SKATES

in

Refreshments solicited,
deed

Every Night.

Seal Sacques. Muffs anti Collars.

Exchange and Federal Sts.

The Best

Afternoon free.

An fmuicnsc Bill for the week

deU_

MIDDLE

be ob-

Dancing at 8 o'clock prompt.

eod3t

*

W.LWILSOMCO’S

ii. I,

to

Supper served from six to right.
deo6
J3t

•

SOAP

( or. of
nov27

12, 1882.
91.00,

MUSIC BY CHANDLER.

Canada.

Ontario,

C Elections made on reasonable terms in all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7dfim

tason

d<<i2

it.

for

CHANDLER’S MUSIC STORE
and at tlie door.

PONTON,
BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT LAW

13 jtlarket

Laundry 237 Middle Street,
Try

3

EDWARD G

Belleville,

German

is the best.
$1.00 at,

Dec.

35 cts.

tained at

Portland Rolling Mills office, between foot of
and Plum Sts., where they will be pleased
to see tneir old customers or any one else who
wishes to purchase or sell cooperage stock.
uovlO
dtf

AT

HOGGINS’

wintered

week

Fore

HAS GOT
c. 0. HUDSON,
IN FURS

BAILEY & NOYES

St.

If You Want
on bast
English liay, for
apply t» J. 0. SMALL, Cornish
Maine. Ask questions of J. W. Robinson, Green
a

418

removed their office to

Evening Tickets

NOTARY PIBMC Ac.,

the Hatter

Merchants visiting the city' are
cordially i- vited lo examine our
Stock, Which will bo sold at LOW
PRICES as Wholesale or Retail.

d2w

AHORSE
$1.26

have

oe!7_

HANGINGS,

FANCY GOODS*

nov24

Can be had at

„„

C0~

111 Elf. KIMBALL &

Tuesday evening,

The Ladies

MERRY,

|AND{—

221

—

st.

Portland, Me.

1ST" A 11 business relating to Patents promptly ana
jnl2tf
faithfully executed

Engagement of the Peerless Representation of Relined English Speaking German Ot
medy.

Fixtures

augl0eod6m

<ays.)_

Boots, all widths.

tt'

Congress Street,

car.

PILES

Kid,

13 ELM

nolBdljy

—

—

Exchange St,

No. 93

MISSES’
Fine, Frew

WIILLETT & LITTLE.

de2

—

_nol4eod4w&w 2w 48

FISTULA

AT

FRIDAY, DEC., 8.

Opaque Shadings,

commissions paid.
FLEinillNG

and

Fair and Promenade Concert

Reception Hall,

urtains,

Explauitory

Pipe

OK

dec7-dtf

American & Foreign Patents,

Keneral Wholesale

ble on demand.
circu
lars and statement of fund W
sent free. Wo want responsible
agents, who will report on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal

dly

Briggs,

$1.75 per yard.

at

AND

_

Address.
&
HER
Merchants, Major

Herbert O.
—

Manager and Instructor
Skating Co. will be in at-

(gani ffidndei,

Plum SLraafc*

every desirable color.
W.e al*o offer in this sale 25 pieces Colored Bhadamas at $1.25 per yard, been selling

Complaints,

Blank Book Manufacturers.
IN

Band.

BERkY,

been selling this season for $2.00 per
yard. This very low price is made that we
may close the lot at once. Wc have at present

Booksellers, Stationers,

vestment, making money or paya-

STOCKS.

fflcvkj Job

the Rink

Thr Elevator will enry patron* to the Rink
Floor every Eveumg from 7.30 to t*.3tf.

A'V

have

unprecedented in curing 760 patients the
lart three months of his visit here.

541 Congress St
dtde25

Those desiring to make money
on small and medium investments
in
grain, provisions and stock
specul itioas, can do so by operating on our plan. From May 1 st,
1881, to the present date, on investments of $10.00 to $1000, cash
profits have been realized and
paid to investors amounting to
several times the original invest
ment, still leaving toe original in-

ft, 0

SEE wHAT

10*iR CAPITAL.

19 I U

on

naiMti

-jr-.'*?—

and

Fine, Curacoa Kid, Button Boots.

F and D.

516

Dr. W. practices every school treatment.
He prepares his own curatives that benefit everybody and his Tonics and T reatments are lile itselr.
He is a man of long and large experience and author of the Guide for Physicians and other works of
interest.
He will deliver a course of Lectures in this city
when due notice will be given.
His terms are withiu the reach of all; call and see
him.
Consultations free from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m
Come earlv a^ hundreds regretted not calling before on my last trip.
novUJdtl

INCREASE
01(1

Market

ATTORNEY AT LAW ASil) SOLICITOR

3000 yards Brocade and Watered Brocade, and Satin and Fancy Striped Silks at
ihe low price of $1.00 per yard. These goods

will pay yon
my Block.

the Jeweler.
McKENNEv,
deO_

MISSES’

MIJLLETT & LITTLE

fut-

Exchange Street, Portland.9

Best Bargains in the city.

\

STEPHEN

Boots, all widths.

His new method of diagnosing disease has no equal
and is exclusively his own discovery; he never fails
to explain every ache and pain in the most conplicated disease without asking a word, when the patient may ask
and every explanation is
given without the slightest reservation.

WINNING H'S WAY.

dec 2

L A

*

i

No* S'?

OFFER.

—

ESTES & LAURIAT, Publishers, Boston.

Button

Every Evening by

On and utter Monday, Dec. 11th, Sessions Dally,
from 2 t ► 4.30 p. in and Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday Evenings from 7.46 to 10.15.

/.change

^Wholesale! Dealers

By Charles Carleton Cofs
Author of “I he
Boys of ’01” “tiurNew Way ’Ro„jid the World"
etc. A new edition of this famous book for
boys,
with 21 entirely new full-page illustrations. 1
vol., small quarto, illuminated hoard covers, $1.25.
Hold by a I Booksellers and Newsdealers.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price, by

3 I

To tell of his wou-lerful gifts and miraculous cures
would appear egotistic—He only asks for a trial of
his skill, he never experiments upon his patients.

KNIGHT.

historical story of
the Middle Ages, lor young people. Edited by W.
Davenport ADAMS. With 113 original illiHUAtrations. 1 vol. crown octavo, cloth, $1.75.
The Knockabout < lnb Alongshore.
By 0. A. Stephens. A new volume in which the
Knockabout Club journeys alongshore from Boston to Greeuland, with descriptions of seal fishing, arctic scenery, and stories of the ancient
Korthmen. Eleborately illustrated from originiA
deisigns. 1 vol., fmall quarto, illuminated board
coveis and linings, $1.50: cloth
glit, $2.
Uniform with Knockabout Club in the Woods.

i

ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
Muaic

122 La Salle St

O-vi

v

Storer Brothers’ building. Middle Street.

over

Zigzaar Journeys in Ihe Occident.

THE YOUNG MOOSE HUNTERS.

Street, Goat,

a

SPLENDID BOOKS FOR BOYS.

C. A. Stephens, author of the
Kuootabo.t
Club.” etc., etc., A stirring book of boys’ advent-

;

dlw

Mr. Geo. H. Whitney,
for the Portland Roller
tendance at a 1 scssi* ns.

BROWN, THE SHOE DEALER.

DR. WILSON’S

Tape Worm removed in three hour*.

From the Atlantic to the Pacific. A summer
tripe!
the Zigzag Club from Boston to the Golden
Gat&
the wheat-fields of Dakota, the wonders of t¥e
Yellowstone and Yosemite, and the mines of C<4orado. By H. Butterworth. Fully illustrated
1 vol., small quarto, illuminated board covers
linings, $1.75: cloth gilt, $2.25
Uniform with Zigzag Journey in Orientr-Claadfe
Lands and Europe

Portland Mu.

OFFICE,

with reserved seats, 60 cents.
Stockbridge’s Music Store.

Rollerskating Kink.
In

:

LADIES’

sease, and in all

dtf

Fine

Qoat, Button, §2.On, §2.50, §3.25, §3.75,
§4,60 and §5 on. Widths, SS, AA, A,

He excels in

515 CONGRESS ST.

Me

Seeds,- Provisions,

__

MISSES’

Pebble

Complicated disease, General debiltiy, Chronic di-

(Milk,

i

Continent.”
For sale at
dec 7

lYIerchnula.

Futures bought and sola on Chicago
Margins. Ow? p^xtenoe iavited.

widths

and Syria; from the Seat
of War Into the Dark

“E^ypt

—

uccess is

cation.

to

€

LADIES’
Walking Boots, in all the Leading Styles,

DR. WILSON’S

Diaries, and
Fancy Goods

All

Fine N. Y. Boots ror ladies in Fr. Kid, Oil Goat, and
C.oth top, Button. Widths, from the
narrowest to the widest.

HUBBEK
long, slim, narrow boots.

questions

Pocket Books,

CHICAGO

Dec. 14-

Evening tickets,

JORDAN,
Portland,

A. W.

the Course,

Lecture of

Thursday Eve’g,

BUILDER

no20 eod3zn*

15? C'Gumiercanl Mt

'J hat will tit your

Photograph Albums,

By

Arctics.

Men’s Narrow Rubbers.
Men’s Narrow Ov^rs.
Men’s Narrow, Buckle Arctios.

in another column, as a sample of the many
of his many patients and friends of
Vicinity, lias returned sooner than he
intended and will be happy to see them in parlors

SPECIALTIES*

C ARRI

&wlj

AND

LABMINIE,
Chicago.

sizes and half sizes.

Men’s Ladies,’ Misses' & Children's

By request
Portland aud

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

Closing

BURROWES

Rubier Boots.

as seen

the world to buy

N. Y. Boots, on Cot.g-es* street.

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES.

dim

S. H. LAltMIN IE & CO.,

WOODMANSEE A GAKS3DES

Fine

Success is astonishing everybody. He
has treated successfully 410 Patients
this last mouth and he is receiving testimonials most flattering from all
parts of the city aud State,

BEST PLACE

ST.,

the Portland Savings Bank.

WILLIAM BURROWES.

Rubber Boots.

N, PERRY,

—;for

uoyl4nr

removed to

Has

Grain,

_dt4

CITY
Att’y at Law HARRY W~ FRENCH

Portland, Nov. 18, 1882.

FALL 5 WINTER GOODS
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children's

Admission 50 cts. Reserved Seats 75 cts.
.Vlnu-gera.
I'll,

IK KIilTT A; NOR
dec?

Having retired from the tirra of Burrowes Bros.,
I am now prepared to take work ut my own account. word cau be left lor the present at the old
stand of Burrowes Bros.

PORTLAND.

-

7

Men’s, Boy's and Youth's

245 Middle Street.

ao23

ernor.

ST.,

SPECIALTIES.

GOOD STORAGE

Tite colored candidate for auditor on the
Republican ticket In Kansas ran 28,000
votes ahead of the white candidate for gov-

1

Sacques!
Otter Sacques!

E.

let-

the most decided opposition to any movement intended to bring him before the peo
pie as a candidate for the presidency.

COMPANY,

vance.

dim*

EXCHANGE

85

The Is venire i« of a boor bin* Isle real,
while tbr illu-tr- tion* are, a* a who.e, ■■■
qiieniiouiibly the mo* I v»*itl and benutifnl
ever exhibited.
Ticket*, with re*e«ved *eat«. ai? now
ready at ‘Hiockbridge’*. uud «» Ihi* l.ecturo
rowdeil to ov« rflowing thr imui n*e
ha*
auditorium* in the ciiie* where it ha* been
delivered, Hent* nbouid be *ecuied iu.ad-

HALL.

J. II. FOGG,
ovei

physi-

I Kliall sell the above garment,
at very low prices. These are first
class, and parties wishiug for a
nice Seal or Otter Garment, will
do well to exnmine.

Cuts

private
city, expresses

Don’t Despair if every local
cian fails to cure you.

iW

REMOVAL.

S. H.

470 CONGRESS

NO.

noil

OLOTHIEJRS,

all|widlhs;

/ \\

SKIN.

TELH»llO.NE,

nol7

m., from

a.

Ills Splendors ot Switzerland.

m

WILLIAM

Cook at tlie as-ortment. Black
Coney, s>il « er Grey, Black Coney
Uliitcniid readier points, Block
HaU —wltli
Cliincliill
points,
Fox, Coon, Beaver, Beaver—while
points all m <de in the best manner, iiud w ill be sold at tlie lowest
prices. < all and see tlie above in

/

can resist

POSSIBLE PRICES.

eodtf

fur muses!
FUR TRUK!

A

TOR ALL
DISEASES OF THE

2

Street, Portland.
From 8Va to 9 Va

Cetuinii'xioii

Drain

SKIN

MANUFACTURE, FOR GENTLEMEN’S WEAR, AT THE LOWEST

de2

THE PORTLAND CEMENT

dialect.

OF OUR

OWN

Neckwear
represents al* the newest designs,
and we offer them at prices be-

BIAM, Coniinis-ion
Block, Chicago, 111.

large majority of the population never spoke
any other language than the German, while
the French tongue was in reality a foreign

SUITS, OVERSACKS, ULSTERS,

IIUNT

removed from Ciorliaui to

OFFICE HOURS:
to 3, an t 7 to 8 p.

13

—ON—

_dam
H. EC.

X>

NO. 106 Fine

Our Stock of Laces and

WIUU

to France

FINELY MADE.

&

Wednesday Evc’ng, Dec.

TITLES EXAMINED.
Octol

Has

ALLEN

Oity Hall.

com-

Exchange St. Portland.

51 1-2

LACES.

and

sex

REAL ESTATE ANO INSURANCE AGENCY

ot

CARPENTER

R4MII

for two centuries, during all of which time
they were subject to French influences, a

Assortment

FINE CLOTHING,

7.45.

Tickets for sa’e at Frank B. Clark’s Book Store,
515 C .ingress St. ana at the door.

-THE-

II. M. FESSENDEN,

Kinds.

the people of that region, for notwithstandthat the

for the Hol-

preparation

season.

UJ I llll

convenience to

Immense

state their age,

Correspondents should

DECEMBER SAL»E»
An

mence

Office hours: from 9 to 12a. m., also from 2 to 8 p.m.
Fee for consultat'or—50 cents; by letter, #1.00.

Announce that, they have made

LO

weaken. After much argument with himself,
he crawled out of his den, and was sneaking
through tho woods when he met a bare.
“Is the world yet standing?” asked the hear.
“Certainly; never more solid since I can remember.” “And is any one searching for me?”
“Not ttiat I know of.” “Everything goes on
just the same, eh?” “Just the same.” ‘.‘And
didn’t you hear that I had lost all faith in human nature,
and retired from the world?”
“Never heard a word of it. Tra-la, old man.
I’m off.”
The bear sat down on a thistle, and thought
the matter over for a few minutes, and then
arose and made a bee-line for his usual haunts,
telling every animal he met on the way that he
had been off on a fishing excursion.
Moral—The cynic who flatters himself that
he is revenging himself on the world by withdrawing his company forgets that he will be
obliged to associate with himself.

OUR

L. T. B. KING

King Place,
66 DANFORTH ST. PORTLAND, ME.

TfllRnniY EVE IWfci, PEt’. 7lb
LEC TURK—“Bright Side of Life in Libby Prison.’
Tickets 25 cents, Boors open at 7 o’clock, Com*

plexion, also describe their symptoms in critical
casts.
Mrs. King treats all Chronic Diseases with
de5d&wlw49*
remarkable success.

OFFER FOR

NOW

_dim

Dr7MRS.

ULSTERS, SUITS.

511 CONGRESS ST.

Side

of 50 he doesn’t particularly care to have
people lug the Swtet By and By into their con-

de(>

Church,

E.

Chestnut St. M.

At

Congress Street.

No. 627

Opening OVERCOATS,

J. M. Dyer & Co
extensive

KIMBALL

E.

IRVING

Has removed to tlie stone cottage

WE

be in case he

effective invocation of the verdict of the nation as recently exprtssed with such startat

DR.

TUESDAY, DEC. 5th

Thie sort of talk made her Papa feel rather
solemn, for be bad been to the Races a good
deal and would occasionally go Out With the

ness, is dumbfounded by its calm yet unanswerable appeal to the record of a faithful
a

Grand

Seal

Tales for Toddlers.
(Chicago Tribune.]

are the texts from which the President .delivers this striking ad iress to the outgoing
Congress, and exhorts it to deathbed repentance. The jaundiced section of the Repub-

Executive and

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

had

harshly refused to give help, and
who on perceiving her baldness, occasioned by
Illness brought on by grief for the loss of her
husband, and which was ill concealed by the
marmotte (or Madras kerchief) she were
master

entertainments.

B USINESS CARDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

RI3MOVx»Ij,

often referred to by French feuilleMadame Hess was a poor femme de
menage (a charwoman), who spoke kindly and
gave relief to a miserable beggar to whom ber

uot naod.

How the Message is Received.
President Arthur’s message is received
with genera! approval. The newspapers,
Without distinction of party or faction, are
The New York Tribune
warm in praiee.
calls It “sensible and patrio ic.” The Boston Advertiser thinks ii “a strong, sagacious
and valuable State paper.” The Springfield
Republican commends it as “sensible
throughout and sensitive to public opinion.”
The Boston Globe calls it “dignified iu tone,
strong in expression, and exceedingly vigorous

MISCELLANEOUS

S

,-! 5

&

5
IT*

«

TT-TTH

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER.

PPTCSS.
DEC.

THURSDAY MOBMMfl,

7.

SEMI-ANNUAL CONVENTION IN
FIRST

ANNUAL

THE PRESS.

MEETING

OF

THE

obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G
May
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunell * 0 >., Andrews, Arm.
Wentworth,
Hodsdon, A. T. Cleveland Robstrong,
ert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose, Hitchings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Mepot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta,-I. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor.News Co.
Bar Harbor P. s. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Bkldeford, F. M. Burnham.
A. L. JellerBon.
Brunswick, B G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Daman isootta, E. W. Dunbar*
Freeport. W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, R. c. Harmon.
Fairfield; E. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas, H. Irish & Co,
Hallowell, C. 1- .paulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
A. L.

dellison,

Sabattus. E. H. Johnson.
Sacc&rai pa, F. E. Webb

Saco, H. B.
Springvale,

Kendrick * Co.,
C. H. Pierce.
8n. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomtston, S. Delano.
Vinalbaven, H. M. Robe

Waidoboro. G. Bliss.

Waterville,
Yarmouth,

J. M. Wall.

W. E

Smith.

CITY AND VICINITY.
«KW

ADVERTISEMENTS

TO-DAY

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Oysters—H. Fronnan & Co.
Oystei s—Timmons & Hawes.
ENTEKTAIS MENTS.

City Hall—Stoddard Lectures.
City Hall—Harry W. French
Roller Skating Itink.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Handkerchiefs—Owen, Moore & Co.

*

Wanted—Agency.

Winter Arrangement—For Mt. Desert.
Notice of petition.

Wanted—Girl.
AUCTION SALES.
Groceries—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Horses, Carriages, &c—F. O. Bailey* Co.

A Full

The first annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Portland & Rochester Railroad, under
the new corporation was held at the station on

Preble street, at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon.
Out of 5801 shares, 4526 shares were represented.
The

following report was submitted by
President George P. Weseott for the directors:

DIRECTORS’ REPORT.
This corporation derives its title through the
purchase from the Portland & Rochester
Co. of all its rights, property, franchises, privileges aud immunities of the said company iu
the States of Maine and New Hampshire, authority for said purchase iiaving been obtained
from the legislatures bf said States.
At the April term, A D., 1882, ol the Supreme Judicial Court of the State of Maine,
by virtue of the following decree, viz:
“The
Receiver upon receiving from the Portland &
Rochester railroad, which has acquired the interest of tile Portland & Rochester Railroad
Co., aud of the City of Portland, an agreement
to assume all his liabilities as Receiver shall
convey and deliver to said Portland & Rochester railroad, all property, books and
papers iu
bis possession as Receiver, and shall render his
accounts as such Receiver to and Bettie the
same with said Portland and Rochester Railroad.”
The Receiver made full settlement May 1st,
1882, of his accounts aud delivered the rail*
road, and all property in ills possession to the
Portland & Rochester railroad. Said corporation have been iu possession and operation of
its road between Portland, Me., and Rochester, N.H., since that date, and inasmuch as
the corporation received all property, assets
and accounts from the Receiver for the seven
months preceding May 1, and in order to furnish the stockholders a full statement of the
operations of the road for the year,the directors
have included in their report the receipts aud
expenditures of the Receiver for that part of
the year, which he operated the road.
The following is a correct statement of the
receipts and expenditures for the year:
From

lection of valuable high class paintiDgs which
Mr. Johnson has brought to our city for our
art lovers to secure a fine woik from for their
homes at their own price.
We must say that
this collection is far superior to any brought
informed that Mr.
fine gallery at 699

are
a

we may never get an
oppor 'unity to select from so good a collection
again. In this one we find a variety of names
which we know to be of great fame through
the world, and many, in fact two-thirds, of the
QOltection have been on exhibition in the large
galleries in America and Europe, and the variety is so great that no person need be without pictures toe every taBte can easily he satisfied from this colllection.
We would here

say that many

people

to

hundred dollars are spent by
ornament their homes with fine

furniture and carpets aDd sometime havo
daubs on their walls. We can safely say that
go to-day, at 11 o'clock,
& Co's, No. 18 Exchange
street, bliud folded aud bid ou any picture
and be sure not to get anything bat a work of
a man

or

to F. O.

woman

can

Bailey

The paintings will be on exhibition until
the time of the sale; and we would recommend
all art lovers to go and see them.
Mr. Johnson informs ns that the pictures will not be
pat ap in regular order, so if any pictures are
wanted we would advise the parties to be in
art.

attendance early as some painting may be
wanted by several parties aud we expect there
will be sham competition on them, so it will
encourage parties to buy
adorn their lomee.

good pictures

Oysters I Oysters

to

!

The first cargo of

the season, fresh from
Virginia, just received, and for sale in any
quantity, wholesale and retail. Delivered in
any part of the city by
H. Freeman Sc Co.,
225 Federal street.

de6d3t
Read what

Eminent Physicians say of
the Health Lift.
Wm. L Barrett, if. D., St. Louis.
Nothing I can say in praise of it as a beallhpromotiug exercise is beyond the measure of
its great deserving. It supplies with wonderful perfection a necessity long felt by physicians.
David Wooster, if. D., San Francisco.
I do not hesitate to unqualifiedly commend
the Reactionary Lifter to all persons suffering
from dyspeptic or rheumatic affections, and to
every person of sedentary employments.
Lawson A. Lonr/, if. D.. Buffalo,
I was astonished at the wonderful potency of
cumulative exercise in reaching and relieving
It has
chronic infirmities of long standing
a

revelation to

new

and

me

other

medical

Rooms 201 Middle street, Portland,
dec4 dtf

friends.

Maine.

Something Fresh.
Dealers and consumers who are in want of
nice Oysters should order from Timmons Sc
Hawes. As they open them fresh from the
shell. Are now discharging from schooner
Nathan Cleaves. Providence Rivers a spec-

ialty.
See “Bird” adv’t; get Holden's Bird Book!
He has extra
food, care, diseases, breeding.
oct23-d&w2mos
singers.
Brief Jottings.
There will be.a consecration this afternoon
m. in the Friend’s meeting
house, Oak

at i p.
street.

Twenty-six

intentions of marriage were recorded at the Clerk's office for November.
The evening of holding the lectnres in the
Free Baptist coarse has been changed from
Wednesday to Thursday. The first lecture
will be by Rev. Mr. Davison of BiddeforJ this

evening.
Tunstall, from Cow Bay,
brought a fine live bear, which can be seen
at Mr. Merrill Place’s, in tbe Market.
The Lowell Phalanx visited places of interest about town yesterday, and left for home on
the 3.30 p. m. Boston & Maine train, evidently much pleased with their visit.
The

steamer

A wild Texan steer fell overboard from au
English steamer and got his bora caught in
the wharf piling. Tbe owner offered §10 for
his rescue, and be was finally forced to swim
back to the wharf, where he was hoisted on
board.
Tbe brig Vernon, owned by Messrs. Chase,
Leavitt & Co., left Pensacola loaded with pine
for Boston about fifty days ago and has not ar_
rived.
The Samaritan Association will give one of
those delightful fairs and promenade concerts
at City Hall, Tuesday evening, Dec. 12th,
The ball will be
with music by Chandler.
open in the afternooD, when the admission will
be free. Refreshments are solicited.
Don’t forget the sale of useful aud fancy articles by St. Paul’s Guild tomorrow night at
Reception Hall. Supper will be served from
6 to 8 p. m.
The Youth's

will be held
o’clock.

at

temperance meeting
the Mission this evening at 7i
Gospel

The exercises

will

consist of

read-

ings, recitations, dialogues and jubilee singing
by some friends of the cause who have kindly
volunteered tbeir services. All are invited.
Hereafter the rooms of the 8ociety of Art
will be open afternoons from 2 to 5 o’clock.
Officer Fields arrested two boys for petty lar

oeny

yesterday.

Roller Skating Rink.
Mr. Reed has sold his interest in the Roller
Skating Rink to two well known young gentlemen of thiBcity who will have the management for the season.
They propose to make
the skating season of '82 and '83 a most bril.
liant and eveutful one.
They will retain the
services of vtr. George Whitney as inttructor,
and who will also have charge of the skating
surface. Ladies and others desiring to learn
to skate will find the best opportunity to learn
in tbe afternoon when the services of the instructor will not be in so great a demand. Tbe
7.30 to '8.30 and
elevator will
there will be music every evening. AU lovers
of the art of skating should attend the rink often end thus encourage these youug men in
run ran

their efforts

to

sustain

from

a

iiopular

amusement.

Charles Day & Co.
be
At their store, 187 Middle street, may
Suroly there is
ealied the children's friends.
exnot a ehild in Portland whose eyes do no
found at
pand as they view the treasures to be
All the novelties are fonnd theie and

Day’s.
at prices that readily command attention.
Their advertisement covers about everything
in the toy and fancy goods line aud a person
must be hard to please who cannot find somethlpg here to please.

Representation from the State
Clubs.

Annual Reports and Election of Officers.

RECEIPTS.

High Art at F. O. Bailey & Co’s Art Gal•
lery.
We are very pleased to see the beautiful col-

here before and as vre
Johnson has engaged
Broad way. New York,

CON-

GRESS HALL.

COMPANY.

be

Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,

MAINE REFORM CLUBS.

passengers.8 62,903.79
127,816.26
Malls aud express.
10,217.41
Miscellaneous.
910.24

Freight

An

8201,847.70

increase of 833,619.12 over 1880-til.
EXPENDITURES.

Repairs track.849,995.79
bridges. 3,831.72
fences. 1,474.57
< *47.24
locomotives.13,
and

freight
passenger cars. 8 886.72
seventy new ireight and one hagcar .'.
.33,795.00
Passenger and freight expense.26 821 62
Fuel. 22.552.65
Taxes and insurance.
627.87
General aud incidental expenses including advertising, printing, damages paid,
salaries, &c..16,294,81
Watchman, wiping engines, and switchme.u
5,646.89
,.
Stations, buildings, tools and maebiuery 9.244 34
Oil and waste..
1 7 2 69
Water and water stations
l’i34 02
■■■•

Legal

’l85'.73

The semi-annual Bession of the Reform
Clubs of Maine began yesterday fiaoruing at 11
o’clock, In Congress Hall, in this city.
The convention was called to order by E. HHorr, president of the State contention.
Devotional exercises were conducted by
Rev. S. F. Pearson of Portland.
After reading the call Joseph B. Ayer of

Bangor
man

nominated for temporary chairand E. H. Brown of Norway, temporary
was

secretary.
The
dents:

following

nominated for vice presiMessrs. Horr of Portland, Swett of
Bath, Cushman of Bangor, Withington of
Bucktield, Brown of Norway, Emerson of
Madison, Mop son of Canton, Horr of Aubnrn,
Enstis of Dixfield, Stewart of Bolster’s Mills>
Rand of Lisbon, Jones of Lewiston and Senvey
of Harrison.
Tbe folk wing committees were appointed:
were

Resolutions—Messrs. Eustis of Dixfie’d, Pearson
of Portland, Tolman of Bath.
Orders of Exercises—Messrs.
Withington of
Bucktield, Horr of Portland, Horr of Auburn.
Nomination of State Committee—Messrs. Brown
of Norway, Lofavor of Portland, Cusbman of Bangor.
Location —Messrs. Perkins of Bangor, Emerson of
Madison, Bateman of Portland.
Permanent Organization—Messrs Murch of Portlann, Cusbman of Bangor and Eustis of Dixfield.

Au original temperance hymn, written by
Rev. H. C. Munson, and dedicated to the
Reform Clubs, was sung. A vote of thanks
was tendered
to Rev. Mr. Munson for the

hymn.
The reports from the clubs were rnado by
the following delegates:
E. F. Horr, for Portland, stated that the
club was now in better standing than ever before, numbering 07 members; hold public
meetings every Sunday evening and business
meetings every Tuesday evening; all the members are hard at work in tbe cause aud bringing in new members; every week our club
room is getting too small, aud Boon shall have
to move iuto larger quarters; there ie also a
Ladies’ Aid connected with the club and they
have been a great help to the club. The club
room is open day and evening.
S. N. Dean, for Bangor, reported that there
had been over 9,000 signatures to' the pledge in
onr rooms aud at our public meetings since
tlie organization of onr club in September,
1874, which was incorporated December 10,
1874; If68 have joined our club, ol which 168
have joined since Jan. 1, 1882; we now have
about 200 members in good standing; our average attendance at our business meetings every
Monday evening is 50 to 00; meetings every
Sunday in City Hall; praise meeting Friday
evening; the treasurer has received for the use
of the club $6,489.98; tbe cost of keeping open
reading room each year has been $475; outrooms are
well furnished and open day and
evening, aud the club does not owe a dollar.
E. li. Hoir, for Anbnrn, teported bis club in
a flourishing condition,
holding meetings every
Sunday afternoon in Aubnrn Hall, aud mem-

bership increasing.

C. W. Withington, for Bnckfield, reported
that three-quarters of the people of Bucktield
8195,321.20
to the club, bold meetings
belonged
An increase over 1880-81 of
every
$42,027.58
Sunday evening aud are doing a good deal of
Balance unexpended. .$0,520.44
work in the vicinity of tbe village.
CAPITAL STOCK.
E. H. Brown, of Norway, repotted bis club
Stock authorized by Charter.$000,000.00
in a flourishing condition aud holding tbeir
own. The cause is in a prosperous condition
There has been issued in payment for
in Norway and growing interest is manifested
the stocks, bonds and d bts of the
in the voting.
Portland & Rochester Railroad ComW. T. Eustis, for Dixfield, reported that the
1
pany
580,168.20
cause of reform in his placb is on the increase.
Stocks will be issued on demand for the
The
club is doing well aud strong in numbers.
and
stock of said com
bonds, coupons
Rev. H. C. Munson, for Canton, reported a
pauy, viz:
For $22,300.00 of 7 per cent
most flourishing club and there is a
growing
bonds outsianding.$11,150.00
interest.
For $104.50 of 7 per cent
Rev. S. F. Pearson, of Portland Gospel Miscoupons outstanding
69.38
sion, made a report of the work of tbe Mission
For 793 shares of stock outin this city among tbe poor and negli-cted.
standing
1,586.00
Chas. steward, for Bolster’s Mills, reported
-$12,795.38
a good rousing
club, aud doing a good and
$592,903.58 noble work.
a. f. Emerson, for Madison Centre, reported
Surplus after payment for all stocksT
tlie club iu a flourishing condition and all the
bonds and debts of said company.
$7,03(>.42 clubs iu aouierset
county alive and doing well.
NUMBER OF MILES RUN.
C. M. Winchester of Bath reported 50 members in good standing with about 1600 on genePassenger trains.72,973
Mixed traius.32,418
ral pledge; bad to adjourn from their clnb room
Freight trains
.40,570
and go to City Hall to accommodate their auConstruction and wood trains.... 5,302
diences; do not owe anybody a cent and have
Switching.27,914
about $20 in the treasury.
179,237
Geo. W. Stone, for Ferry Village, reported
An increase of 1503 miles over 1880-811
in a prosperous condition with about 60 memTONNAGE OF FREIGHT HAULED.
bers aud 600 on general pledge; the old club
Year.
Local.
Total. Increase.
Through.
ran down about two yeais
old, but the club was
1881-2 60,776.03 50,497.85 123,274
21,402
revived under the old principles ot the reform
PASSENGERS CARRIED.
work, and is now doing a good work and keepYear.
Local.
Total.
Increa?.
llirough.
ing rpm out ot the place.
John Plunkett, for Topsham, reported a
1881-2
142,165
23,083
166,248 37,868
clnb inexistence; 300 on the pledge, and
good
MATERIAL ON HAND.
considered every one ol them a member of the
Coal .$3,239.87
club; there is agood temperance sentiment iu
Wood.
625.00
the town of Topsham and not a rum shop in
.Journal Brasses.
490.50
she place.
151.60
Springs
Wheels arfd Axles.1.45V.75
Win. Dow, for Dry Mills, said there was
Store room, oil, waste, &e. 1.392.27
formerly a clnb in his place but he was sorry
Lumber.
672 00
there was none now, but
the inter* Bt iu
Iron.
953,85
temperance is still alive and those who have
---$8,977.84 signed the club
iu
times
pledge
gone by are
Decrease of $268.05.
still keeping it true.
Simon Mayberry, for Saccarappa, reported
The lolling stock owned by the road consists
that the club was not so prosperous as it had
of the following locomotives and cars, viz:
but siuoe the convention met there it
Seven locomotives,
been,
‘“Alfred,” “Finland,”
had been onjthe mending band; have a large
“Worcester,” “Toppan Robie,” “C. Q. » lapp,”
The last
foreign population in his place and it was bard
“Rochester,” and “Westbrook.”
work to build up a club there.
named is over 30 years old and of very little
W. O. Webster, for North Gorham, stated
value, and must be replaced at an early day by
that work of temperance is on the increase
a new engine.
The “Robie” has been repaired
aud it was hoped to have a good club there
in a thorough manner at an expense of $3,3^9,soon.
00 which includes new tender complete, with
B. W. Kelly for Winthrop, said that it still
steel tire wheels and air-brake.
New tender
lives and moves; it has 147 members, and 100
frame (iron), steel tiro wheels and air-brakes
have been purchased for the “Clapp.”
Two
good, true and staunch members; hold meetings every Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock;
passenger engines, two passenger cars anrd one
baggage and mail car are now equipped with has the best clnb in that one-horse town
that there is in the State, and also one of the
automatic air brakes.
best Ladies’ Christian Temperance UnioDg,
Niue passenger cars, (three of which are of
which has been the backbone, strength and
little valae.)
even the sinew of the reform club.
Five baggage cars.
Win. Lerock lor South Brunswick, reported
One hundred and sixteen flat cars.
that he was the only member of the clnb, but
Fifty-nine box cars.
the temperance interest was still alive and
Thirteen hay cars.
meetings were held every week for the purTwenty gondola cars.
Two freight saloon cars.
pose of talking temperance and religion.
Mr. Tillock for Bucksport, reportod 130
One job saloon car.
members on ihe ironclad pledge; hold meetTwo snow plows.
Of the above one baggage, ten hay, ten box,
ings every Sunday, and business meetings;
good Ladies’ Aid. A good interest is manitwenty gondola and thirty flat cars have been
fested in the cause of temperance and there
or
built
in
our
car
at
an
exshops
purchased
was very little drunkenness in the place.
pense of $33,795.00, and paid from earnings
the past year.
Judge Talman of Bath made brief remarks,
expense.
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Extensive renewals have been made to tlie
track aud bridges, and a large amount of old
iron laid in sidings.
Three hundred and fifty-two tons of new
steel rails, and thirty thousand fand fifty-three
cedar ties have been put into the track.
The bridge over Salmon Falls River at East
Rochester, 232 feet long was entirely rebuilt.
The sides ot Springvale Bridge (236 feet long)
were covered in with white pine sheathing, the
roof tinned, and the structure painted.
Four hundred feet in length of pile trestle in
Deeriugs’ Mill Pond has been filled up to grade.
The overhead bridge at Gorham, has been
rebuilt and the span shortened some thirty
feet. Naaily one mile of new side tracks has
been laid as follows: 1200 feet Portltnd, 1000
feet Shaker Pond, 800 feet Cumberland Mills,
700 feet Morrill’s Corner, 350 feet Rochester,
300 feet Centre Waterboro, 500 feet Alfred,
and other points.
The last instalment due the Maine Central
Railroad for their ont-half interest in Round
House has been paid and property conveyed to
this corporation.
A large expenditure has been made for
Saco River station has
buildings and tools.
been moved to the north side of the track, new
trusses put in and rebuilt- An addition, 30x16
feet, has been built at East Rochester station.
Wood-shea built in Portland, and a coal-sbed
under
New foundation put
at Rochester.
water-tank at Alfred. Hollis Centre station
has been moved and the lot graded. 1225 feet
of platform have been laia at
Rochester,
Hollis Centre, Morrill’s Corner and Cumberland Mills.
A thirty-horse power boiler and engine have
been purchased and set up in the engine house
furnish power for
at Portland, and will
machine shop and steam for heating passenger
station aud offices of tiie company, the cost of
the engine, boiler, shafting and setting the
same, with tools purchased for the shop was

§2500.

occurred
The following
accidents have
the year. The horse of Mr. Geo. W.
Patterson of Cornish, killed last March by
passenger engine on No. 4 train at the crossing
near Hollis Centre station, aud Mr. Patterson’s
arm was broken.
May 4tb, while making np a train a} Morrill’s Corner, Conductor Cornelius O’Brion fell
under the wheels of a moving train aud was
instantly killed. He bad been in the employ
of the corporation many years aud was highly
esteemed by the patrons of the road ana its
officers.
Juno 14tb, from some unknown cause eight
freight cars aud the baggage car, on the mixed
tram, left the rail near Buxton Centre station,
aud Mr. W. F. Rodion claims that lie received
permanent injury by reason of being thrown
violently across the car causing rupture.
For the Directors,
Geo. P. Wescott,
President.
The following officers were elected:

duriug

Directors—Samuel E.
Spring, George C.
Lord,Win. L. Putnam, Richard Olney, Nathan
Webb, Stephen J. Young, Geo. P WeECott,
Joseph S. Ricker, Charles McCarthy, Jr.
Clerk—William H. Conant.
In the above board of directors are three
new names, Richard Olney, Joseph S. Ricker
and Charles McCarthy, Jr., who were elected
of Richard O. Conant, E. B. Phillips
in

place

arid John A. Waterman.
Ancient Landmark: lodge.
At the annual meeting of Ancient Landmark Lodge, last evening, the following were
elected officer*:
W. M.—George T. Means.
S. W.—Thomas B. Merrill.J. W.—F. R. Farrington.
T. —Hilaries Fobrs.
S.—John S. Russell.
Finance Couimiitee—Eben Corey, W. G.
Davis, O. S. Fogg.
Masonic Trustee—George L.' Sweat.
It was voted to held a public installation
next monthly meeting.

after which the convention adjourned.
Afternoon Session.
A praise meeting was held from 1 to 2 p. in.,
led by Rev. S. F. Pearson. A large number of
testimonials were given by reform men, interspersed by music.
At 2 o’clock the convention was called to order by the president and devotional exercises

by Campmeeting John Allen.
Addresses were made by Messrs. Knights of
Ferry Village, Kelley of Winthrop, Plunkett
of Topsham, Laverty of Auburn, Dean of
Bangor, Bnshman of Bangor, Murc'i of Portland.
The committee

on

permanent organization

and recommended that the
temporary organization be made permanent,
which was adopted, and President Ayers responded to the honor conferred upon him. He
made their leport

aid he kuew what intemperance had done for
him and he was now living a temperance life,
and he was proud of the position he now occu-

pied.
The committee on order of business made a
report, which was adopted.
Addresses were made by Messrs. Emmerson
ot Madison Centre, Bond of Lisbon Fal Is,
Rev. S F. Pearson of Portland, Rev. Mr.
Scott of Hebron.
Adjourned till evening.
Evening Sessions.
A praise meeting was held from 7 to 7.45
o’cl ock, led by Rev. R. Scott of Hebron, interA large number of tes
spersed with singing.
timonials were given.
At 7.45 o’clock the convention was called to
order by the president.
Singiug and devotional exercises followed.
John O. Rice then made the following address of welcome to the reform men:
ADDRESS ox MR. RICK.

JJr. President and Gentlemen and Ladies :
Unexpectedly 1 have beeu assigned to a pothat many more fittingly might fill, but
It is in bea duty certainly one of pleasure.
half of the Portland Temperance Reform Club
who have
the gentlemen
extend to
to
our state
come from the different parts of
to participate in this convention, a most cora
interest
and
common
dial welcome
Having
object, binding ns together hs brothers in the
great question of moral reform which may
follow, the words of mutual eucoragemeut
offered. The comprehension of the great work
that lies before us all will contribute to our
strength of mind and purpose, to our own good
aud to that higher aud nobler object of saving
tbo6e who have rank beneath this dreadlul
scourge of all evils that strangely is having its
most fearful effects in the christianized counThe word temperance is
tries of the globe.
defined: Moderation in regard to the indulThe word
gence of the natural appetites.
seems paradoxical in its application to the use
of any alcoholic beverages to one knowing the
effect whether in moderation or excess, but
there are two words in the meaning defined
“the act or practice of voluntarily refraining from an indulgence of appetite.” Tnese
which our
wor is are the true principles upon
own safety dependB upon which we may secure
the t'le->siugs of health, happiness and a better
life, upon which our efforts in behalf of others
only cm be crowned with success. They are
Our work is charity, unostotal abstinence.
We are retentatious, true aud practical.
It is a
stricted by no sectarian iufluence.
brother, a man, a human soul we seek to save.
We are non-political. Soouer.would we desecrate
the altars of our churches,than perform so sacrilegious an act as to degrade this great moral
qu, stiou to the level it would reach if allowed

sition

10 be

strile.

duties

manipulated by partizan enmity
We are non-prosecuting.
are one of love,

sympathy

and
It means our
and encour-

agement, not to make laws or govern a people,
not to interfere in the right* of others.
They
alone are responsible and amenable to the
statutes of their state or country.
But gentlemen it is not our purpose to encronch npon yonr patience or time by a speech
or essay,
yet there is another side, in the blight
ness of this new found manhood, shall we lift
the veil and look back into the darkness of oar
past lives? If so, let os go back to the old
home of happy, innocent boyhood days, where
was the tender care o( a mother’s love and a
father’s pride. Then came tho time when
miugliDg with the world, we saw only the
bright ambition of youthful hopes, strong ill
Yet
onr self-confidence we saw no danger.
there came the fatal moment, it was the first
and
then
the
kinuly
second. But nature
glass,
bore this extra burden perhaps for years, until
alas like the noble ship struggling In the tempest, she trembles with each shock, and then
the wreck. Cannot all of us recall a father,
brother, friend,where are they now? The grave
only can respond. Did they die with sympatheic bands around them, lamented?
No-^mauv filled a drunkards grave.
By that destiny that governs mens’ lives. I have seen a varied experience, have mingled amidst the borsea
rows of war and met the dangers of both
and land and can say “it is a fearful thing to
see the human soul take wing in any shape in
any mood,” but none more sad, more terribio
than “to see the sick and ghastly bed of sin delirious in its dread.”
Tbeie siill remains ano her memory nearer
to the heart than all, it is or was our home. I
can not do better than nse the words of an
anonymous poem said to have been written by
a young lady who
was told
that she was a
monomaniac in her hatred of alcoholic liquors.
Mr. Rice closed his able address by reading
a

strong temperance poem.
Col. W. T. Eustis of Dixfield

responded

in

behalf of the covention.
Addresses were made by Messrs, Rand of Bis
boa, Befavor of Portland, Ayer of South Waterford, Rridgham of Buckfield, Dunn of Wat-

erville, Griffin of Portland, Plunkett of Tops,
ham, Wentworth of Bangor, Kelley of Winthrop, Merritt of Portland, and Pearson of Portland, who presented the pledge.
While the audience was singing “Hold the
Fort,” several came forward and signed, the
pledge.
TO-DAY’S TROGBAMMK.
A praise meeting will be held from 9 to 10.
At 10 o’clock the convention will be called to

order, when reports of.committees will be

in

order.
A praise meeting will be held from 1 io 2.
The afternoon session will be devoted to remarks.
The evening meeting'will be held,in City Hall
the praise meeting being held from 7 to 7 3-4
and the public meeting immediately after,
The Porham Quartette will be present and
famish music.
AET.

■MUSIC AND THE DBAMA

Although Christmas

cards have been in use
many years it is only within the
past decade any attempt has been made to
popularize them in this country. The first
series introduced here was simple in
design,
coloring, and fiuish, but each succeeding year
has witnessed greater elaboration until
abroad for

slightest devotion,
taste, for art. In
other words he haH established a school of
art,
the cards the teachers, with no tuition fees.
The designs put upon the market by his
house this winter are simply superb.
Among
those we have received, the first prize card,
by
Mies Dora Wheeler of New York, has for its
even

leading thought, symbolically rendered, the
light of the world risiug to dissipate the darkwhich encompasses poverty-stricken mankind. A desolate woman, standing on the
globe aud leading against a barren, snowladen tree, gazes intently, in au agony of exness

pectation, towards

vision iu the clouds,of the
Virgin with the Christ Child in her arms. Two
thinly clad little children, frightened by what
they do not understand, cling closely to their
mother’s side, in search of aid aud protection.
The contrast between these groups, one
Of
heavenly beauty and promise in a sun of light,
the other of poverty, intense expectation, fear
and desolation, produces a striking effect. Both
groups are surrounded by floating clouds filled
with joyous angels, and by a border quite
original in conception, which completes the
a

design harmoniously.
But we Jcannot begin to enumerate all the
lovely subjects treated. One is very graceful
au apparently hand
painted satin fan, representing fuschias and lilies of the valley, on
one side, and Christmas mottoes on the other>
with ;ivory sticks of a delicate lace pattern
aud a soft fluffy buff silk border. Among the
curious is a great brown bear
bearing an
aesthetic bouquet in one paw, aud Christmas
tokens of good-wili in the other.
We have also received from Houghton,
Mifilin & Co., the Longfellow and Emerson

presenting his Cambridge home, the'Belfry of
Bruges, Priscilla and Evangeline. That of
Emerson presents the home of the poet-philosopher at Concord.
The Transit of Venus.
The transit yesterday was observed in Portland by many amateur astronomers, stimulated into great activity by the remembrance that
transit of Venus cannot be witnessed again
for 121 years and six months. The twentieth
a

century cannot enjoy the sight. The morning
was cloudy,
but from 12 o’clock to 3 opera
glasses and spy glasses were in ac:ive use. The
very distinctly seen, passing low
over the Bun’s disk; a round, well defined
black spot. It was a gigantic example of the
was

celebrated-problem

of the hunter and the
squirrel going round the tree.
The squirrel,
was in this case represented
by Venus, who
was racing with the earth, to pass westward
round the sun; and, as Venus had the inside
track, she easily distanced us, although we
gave her pretty nearly an all day heat.
The ; transits of Venus come alternately, a
pair in December, and a pair in June. We had
one in December,
1874, and one yesterday.
The next pair will be June, 2004, and June,
2012. At the transits in the 17th and 18th
centuries a great importance attached to them
as the best means known of determining the
distances of the heavenly bodies. The proportions of those distances are known with extreme accuracy, so that if we could get one,
we could the whole.
The passage of Venus
between

AT

Each; Goods

de°7

The

$38

Previously reported,

6BU

$647

Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estatehave
been

man

for

Accidents.
#
Tuesday Archibald Butler was at work at
Buroham’s wharf, when he struck an angur
carelessly placed, and the point entered his
His sister, on
eye. He will lose the sight.
seeing the blood, fell and struck her head, inflicting a bad wonnd.

STATE NEWS.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Lewiston Journal says: The wild beast
has appeared at South Auburn, this time.
Out day last week, an old man who was
chopping wood near Soper’s Mills saw a ferocious creature glaring at him, and lost no time
in dropping his axe and fleeing to his house.
He thinks the animal is a loupcervier. He
cannot give a minute description of it, but
says it is about the size of a four-weeks-old
calf and of a dark red color. Since that day,
several people in the neighborhood have seen
it.
One
man
is
about
says it
thirty
inches long, has tufted ears, a tall six inches
long and a long head and nose. Another man
has heard it caterwauling in the night.
But
these witnesses are contradicted by the statement of another citizen, who declares that he
has seen the beast and its color is white. The
Nimrods of South Auburn are organizing destruction for the “varmint.” Meanwhile very
little firewood will be chi pped near Soper’s
Mills.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Capt. Rufus H. Bickford o( Winter Harbor,
Gouldsboro, died of typhoid fever, supplemented by a disease of the heart. Capt. Bick-

ford was one of a large class of young men
who by energy, perseverance and laithful adherence to
sound business
principles had
worked his way into a responsible position,
and by helping himself, had succeeded in both
helping and materially encouraging others.
On Monday last, a little daughter of James
Lane of Rockport was severely burned during
the absence of her parents from home for a
few moments. She attempted to throw some
hot shells into the stove, thereby catching lire
to her apron, which she immediately pulled
o£f, and by means of which she set fire to the
rest of her clothing.
Her screams brought
neighbors to her relief, but her injuries are
such as to render her chanoes of recovery exceedingly small.
WASHINGTON

COUNTY.

the foreign carrying trade by the investigations of the joint special committee appointed
at the last session under Mr. Dingley’s resolution, has evidently aroneed Congress to the
importance of action.
Tuesday the House
went to the calendar and soon reached a bill
reported at the last session by the committee on

Woman’s Tact enables her to distinguish
articles of merit from worthless misnomers.
Thisjfeminine faculty has made Electro-Silicon
a household name, and given it the reputation
of being the best silver polish extant. Avoid

imitations.

Rockland, Clamtiae,

fleer

twenty cents, allowing a rebate of duty on
supples for suoh vessels, aud limiting the liaThe
bility of the part owner of a vessel.
question of free material for the construction

elegant,

Closing

fale

!U<u»
4.30 touching at intermediate
in Portland same evening, oouneeting with PuiimaT Night Train for Romoii.
Passengers will not be disturbed until morning,
unless wishing to take Pulman Train.
The Bit HU0!\O wi 1 connect a Rockland
with Boston & Bangor S.S. Co’s Stea^eis for Hnngor and River Landings, every Saturday morning.
C’O *1 KVfS WEST—Connects Mondays foi Boston and receive passengers from Bangor and River
Landings tor Portland.
All communications by mail or telegraph for
rooms, should be addressed to
GEORGE L. DAY,
General Ticket Agent, Portland.

Notice of a

Out

than

CLOAK

O. BAILEY &

SALE!

Salesroom

m.

As

have

we

a

and

tire lot at once.

a

have decid-

State

$5.00

iu

price

all

from

$125.00. Don’t buy gar-

to

ments until you visit our store and

Islands to the «ther on a bridge over said tide water
as they nay have occasion so to do, hut Mich bridge
to be so constructed as not to injure navigation, and
to make suitable draw or draws >herein for that
WILLIAM H. SINN KIT
purpose if necessary.
and 50 others.

wijl

you

de7dlaw3wTh

MIDDLE aged man employed as outdoor salesman for the past 8 years bv a N. Y. Arm, intends to establish himself in Paris, France, and
wishes to represent some reliable house* in am>ed
Fruits, Meats. Fish. Oysters, also Smoked and salted
Provisions. Best N. Y. city references.
Address
E. GEORGE BETZ, Hunter’s Point, N Y.
dec7
eod2t

A

see

at once that

we

can

money and show you

save

you

some

fine imported garments. We

mean

business and shall close out

all our gai meats if low
move

prices will

them.

We Imve just bought from

McKENNEY, the JEWELER,

Importer

dtde26

at

tra

ART GOODS

that

a

ex-

knotted fringe,

shall close out at the loW

we

There is not

cents.

a

GLOVES.

towel in the lot that would not be

—

Algernon

size and

price of 18

Get your Pictures and Frames
AT

large

LAP
ROBES
AND

an

great sacrifice

a

i large lot of Dauiask Towels

—

at double

cheap

Stubbs

the

money

we

Our Stock of these goods Is very largo
and prices O. K.

ask for them.

ART STORE.

SILK
HATS

Get your X’mas Cards, Artist Materials, Cabinet Frames aud Art
Novelties at rnj store, and by so

doing SAVE MONEY
My stock of Cabinet Frames and
Art goods in general, are the largest and finest selected assort-

STUPLEY,

ment ever shown in Portland.
Fine Gold Gilt Frames made to
order.
Old stand of Stubbs Bros.,

26

253

middle

We are closing out all of onr Silk
and exchange for $2.75.

ats,

SEAL
SACKS

Street.

d«2

,ltf

Temple St., Portland, Me.

dec6

mdieiteoctfldtf

BLANKETS,

TOWEL SALE.

Garnet, Onyx, Turquoise and Amethyst.
ONLY $1.50
St.

Consignments

HORSE

Styles in

Congress

ir.i.wt

aud some extra ones, plush lined $19.00.
Don’t buy till you look at the Immense
stock of Holies we have, as It will pay
you.

at
No 2<J4 BRACKETT ST.

347

0. W.

$6.00. $7.00, $0,00, $10.00, $12.00,

Wanted.
gencial housework

Children’s Solid Gold Kings

de6

fine

a

garments of

kinds, ranging

request aud petition that the Town of
Harpswell may be authorized by law to construct
and maintain a bridge over said Gut. to connect said
Islands, so that the citizens of this State and others
desiring so to do. may pass and repass, with tbeir
teams and carriage* and on foot, from each of said

GIRL for
de7d2w-

We have

tment of

ass

of Maine,

A

18 Exchange Ml.

BAILS7,

WOLF
WOLF
ROBES
ROBES
BTJFALO
ROBES

small store uud all

room we

ed to go out of the cloak business

public
necessity
WHEREAS,
require that Bailey’s Island andOrr’s Island,

Dated, August 12, 1882.

dlw

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchax*
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’elook a.

Petition for Legislation.

bridge over said Gut. which is tide water.
Therefore, your petitioners, citizens of the

CO.

18 Exchauge Mirecl.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant*
f. O.

crowded for

convenience

.y,

auction price.

F.

dtf

by Will’s Gut, sh'»u d be counected by

rr

St

and shall offer our entire
Public notice is hereby given that the following petistock.of
tion will be presented to the. next Legislature of I
Maine for action thereon, viz: To the honorable ; Ladies’ and Children's Garments
Senate and house of Representatives of the State
at cost in order to close out the enof Maine in Legislature assembled.
separated

—

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

at

E. CUSHING. General Manager.
Portlaud, Dec. 7,1882

IN

SONS* Celebrated Pianos, which arriv2V08E
ed too late for auction sale, will be sold at less

de2

landings, arriving

eod^f

made to order from $1*50 upwards.

TROY LAUNDRY
Arrival of SANTA CLAUS for 1882,
with an inexhaustible Stock of Fancy bloods anti Toys.

On and after MONDAY next. We shall
forward Collars and Cuffs to be laundered at Troy, N. Y., on MONDAY instead
of TUESDAY, aud our patrons will please
hand them in as early as possible on or
before MONDAY FORENOON. There are
several parties in t his city who advertise
Laundry, but no one in this city
Troy
send to Troy but. ourselves. We are sole
agents in Portland for Roger’s Laundry
of Troy, N. Y., which does the best work
in the United States.

Linen Collars and Caffs Laundered
for Two Cents Each.

CHARLES
493

ClTIS

Congress

1

The

only .Jewelry Store

the

in

City having a perfect Clock Department ami employing a practical Clock maker.
Every Clock is warranted to
perfect satisfaction.

give

Paint,

547 CONGRESS ST.

<dtiUdec25

BOOTS
SHOES.

in the largest variety for
men, women and children
at the lowest prices.

We have a large stock of Fur Sets, in
Pointed Hare and plain black which we
are selling low, also, trimmings of all
kinds.

COE,
THE

HATTER

Musical

uornmas

197 Middle Street.
dw2

aodtf

WATERBURY

STEM-WINDING WATCHES!
Only $3.00.

McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
(leU

1

1

547 ongressSt.
t25
b

_

ELEGANT

C. DAY & CO.

<

ST. d3w
With lieaulful

AND

d3w

WKDDIiG
A very

RFMOVAL.
TIic

Agricultural

GEO. BLANCHARD k BRO.
is removed lo-

149 &

151

MIDDLE

opposite head

deo4

large stock,

in

RINGS !

San eguemine®

10,12,14 and 18 kt gold.

ST.

of Silver St.
eodlw*

517 Congress Mtrcct,

Proposals

lottery

Limoges,
Lonrwy,
Jupaue.se,

—

Satsuma, Kioto, &t.

McKENNEY, THE JEWELER,
deO

o£

Store

Centre*.

^NC^^LCSrJE^TML^lSrrr

M. G. PALMER.

novSO

.

LADIES!

Tool Chest*. Christmas Tree « andles, do
Holders. A. B- C. Blocks,
Rubber Toys aud
Rattles,
Dolls Willow Cr»idle», New Miyle
Bedsteads and Cradles, Doll Furniture, Tea Mets, Toilet Mels, Qroccry
Mhops, Warehouses, Doll Houses, Parlor
Mkates; Ice skates. Indian Clubs, Fiue
Dressed Dolls. Toy Ranks, Tau and
Iron Mioves, Tin Hitchens, Tin
Kitchen
Met*, Toy Castors,
'Coy Ice
Pitchers, Wink
Brooms, in fact, everything usually found
in a
First-class
Fancy Roods and Toy Mtore.

187 MIDDLE
dec6

Russian

Otter, Mink,
Nutria, French Sea

Desks
(*love

Tops,!*

selling fur caps at very low

Astrachan,

fards,

mas

Writing*

are

Seal, Otter, Cony,

I a sirs’
Work Stands,
Wo- k Boxes. Dr- ssiug
and
Klouilkerchief
Boxes, «*<tor < uses, Collar and
Cuff Boxes. Caul Cases, Ink
Mtuml*, Velvet
Frames,
Frame* and Fasels, AlMterosco -c*
bums,
and View's, Bags,
Wallets, Pearl
Card a*e*,Comb
and Brush
C**ses,
Broom Holders, Jewel
Cases, Toy Music Boxes,
Cheeker
Cribb'tge Boards.
Boards. Rocking Hor-es, Chair*
Rocking Horses, Doll Cabs. Mleds
Mleishs Drum* Books of every description 4-auac*, Puzzles, Dissecting Pictures,
aud Blocks. T •» Toys, Ten Pm«. Tin*
ic Conterns, Hlechnuical Toys, Boy's
Cart-.lVbeelbarrows,Horse* and
Cart* Wooden Auiuaals. Dolls
Dolls Jewelry. Dolls Waterproofs, Paint*, Books
X-

to

McKENNEY THE JEWELER,
dec6

our

small advance
We have all the latest novelties in the
Ms ket.
We eunmernte a par: of onr stock consisting of the following:

Closes

Street.

We

prices.

Prices before purchasing.
ltcn*ous why we can sell then pci than
other
any
house;
We buy direct from the manufacturers.
We urc better acquainted with the business.
We deal exclusively iu this line of
goods.
We have concluded to sell [our stoclc at a
Compare

!

CO.,

k

FUR
CAPS

CHRISTMAS GOODS.

PARTICtlLAR NOTICE.

cheap article always
the Hair

makes
grow freely
and fast, keeps it from falling
out, arrests and cures grayness, removes dandruff and
itching, makes the Hair
strong, giving it a curling
tendency and keeping it in
any desired position. Beautiful, healthy Hair is the sure
result of using Kathairon.

■

will

Returning, will leave Maoblasport every

day Yloroing,

AND

Who want glossy, luxuriant

—

port.

RUBBER

and wavy tresses of abundant,
beautiful Hair must use
LYON’S KATHAIRON. This

make an address, explaining and illustrating
the sign, language, and giving some account of
the education of deaf mutes aud the progress of

Capt. Dennison,

YANKEE \i\D CANADIAN

Gentle
Women

d3t

'•

-;*•

Grocers.

mittee will soon report a bill abolishing consular fees for services to American vessels in
the foreign trade, reducing the hospital tax to

Deaf Mutes.
All interested in their welfare ate invited to
attend service in St. Luke’s Cathedral on Friday, December 8th at 7. 30 p. m, The service
proceeding as usual with the voice, will be interpreted by signs. Bev. Dr. Gallandet will

Gr R EAT

wick, •*«. Wea* and Bar Harbor*, (i?It. Deaert) Ltlillbridge, Joneaport and iTlachiaa-

reported:

Portland—J. T. G. Emery, Jr., to Jotham
F. Clark, lot north side of Danforth street.
Falmouth—Lemuel Bolfe et al. to Portland
Wooden Ware Co., 33 acres laud.
Windham—Seoige Leighton to Cyrus C.
Leighton, 14 acres land.
Brunswick—Divid E. Stanwood to Isaac
Curtis, laud on Union street.

F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

leave Railroad Whari, Portland,
at 11.15, or on arrival of Pultrain from Boston, every E --iday eveniag,

Latest
_

on Saturday, Dec. 9, at 10 o’elook
m., at Horse and Carriage Mart, Plum street:
Two Work Horses.
Three new Phaetons*with orders from manufacturer to close.
One Top Buggy, Piano Box. on Brewster Springs.
Two Open Wagons, second Land.
Three newTrimme l Sleighs.
Ten new Harnesses.
a.

Steamer CITY OF RICH-

MOND,

|

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

We shall sell,

de7_

of Napoleon with Horteuse after Waterloo, and
with the Old Guard and the immortal eagles
in the courtyard at Fontainebleau.

J. S. Cushing,
T. H. Johnson,
E. F. Wai. e,
E. A. Chase,
E. M. Thornes,
Mattie W. Loveitt,
i. P Kandall,
L. C. Cummings

HORSES. CAR IA6ES. AND HARNESSES

du

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

pathos,the dramatic stories of “the Napoleonic
legend”—the death of Josephine, the parting

3
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1

O. HAILEY A CO.f Auctioneer*,
dtd

F.

de7

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Azay le Rideau, the Chateau Du Maintenon,
Palace of Versailles and approaches; the statute of Louis XIV, stair case of honor, gallery
of mirrors, hall of the Bull’s Eye, and death
chamber of Louis,and the garden and colonnade
as existing under the old regime in contrast

W. it. Wood,
G. L. Hodgdon,
Leathe & Gore,
W. To'ntau,
S. II. & A. B. Doten,
E. L. Beale,
L. Crockett,
B. Dunham & Sons,
A. B. Morrison & Co.,

usually sell for 25c.

AT AUCTION.

company them, so Mr. Stoddard increased great
ly the value of his historical narrative by the
frequent and beautiful illustrations which cannot fail to clinch the points in his statements.
Among points of interest brought forward
last evenipg were: The castle of Francis I.,
its parks and gardens seemingly transporting a
bit of Venice to the realms of sunny France"

to heads of families.
The following additional subscriptions from
Commercial and Fore streets have been received:
George E. B. Jackson, $5 J. S. Winslow,
$5
H. P. Dewey,
3 S. A. Stevens,
1

ON

OWEN, MOORE & GO.

One Trip per Week, commencing
December 8, 1882.

As the doctor turned sadly away from the
patient whom he fouud using Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup, he said: “It beats me every time.”

of American vessels for the foreign trade is also under consideration by the committee.

which

dtf

store corner Smith ai.d Cumberland street*,we
shall sel- the entire stock and fixture* in said store,
consisting of a well so t-cted stock of Groceries,Shell
Goods, Canned Goods, Ac. The Fixture-* consist of
one Hall’s Safe, Oil Tank,
Refrigerator, Meat 1J eck
and Bench, Platform and Counter Scales, Show
Case, Cheese Box, Tea, Coffee ai d Spice Canisters,
Measures, &c. This s*oek was all new within six
mouths.
At 2Va o’clock prompt, one Black Horse—exeellent gioeery horse. Pung, Express Wagon,
Harness,
Robes', &c.

CENTS

121-2

tives of royalty from time to time.
And as
the enterprising publishers of Harper's, or the
Century, magazines add immensely to the value of their articles by the engravings that ac-

Our Shipping Interest.
The agitation ol the question of the revival
of the American merchant marine engaged in

church work among them.

Fancy Colored
Borders,

FOR HIT. DESERT & fHIACHIAS.

gestion

ACC’BI.

Choipc [(irocoiics and Store FixHires by Auction.
MONDAY. Dec, lltb, at 2Vs o’clock p. ro.,at

In Plain and

an exposition of the manners
and customs of a people; last evening’s lecture
was a finely written and eloquently delivered
bit of French history traced through various
dynasties as connected with the imposing and
beautiful castles which lodged the representa-

Several gentlemen have desired to have all
he members of their families recorded us members of the Association. This is a good idea,
and the canvassers would recommend this sag.

large Importing House, on BroadPrivate sale between sales.

deC

daily travel and

t

p. m.,

F. «. BAILSV A CO.,

French Castles and their Memories.
A splendid audience welcomed Mr. Stoddard
last evening, eager to resume their foreign
travels. It would be difficult to show more
pointedly the great versality of Mr. Stoddard
than by a comparison of the lecture of last
evening on “French Castles and their Memories” with that of last week on the Netherlands. The latter was a spicy narrative of

individual aud firm.
Those few individuals
who have not had an opportunity to subscribe
will please hand in their subscriptions to W.
S. Dana or Cbas. McLaughlin, who will attend to having their names properly recorded.

a

way, N. Y.

Messrs. Grimmer, Carletou and Jacobson of
this city made up part of the orchestra for“The
Pirates” which was nerformed in Lewiston
last evening by a local company.

statue on

liuodtiy,

1

AT STORE, NO. 259 MIDDLE ST.
Consigned from

NOTES.

Commercial and Fore streets, and the wharves
have faithfully atteuded to their duties. They
have travelled over some sections of the route
six times aud succeeded in finding nearly every

valuable

Ever seen In Portland,
Will Im* Solti itt Aiictiitn, l)ny and
Evcniiitf,
Commencing

We shall sell a small lot of
Ladies’ and Children’s

wardrobe is described as being very elaborate,
having been made for her in Paris.

Longfellow Statue.
The canvassers fur the Longfellow

—

HOLIDAY GOODS

TO-DAY

Kulght as Lizzie Dasbwood.
“Baron
Rudolph” is full of pathos and satire, and as
interpreted bv the Knights is a most artistic
and wonderful performance. Mrs. Knight’s

The Machias Union says: Mr. Silas E.
Turner at Cutler is making a move toward
sheep husbandry. He has a flock of about 50
He has lately purchased a
sheep already.
pure blood “Lincoln” buck, and intends to
have the choicest breeds. There ought to be
1000 sheep in Washington county where there
are but 100 uow.
There is no more profitable
business than sheep husbandry, end no better
chance in New Eugland than here.

commerce,abolishing three montbs’extra wages
to seamen except in certain oases, and further
providing that the master of a vessel can in
su' h oases provide an engagement for dis'
charged seamen to the port of shipment or pay
their passage home. After a brief explanation
by Messrs. Townshend, Crapo and Dingley,
the bill passed without opposition precisely as
reported by the committee, and as substantially recommended by the joint committee on
shipping. The bill as passed is substantially the
same as recommended by the Boston Board of
Trade. It is understood that the joint com-

most

AND

—S’IPCK OF—

KNIGHTS.

and the sun gave an opportunity
to measure her distance exactly, while nearest
to us; and thus to determine the distance of
the sun and the other planets'
But the ingenuity of astronomers has now developed half a
dozen other ways of accomplishing the same
result, so that the transit of Venus no longer
possesses that unique value to the astronomer
which it did a hundred years ago.
us

—

To-morrow evening the Knights will present
“Baron Rudolph” at Portland Theatre, with
Mr. Knight as Rudolph Wiegand, and Mrs.

calendars for 1883, with selections for every
day in the year. They are very handsome.
The Longfellow calendar gives an admirable
medallion head of the poet, aud pictures re-

planet

THURSDAY, DEC. 7th.

Mr. Murray, of this city, accompanist, furnished some delightful music, to which was added
some beautitul selections by our Mrs. Jennie
Morrison. Mr. Robinson’s humorous, readings were well received, and a delightful eveigg enjoyed by all present.
THE

SALES.

AUCTION

THE5 LARGEST

A very pleasing entertainment was given at
last night for the benefit of
which was well attended. The
Lesbian Quartette of Lowell, composed of
Misses Shattuck, Powers, Knox and Dav, with

Pythian Lodge
Ivauhoe Lodge

to-day

Christmas cards rival in beauty the illuminated
missals of the old monks of the middle
ages
many of whom passed a life-time iu the illustration of a single page. To Prang mnch of
this advancement in art is due, for, by his
method of offering handsome prizes for best
card designs, he lias awakened a
deep interest
in the subject in every person who has the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

;

rYTHIAN ENTERTAINMENT.

with the new. The lecturer concluded with Malmaisou and Fontainebleau, and the lecturer
brought before the audience with romantic

Prang’s CUristmts Cards.

or

’

Fined

dtde25

jp

for Building York!own

complete with the

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

Monument.
;?W Sale

Office of Richard M. Hunt, Architect*
I ribune Buildimr, Netf Yo»k, Noe. 27, 1882.
for buildlig the Monumoit
Yorktoun, Ya.. will be received until noon of
January 4, 1883, and opened immediately thereafter. Blank form.**, spt'citications and information
can be had on application to this otfiee.
RICHARD M. HUNT,
dec5d<>t Chairman of the Commission on Design.

PROPOSALS

MIO

E. JOSE ft BO.

dtf

persons are hereby cautioned against harbor lug or trusting any <»l the crew of the Holland 15rig •Backworth.” Y’ander ATertf, master,
from Bonaire, us no bills of 1 heir contracting will
be paid by captain or consignees.
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.
dc0d3t

ALL

HAMMOND St CARNEY have removed

,de2dlm

holesale and ftotsn.

NOTICE.

Removal.
to No. 303 Commercial street.
SHAW,

W

|

i?i ir:ss.

t 'TE

Transit of Venus.
BY

RBXDALE.**

“ROBERT

Full oft, 0 Venus! heaven’s dearest star,
eye hath sought thee thro’ the sileut night,
lu fancy faced thy empyrean flight
From Paphos’ isle of silvery crested light,
borne in thy golden car!

My

tf.M. Bolts...

®22

Cop

@32

Sch Teaser, McIntyre. New York.
Sch Carrie L Hix, Hix, New York—coal to G T
Railway Co.
Sch Clara & Mabel, Pinkham, Cape Porpoise.

Laths,

Sprue©.... 175'® 2 00
Pine.
i®
matches.
Cordage.
Amer’u yib.12
@ 13 Star, pgro88 1 95@ 2 00
VloliiMweN.
Russia.12 (ffi 13
Manilla.16**@17Vil Porto Rico.. 42(3} 65
Muscovado.
Manilla Bolt
40(3} 42
18
Rope
@19i* NewOrleans
new crop.50®
Sisal.11
65
@12
Bar haloes
46
filrugM and Dye«.
42®
Aoid Oxalic... 16@ 18 Cienfuegos
39
37®
tart. 58 a, 60 Bolling.....
Alcohol & gal. 2 35@2 50
Naiih.
A. u
it a
as*
3 653 3 75
5
Auimoca
ftuvul 8tove
iaro
25® 27 iax, fe>b’ol.. 3 763425
8 Pitch(C.Tar) 4 0034 25
Asnes, pot— 6SA@
Bale copabia.. 65® 70 Wil. Pitch..
3 75(3 4 25
Beeswax. 32@ 38 Rosin.
3 25®4 25
67 i 60
Turpt’ne.g’l
Bleaching
powders....
6 Oakum.
8®
3@
Borax.
16618
Oil.
Kerosene
Brimstone...
6
@13*4
Cochineal. 55® 60 Port. Ref.P’tr
® 9
1 VyreC
5 Water White
15Va
Copperas...
Cream Tartar
30® 3S Devoe Brill’t.
@17Va
Kx. Logwood
®J8
12g 17 Pratt’Astral.
Gun Arabic..
20 a 50 jLigonia.
"“leVa
Aloes cape
15® 25 l Soerm.1 35@1 40
28 6 3( i Whale.
7
66®
Camphor.
54cT 60 Bauk.
'lyrrh.
Opium. 4 6 2 a -1 75 Shore.
Shellac
38® 45 ] Porgie
63® 64
Tidigo.1 00@1 26 |Linseed
Iodine.
56,® 57
@3 60 1 Boiled do....
®1 25 l.ard
1 10®1 14
loecac.
Castor
rt....
156
2(.
..I
Licorice,
2«»®1 35
90®100
Lai ex
34 a; 40 Neatsfoot
M ‘rphine.3 606,3 7<J Elaine.
62® 66
Paint*.
Oil bergamot 2 75 6.3 OC
Cod liver... .2 25a2 5<! P. Pure Lead.6 75 @7 00
3 506,3 75 Pure Gr’d do. vi 753 7 00
ijMgiou)live. 1 25 a 1 75 Pure Dry do..
(3.7 26
6 00®7 30
P ij.pt. 3 25@3 5t. Am. Zinc
Rocbello
el.
2
OC
Vs
3
W intorgreed.
@3
33 3 Ya
Eng. Ven. Red
oroP *tass
mtde....
7®7Va
3S;g 4C Red Lead.
Kice.
Chlorate.
20® 25
ib
I tdnui
6® 7%
175g2 0( Rice,
6(«6V4
@ 5( Rangoon.
Quicksilver
Nalei'utu*.
Quinine.1 00@2 0(
7561 5C SaJeratus. -fc> »b
Rt. Rhubarb..
5® 5V2
**alt.
Rt. Snake.
26® 35
bottoms

Cleared.
Sch
Sch
& Co.

Across the wave no cry of frightened bird,
No tempest’s voice, no sound of 1-tb’ring car,
Came on the Night’s soft whispers to deplore
Thv
presence over sea and short*,

Come thou again to cheer the we .ry soul,
And bid it quail' from Joy’s o’er-brimming
lill its vain longings cea-e!

And hou, O Sun, be kind unto my love,
As n /w she glides into thy waiting arras,
Foi soon,- ah! soon,—she will forsake thy
To seek the isle of ever wliisp’ring palms
And home of cooing dove.

charms,

"

—...

..

...

—

zone s.

..

in the Clouds

[Buffalo Commercial Advertiser ]
There is at present, and has been for several
months, an inmate of the Willard Insane Asylum at Ovid, this State, a Danish lady of good
education, and who. previous to the lues of her
reason, cccapud a respectable society. Her
delusion is that sbe is immensely wealthy—the
queen of the universe. Iu some way unknown
to the managers of the asylum this unf« rtuiiatH wi man some weeks ago sue ceded in
mailing a )< ttcr to h r brother in Denmark.
The let'er stated that she had been very fortunate since being in this country, that she bad
become wealthy and was living iu a magnificent mansion constructed by bercelf, that she
had plenty of means to provide for himself and

family, and closed by urging him to accept her
h« spitality and spend the remainder of his
days with her. There was nothii g iu the letter to excite suspicion or cause the brother to
distrust her statement, except as to her great
wealth. Bu he had heard of the good luck of
his countrymen iu this laud of
so many oi
plenty that he did not knew but fortune had
favored his sitter, and that she, too, had got
rich.
He closed his business (he whs a tailor), and
with has five children sailed for America.
Early this week the little group arrived at
Geneva and hastened their steps toward Ovid.
On arriving thera they at ones recognized
Willard iroui the description given in tne letAt the asylum ofter as the sis'er’s mansion.
fice “ibe lady of the bouse” was inquired for,
but uoi being able to explain the situation and
nobody pTe eut being able to talk Danish, the
asylum people were iu a quandary to know
what to do. Finally an old Dane was found
among the attendants. The true state of affairs was then made known, botti to the managers and to the unfortunate emigrants, whose
cruel disappointment was really pitiable to behold. Instead of fiudiug a wealthy sistt r with
outstretched arms ready to welcome them to
her palatial abdoc, they found her the inmate
of an asylum and iu a hopeless condition, while
they were left among strangers without a
penny.
Wit ana Wisdom.

10®
15@

If Turk’s Island.
25
Seuua.
\> hhd.(bd.)2 00®2 25
r Bonaire-2 00®2 37V2
S ed. Canary y lb 4 g
Cardamon? ..2 0063 OC Cadi*, du.pd‘2 < >0@ 2 50
Sxta, bi-curb.. 334@ 6*54 i Cadiz, t^dl 1 75® 2 UO
Sal.2Va® 3
Liverpool.
Sulphur.3M*@ 4Vsi Duty paid 1 87 ®2 12
1 2531 60
In bond
Sugar Lead... 20(6 2i
16
box
White Wax... 60@ or Gr’nJ Dutter..
1
Vitrol, blue... 10:g 11 Liv. tine sack. 25(®1 75
Needs*
V aniUa,
7ean.10 00®12 Oi tyiover.ro— xuwriya
Ked 'l op, bag..
H. Grass bu...2 10@2 30
I)»cki
Puice«.
No.
,&38
aesia pure 28
No. 3.
®30
{g*34
No. 10.
v<&2 6
i Cloves.30 ®33
8 cz.
;t£l 8
1 (linger.11 @13
10 oz
i Mane
Cd 22
90® 1 00
C'i«h.
85® On
(Nutmegs.
C ni, per qti.,
Popper’. 22® 24
^titreb.
Zgv. ft lion; .<» 25 aO 5(
21 Laundry
6%@ 9
L'gv Bank... 0
Mhos.
Muall
....4 75 a 5 OC
Polioc. .4 00a 6 PC Drop
@ 7%
Haddock. 3 50.a3 71: Buck.
@ 8V»
3 25a3 5(1
Teaiti
Iitke
iSouchong.... 26@ 45
Herring,
Shore, Vbbl.. 4 50@5 CM [Oolong.
25® 30
do choice.
45 2
60
Seal
22^‘2'i
£?box.
No. 1.
18&2S I Japan. 25® 30
60
<lo
choice.
!
35@
daekerel, $>bbi.
Tin.
Bay No. 1.
2..
Strait
No.
|
@
-m
@27
Bay
.725 @26
Shore No. 1.16 00@16 5( I English
No. *t_ 1 l 7*i(g 12 7c Char. i. C.. 7 00® 7 60
9 OUalO OC Char. 1.5... 9 00® 9 75
Large 3
Medium.8 50® 9 6( Tame,. .8 75® 8 75
Coke
5 60® 6 00
Small
@
20
C'am bait... 400u$ 5 0(
18®
Zinc.—. 7 50(28 00
lOuipowarr.
4Uk
4
2i
Tobacco.
Blasting_
Best brands.
60®
70
S orting_ 0 25@ G 6C
Medium
60®
68
Huy
Common i...
46
Pros’d *>xor. 11 00,U13 0(
35®
cm
L >i w>e.13 00,a 1 5 OC Half lb.
8
(X Nat’l Leaf...
80 @
S:raw
Lime.
VarniMh
1 Oc Damar.1 75
Pdr cask.
1 Gt Coach.
Cement.

Saltpetre.

-.

0^6

...

■

..

..

'Antimony...

....

<M)aJl0

'Fund

Superfine and

H.

I

ure

M. Corn, car

low grades 3 CO a 4 0< >
New Corn,
and
ear
XX spring.. 6 00(c G G< »
Patent Spring
••*«*,
Wheats .7 7 5^8 5t MSHckedBran

lots,

X

Michigan W

ter sirnights5
Do roller. .6
St Louis Winter straight. 6
Do roller... .G
Winter Wheat
7
patents..
Produce.
17.al8
rurkeys..
Cuieltens.
16 a 17
12 a 13
Pwl.

50
00
23 50
31 O*
35 OJ
92
88
65
26 Oo
30<*•
130

00® 21

..

..

lliyc.

88

..

trroviMseiab.
! ;,3» Bool. 12 00® 12 50
I Ei .Veee ..330 0(213 50
81a32
Egs.
I Pi;<^. 4 50@16 0
irish potatoes 2 16 a2 2i •
Fa
to..16 00® J 6 50
S w ee potatoes2 7 6@3 5 < >; PorkOnions fe* bW 2 25.a.2 5< >1 LaoV.t..
23 50®23 75
I Oloar..
23 00a23 26
Cranberries i-bbi
Viaiiic... 10 (MJtcill(i ),
20 Of®20 50
MowO *.;>« Cod, 12 00® 13 O’ >iHams.I3y8@14
/twtar.
|R :j»A
(a 9y2
..

>

From the French: “Isay, why don’t you
bay that carpet-bag? It’s going very cheap.’*
“What do I want a eainet-bag for?” “Why,
*
to keep your clothes in.”
‘Ya-as, and go naked?”—Boston Globe.

“Plug bats cause baldness,” says an exchange. We don’t believe it. Take a watermelon, fer instance. That is bald long before
it is old enough to have a plug.—New York
Commercial Advertiser.
De shanhigh chicken ’minds me ob certain
meu d it I’ae seed.
He crows migLty loud, an*
brags round ’moug de hens an’ young chickensbut when a game rooster comts around, he’s
got business on de udder side ob de fence.—Arkansaw Traveler

Going fi-hing

Granulated. 91/ ICov’ed Hamsl5Vfe@16
Extra 0.
Sty II
Frei'

He
comes borne so worn out he’s
staggering, and it
somehow makes him see double. Thai’s why
his fish weigh so much in his estimation.

terribly.

up

man

4

uh,#r

12%@12%

Musts'll Raleins2 OO.c 3 6 J. Ptareae.lfc p.J2 \oj2%
j-. miou Laven»2 65a2 7. > JjPaSL...
12% @13%
£Scuiz».
Oudura VTai.‘,101/2 al
;f
Curkisb Prunes.Vi®7Va< Pea.....3 00@3 15

2 76@3 00
2 25®2 50
rti'/iges.
| VfeUovv fcy-.;- .3 10®3 26
I
Witsccr.
MoBsina.^box.
i- alri; c,a
$>cast600{5L7 0« MCroamery.34 a 35
Florida.4 25®. 5 21 • I Gilt EdgeVovmo»t84@35
Jamaica.G 60(0.7 OC (Choice
?6@*7
irfmoiiti.
22® 13
IGood.
liet-siua... ...3 00^3 51 ►I Store.18 a20
P n:
3 G0(a3 6< I j
i.h. «»•
a<»Jiujc?....
Gorman med

Nt

r.

; Vnnont....
1S%@14
2! • N V Factory.
12%@J4
Dfcifft....2 00va2 2i ’skims. 7*4® 8
cx-iiesseo.. 3 80(a2 0< )
Applet*.
J
ft.
VFg>10< Eating $> bbl.,2 6023 F.O
ACinv-t*
12V*® 16 ) Cooking p bbL 2 00 a 2 76
Fiiherts
12 Vafei 4 •: Evaporated.16® 17
t3
Pecan
&17 31 Dried Western
6®6Vii
do Eastern.... G®6%

P

/a

a

;jigton.) 76(o2

’•
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Pure and Effeotive Hair Dressing-.
Cocoaine, a compound of Cccoanut Oil,beautifies the hair and is sure to allay al itching
and irritation of the scrip.
The superiority of Burnett’s Flavoring Extracts consists in their perfect parity and
A

strength.
“I think that speech ought to he arrested,”
said Aminadab, as X. was sawing the air with
apolitical harangue.
“Why so?" inquired
Deacon Gilpin. “On the charge of being a
vague rant,” was the boy’s timely answer.—
Marathon Independent.
“I reckin it’s Vanderbilt hit self,” said an
urchin to a group of comrades wlto gathered
around to hear his story of a man who had just
been rescued from drowning, “Why do yer
think so?’asked one of them. “’Cos I saw
’im give the feller what hauled 'im out a quar-

ter.”—Brooklyn Eagle.

ML VIU

VCHl

Early Koeo, & bush:-

HoultOU.
Mainecentral..
Grand Trank.
Padlflcs, Eastern.

75

“Coals!”
Merchant (paving
wages)—"I
don’t see what we can do with you Charles, in
our business; you're so stupid! yon don t seem
to learn anything.” Charles (coal-deliverer)—
“I dunno. There’s one thing I’ve learnt any’o»—as sixteen ’und’d-weigbt o’ coals makes a
ton.”
(His services are retained.)—Loudon

Punch.

the lurking distemper that under
mines health, and the constitutional vigor will
retnrn. Those who suffer from an enfeebled
and disordered state of the sytem, should take
out

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
restore vitality.

to

cleanse the blood,

and

Christine Nilsson, who lecently arrived in
this country, was the bearer of a most remarkable piece of intelligence. She says Oscar Wilde
is “not each a fool as he looks.” But when the
people of this country have formed a deep-rooted opinion it will take more tliau one woman’s
evidence to eradicate it.—Norristown Herald.
A New York man asked Herbert Spencer
which one of the London comic weeklies he edited and was surprised to learn that he did not
claim to be a humorist—“because the funny
things in those papers,” the New York man
explained, “read so much like your writings.”
Tho philosopher felt highly flattered, no doubt.
—Norristown Herald.
“When is yer gwiue to Fredericksburg?”
asked an Austin darkey who had learned to
read of one who bad not acquired that accomplishment. “I am gwine to-morrow mornin’
in de early stage.” “Don’t yer go in de early
stage, Julius. I,tell yer don’t ye risk it.”
“Why not, Pompey?” “Bekase de early stages
I read a piece yesterday, warnin’
am sickly.
folks about consumption in de early stages.”—
Texas Siftings.
A Portland

family directory would have to
published to give a full list of families using
the Congres Yeast Powder. It has been on the
market for nearly 40 years and its large sale is
owing to its parity and excellence.
be

if 80

70.a75

...

66£'70

.........

...(&76

Burbanks.(2:76
Grand Trunk.... (g>76

ncksons and White Brooks.
&65
The above prices, ai e for car lots of Potatoes; small
jts about 5c ki'jher.
l’ordaud

Prom Slock List.

Daily
by Woodbubt & Moulton, Inve&tmen
Bankers, Gor. Middle ana Exchange Street*.
Par ValUb
OlTered.
Ask
Descriptions.

Corecud

..113
State of Maine Bonds.
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
Port’aud City Bonds, aid R. R. 107
100
Bath City Bonds
Bangor City Bonds, 2<‘ years.109
Calais City Bonds.109
Cumberland National Bank.. 40— 68
Canal National Bank.100-168
first National Bank .100....167
Casco National Bank.100....167
Vlerchant’s National Bank... 76_120
National Traders’ Bank.100 —160
Portland Company. 96
Portland Gas Company
50.... 65
Ocean Insurance Company
100....108
1. & K. R. R. Bonds. 109
VTaine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s.1 22
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100.... 112
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100... 112
Rumford Falls & B R. R. Receiver
1st 7s.109
P .rtland & Ogdensburg R R st 6s..106Vs
P -rtland Water Co., Is.107
2s.
107
3s..110
...

Purge

..116
120
..121
102
..111
.111
..60
..170
..169
..169
..121
..161
..100
60
..

..

..

..110
..111
.122
..
..

113
114

..111

108V2
109
..109
.111
..

Woman’s Tact enables her to distinguish
articles of merit from worthless misnomers.
This feminine faculty has made Electro-Silicon a household name, and given it the reputation ot beiDg the beBt silver polish extant.
Avoid imitations. Grocers.
INTENTIONS OF mARRIAGK.
Richard Matthews and Margaret H. Swanson of
Portland.
Charles II. Billings of P.irtifccJ and Ida E. Crockett of fleering.
Charles McCarty and Elizabeth Gormely of Portland.
John A Towle, of Kingston, N. H., and Margaret
L, Grlndell of Portland.
J Wi'der Merriam of Fitchburg and Julia A.
Brackett of Portland.

Wholesale Prices Curreut,

Corrected for the Phess
Hreiut.
Pilot Sup
8 60@11 Ou
do sq ^ 100.6 50® 8 00
hip.4 76@5 00
rackera lb
7 00
100.' 28@ 33
—

to

Dec. 7, 1882.

iron.
Common. 2Vi@2Vi
Refined.2 Vi @ 3
Norway ....496® 6Vi
Cast Steel... 13
@16
German Steel 8
@10
Shoe Steel.. 3V2@

Candle*.
Mould ^ lb.
12@3 2ya Sheet Iron,
Common. ...5Vi@ 694
perm.26 @80
H.

Coal.—(Ketail.)
603g7

Cumberland 6
Aoadia.6
Chestnut.6
Franklin.7

00
60<®7 00
60®7 00
60@8 00

In Cape Elizabeth. Dec. 6, by Rev. Mr. Retnick,
Thomas I. Jordan and Chris’ina W.Parrott, both of
Cape Elizabeth.
In Bath, Dec. 2, Geo. E. Hagan and Miss LydiaM.
Morton.
In Bath, Nov. 29, Ellis F. Coombs and Miss Maud
B. Abbott.
DEATHS.

papers please copy.]

BP The funeral service of the late Jas. N. Landers will take place this morning at 8 o’clock, at

@QVi

Lehigh.6 50@7 00 Pipe.7Vi@
•

'•AiMNIi DaVN O*

?!fi§8

Mol.City.. 2 60® 2
8ug. City.. 1 40@ 2
Sag sawed silk 100„al
Fine Sugar
Boxahooks
45 a
Heading.
$prnee
361n.
20@
Pine.
22®
Hard Pine.
23@
Hoops, 14ft 33 0(>a3U
Short do BftlO 00® 12

York,

Light.22
Weight 26

Mid

Heavy..28

8
9
9
Ethiopia.New York..Glasgow.Dec 9
Pavouia..Boston.Liverpool.... Dec 9
.New York..Havana.Dec 9
Niagara
City of Puebla.New York.. Havana .Dec 14
Dominion.Portland... Liverpool_Dec 14
Dec 14
Sardinian.Boston.Liverpool
Andes.New York..PortPrince’..Dec 13
Alvena.New York..Kingston —Deo 16
Arckimede.New York, .llaliah ports.Dec 16
Valencia.New York..Maracaibo... Dec 16
Newport.New York..Havana.Dec 16
Dec 28
Sarnia.Portland... Liverpool
Hibernian.Portland...Liverpeol... .Dec 28

Cop. Bolts
M.V. Sheii.h-

@30

Ing.
Bronze do...

@20

@20

—

Uppers.S66@65
Select.45@55
Fine Commou.. ..30@60
Spruce.13 00@16 00
Hemlock... 11 00@13 00
Clapboards.
Spruce, ex.28 00@30 00
do No. 1.17 00@19 00
Clear....25
2d Clear 20

00@28
00^24

00
00

Pino.25 00@50 00

Shingles.

MiNIATL UE ALMANAC.DECEMBER 7.
rutt-t.7.22 High water, (A *>.. 8.38
Moon lisee..
•*««?.4 21
4.14

^

If you doubt, come to
CURB YOU, or charge

i.

he paid to any
anal} sis of 100

find, on
particle of Mercury,
Iodide of Potassium, or any Mineral substance. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Propiietora, Atlanta, Ga.
one

SinnBI Size,

I'rice of

$1

LaigcMizc,
SOLD
novi)

RV

OO
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DRUGOINTS.
ThS&Tulw

ALL

Willie A Higgins, Jones, Baltimore; Chas H Morse,
Cash. Philadelphia; Forest City, Treworgv, Perth
Amboy; Henry, Osmore, Hoboaeu; James Holmes,
Ryder, Kondout.
Ar (5 b, barque Chas Stewart,
Atwood, Salt Cay;
sch Harry P Percy, Hinckley. Raritan River.
DARTMOUTH—Ar 4th, sch G M Porter, Johnson, Calais.
LYNN—Ar 6th, schs Governor, Herrick, Eliza-

Manson, Baltimore for Portsmouth; R Clossou and
Stinson, Deer Isie for Boston; Eliza Jane, from
Boothbay for do; S H Butler, Mt Desert for do; Wm
Todd, Calais for New York; Nettie B Dobbin, New

J B

York for Dover.

BUCKS PORT—Sid 4th, soh Caroline Krischer,
Devereux, Portland.

Kemember that stamina, vital energy, the life
principle or whatever y< u may choose to call the
resistant power which battles against the caw4 of
disease and death, is the grand safeguard of healih.
It is the garrison of the human foriress, and when

it waxes weak the true pQlicy is to throw in reinforcements. In other words, when such an emergency occurs commence a oou> se of Hostetter’s Bitters,
For sale by Itrugidsts and Dealers, to whom
foe Hostetter’s Almanac for 1883.

apply

«ec2ST&Tb&wlm

Eli BROIDERIES.

Stamping]

anti

MEN
send lOe

homes;

a new

business at their

peddling;

CANVASSERS WANTED.
Energetic Csnvasers
/2J.OOD
IT
on installments.
good

Wringer

retere..ee or security
ry to handle. Addre
novlS

can

to sell the Eagle
Men who can give
have outside territoNo. 36 Temp e St.

dtf

BOY W1NTED.
Apply to Shaw, Hammond & Car*
ney, 171 Commercial St.
dtf

Royal

from tne

School

of

Instruction gi\eu in KENSINGM.

xaxiitc mir.

e

_

VVM. A. QUINCY, Boon 11, Printer*
Biclmngr No. Ill Bichaagt Street.

Pattern and Model Maker.

wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals

St., Portland,

a

Prices.

Specialty,

at Lowest

322 Commercial
Brown’s

Market

Street,

Wliart

by Telephone.

*pl5dti

IMPORTED

WINKS A
of all

—FOB SALE

R STAP4LEV &

Cedar ex.. 4 25@ 6 00
Gioar. 3 75®) 4 25
Cedar No.l 3 00@ 3 60
Spruce. l 75® 2 00

Engraver

Timmons & Hawes.
Sch .ios Oakes Haskell, Philadelphia-coal to
Raudall & McAllister.
Seh Kaimer. Lambert, Peath Amboy.
Sch Mabel Hall, Hall, Perth Amboy- coal to Jos
H Poor.
Seh Marion Draper, Hailes Peith Amboy—coal
to Portland Co.
♦

—AND—

CARDS.

STATIONER,
i

513 Congress St.
I have

it

complete nwnorfment of the ‘‘towell” Christmas Caros.

These cards are all Steel Plate Engravings designed by eminent artists*and are of superior artistis
uo28dtf
merit.

.Hill*,
it 7.3r>

BY

Train* leave Portland
*J a. m.
Dally (Night Pullman) for Saw,
Biddeford, Kennebuuk, Kittery, Portsmouth
Newburyport, Saiem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30a. m.
A special Sleeping Oar will be
ready for ocoupancv in Portland station, at 9.00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., and is attached to

At

I

this train for Boston.
At 8.49 a. m. for (Jape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebuuk Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Coo way Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,

Gloucester, Kockport.
Lynn,
Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
▲t 1 p. m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Bi ’deford, Kennebuuk. Weils, No. Berwick, So.
Berwick, Conn ay Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston,
arriving at 5.10 p m. connecting with Sound and
Rail Lines for ail Southern and western points.
Salem,
Newburyport.
Chenea and

and arrive in Portland nt 1.00 p
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portl nd at 5.00
p. m. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and amve in Portland
at 11.00 p. m.

9.00

At

Pullman

Spring Water,
MAINE,

good Jersey Milk

included.
Address

AND

sure

fool

Bitterly

OREEI

~^tk a

HOBtOD.
PHILADELPHIA

M^HS-

ijeave'J

S-NS EKNAiTONAl, STEAMSHIP 1>J,

salubrity

NEW YORK.

St,

BROOK.

car

atcai

BOUTO,

J_[
{“ufw

New York and Philadelphia

Washington Street,
Gen. P

P sfon
H. P. BALDWIN
g, Agent 0. B. R. o
.J,

Boston & Maine

Extra

On and after Monday, Oct. 16. 1882,

PAMMFftGEKTKAIftN WILL LfcAVE
POKTLAftD for BOMTOft
8 46 a. m., 1.00 and
3 30 p. m.,
at Boston
at
1.1 R, 5.10
—and 8.00 p. m. BOMTOIV FOB
PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m., 12.3«> aud 8.30
p. m., arriving at Portland at 1 00, 5.00, and 8.00
m.
FORT• AND FOR MCA RBORO
p.
and
REACH, PINK
Ol-D
POINT,
BK Ain,
8 45
ORCHARD
a.
m.,
3.30
and
5.40
m.
FOR
note)
p.
(See
MACO.
BIDDEFORD AND KKftftEHUftK at 8.45 a. m., 1 00, 3.3o and 5.4«» p m.
FOR WKLLM at 8.45 a. in.. 3.30
p. m. (See
note.) FOR NOKTH BERWICK, MA LGRI; AT
MOft
FAlLM.
FALLM,
FXETEK,
DOVER,
IIvVFRHILL,
LAWRENCK. ANDOVER AYD LOW.
ELL at 8.45 a. m.t 1 Oo and 3.3 * p. to. FOR
NEW MARKET >it 8.45 a. m. 3.30 p. m.
FOR ROC H EMT K R and FARMINGTON,
ft H, 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m. FOR
ALTON BAY at 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in.
FOR
MAftCHFMTfeR AftD COftCOKD ft. H.,
8.45
m.
at
New
a.
(vi»
Market
(via Lawrence)
Jot.) at 3.30 p. m. MORftlftG TRAIN
LEAVEM K Eft ft E B U ft K FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
Note-The 1.00 p. m. train from Portland
will not stop at Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old
Oichard Beach or Well* except to
'»«!<•
PiiHMenK^r* For Roitou. Parlor Carson all
through trains. Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Office.
CP* The 1.00 p. m„ train from Portland con-,
nects with Mound Line Mteamer* for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m.. train with all Kail Line* for ftew York
and the South and West.
___

^^-'■■■^^l3arrivlng

subscriber has been
upon himself the trust of
tate of

«IVEKT, that the
dulv appointed and taken
Administrator of the es-

ELLEN M. PIPER, late of DeeriDg,

County

the

of

Cumberland, deceased,

and

given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased,
are required to exhibit the same; and all
persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

ment to

FRANCIS E. CHASE, Administralor.

Deering, Oct. 17,

nol01aw3Thw*

1882.

SWEET COHN.
Soule’s Domestic Sweet Corn.
The best In the market, put up
expressly for family use. Address
V. H. SOUL.*:,
no7d3m
Woodfords.

F. 11.

KEHISOiV
ba. opened an ofbc* In
Portland and can b
found at

every

milk

No. 276 Middle St.

MUftDAY TRAIftM.

Edward’s and Walkers’ Hardware store from

Portland For Ronton and Way stations at
1.00 p. m Bo*tou For Portland at 6.00 p. m.

over

Dec

sep28

O

to

Dec.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeuburg trains at Trans-

dtf

Calais!

Assignment,

And Medicated Cotton

hereby given that n the twenty1X eighth day of November, A. I). 1882, Charles S
OTIC E is

Campbell of thi* ity, doing business under the
ame and style of C. S. Campbell &
Company made
an assignment to ine of all his property, not
exempt
from attachment -n trust for the benefit of his creditors. All persons having demands against said
Campbell are requested t present them and become
parties to said assignment, and all persons owing
said firm are called upon to pay the same to said asBiE''«e<£"• F- GOUI.I), Assignee,
rort’aud, Dee. 4,1882.
deodlw

Railroad,

FALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

dlw

Instant Relief for Toothache.

sep6

1

Long Wharf. Boston. 8 p
From Pins S-rset Wharf

From
m'

Philadelphia,

at If a. id
Insurance one-half the rate of
vJfisKw-w—«apFsase' gaiijng vessel.
Freight tor the West by the Pean. R. It., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pswfise 'l eu Del Inr*. Hound Tri|» 818
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
IE. M.
A|s«i,
de3It
Long Wharf, Roaioa

ON live

a !
9 OAT, DEC.
of
.erv
thiai

BOSTON

AND

SAVANNAH

STEAMSHIP_COMPANY.
DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAH
connecting at Savannah with all rail lines to poi^>g
in the South and South-Wtst, and with rail and

points in

steamer lines to all

Florida.

Magnificent

j

New

passenger accommodations.
Steamers—Fastest time and lowest rates.
The

elegant

new

iron steamers of 2200 tons

GATE CITY and CITY OF

regularly every Thursday

each,

COLUMBUS, will sal
Boston and Savan-

from

nah.

LET

There steamers are considered the finest on the coast

freight or passago apply to
RING, 1ST wharf, BoRpn, or
SAMPSON, 201 Washington St.; Boston.
For

To Let.
SUITE of

A

room.

dec 5

unfurnished, or one furnished
Euquire at 106 STATE 81REET.
rooms

W. H.

A. DeW

aug29

eod3m

d6t*

General Ocean Steamer

LETT

HOUSES TO

NEW HOUSES on Fessenden Street, DeeriDg,
7 Rooms, Sebago water, &c. Apply to
ROLLINS & ADAMS,
or F. O. BAILEY 8f CO., 18 Exchange Street.
do2
dlw

PASSAGE TICKET OFFICE

»)
m

LET7

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, w ith choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the laue routes free from ice and icebergs,
vix: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, Na-

On Lincoln Street, Wood fords, a bouse
containing nine finished rooms, heated
by furnace. Rent, $20 per month. EnL. J. PERRINS,
quire of
489 Congress street.

nol7 dtf

The

North German Lloyd, British or Italian
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland,

Exeter ten minutes for refreshDining Rooms at P. rtland.
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and ’’oaten
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of *8. I.. Willinin*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER. Gen. Sopt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
octlB
dtf

lines, to

England,
Belgium, Germany, Norway,
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, vis: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60 according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $26 to $32. according to
France,

Holland,

port. Return tickets very low.
Nierlinic and PouiiBrutHl exchange in
Also agent Morris Europe# -and
suit.

Steamer and

HO B EL TO LEASE
International

sums to

Portland, Me.

olel,

House is situated in close proximity tc *ha
landings of tbe European, New York and oos*
ton Steamers aud opposite tbe Grand Trunk Depot.
t asy connection with other part9 of the
city by
street cars. It is in tirst-class order throughout and
will be leased t> responsible parties furnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
P. FULLER. Portland. Mo.

THIS

American Express for packages and freigt.toall
Also agent far the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. A pply to

J. L. FA It Vint, As«nt,
J'J fc-xchnutfr Mtreet.

mchlO

dtf

4^4

au22dtf_AUG.

TO LET.
No.

235Va Middle St., 2d storv,
stores occupied by Merrill & Keith, aud
CHAMBERS
L.

ov-

er

A.

Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by .Mr. Foruaid, Merchant Tailor for many

in the centre of business,
spacious, well
year®:
located and have all modern improvements,
inquire of W W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
Commercial St.
aug5dt£
are

TO LET.
Store Kos. 117&1I9 Middle SI.
the Post Office where all the
large
Wholesale .lobbing Houses are located, in dry
toods, Fancy and other Glasses of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron
Safe, Elevatoe, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect re| -ir. Heated
by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys may be found.
oct2
Jtf

BELOW

agents.

ESTABLISHED IN 184V.

s. w. pettepigill & CO.’S

Advertising Agenej,

BOSTON ANO POR JT.AND,
LivEKPooi., qiEEKurowv,
GLASGOW, LOSDUNDERRY

nnil GAt WAY.
PREHAID
PASSAGE
I ERTIFItiA’1'4 8 for friends and relatives from the Old
• ountry to any railroad *tation or steamboat landing in the United States. The only line taking passengers direct from t-ulwny.
The steamers are ensnrpas-ed for safety and speed
and are titted uo with all improvements conducive
to the comfort of passengers.

CABIN, $30 $70 and $80.

Intermediate $40, Steerage lowest rates
Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St T
P. MctiOWAN, 422 Congress St., or LKVb «k
A 1.1> E.M, 15 .State street, Boston.
no23dtmyl

DOMINION LINE
The steamers of this Line

tion tor cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rate to those desirous
of bringing out their triends. Dates of
sailing from
Portland to Liverpool:
BROOKLYN Capt. Williams.23d Nov.
TORONTO, Cant. Gibson..30th Nov.
DOMINION. Capt. Reid .14th Dec.
PASSAGE.

BATES OF

“KSfte..)

("SWKBb,

Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in
Newspapers in tbe United States and British Prov

one.

w. w. SHARPE * CO.,

Cabin.850.00 Gold

Cabin, return.$9>.00Go*
F«*r passage, &c.t apply to DAVID TORRANOK,
& CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offi-

ces, foot of India street.

Advertisements written
and proofs given, free of3
The leading Daily and
United States and Canada,
tnodatiou of Advertiser*.

T.

Advertising

appropriately displayed
Naadwirl;

iHlaada,

New

Zealand

and

Australia.
Steamers sail from New York

3oth of each

month, carrying

on 10th, 20th an
passengers lor San

Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly fo
Japan, china and Sandwich Islands. New Zealan

O.

EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

an t

Australia.

For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and fu
information, apply to or address the General Ea
tern Agents,

C.L.BABTLKTT4CO.,

115 state

Send for estimate*

Street,

cei
Broad 8t« Uoacoa.
t0
D- LITTLE a go.,
81 Rtehange St.. Portland.

ur

a

IsSodtf

OODD’S

Newspaper Advertising Ageney,

WASHINCTON ST.,
BOSTON
Advertisements received for every Paper in the
United State* and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices.
information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of t.hc Pkbh* Kept for inspection at any time
Estimates furnished.
Send for Circular
*■
t«t of 100 choice nHwsi»,pvrs.
805

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

ekly Newspapers of tn
kept on tils for the accom-

Warehouse,

nrlces

noltidtmyi

FOR

NEW YORK

lO« IVANHlNOTOni Ml.,
H NTON
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all klncta ol
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements ineerted In all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’

owes’

-i
^

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.

Advertising Agents,
9 PARK ROW,

will

durii>8 the winter season
fortnight!} between this poit and
■n■mmmmm.Ylffl wnriiafti Liverpool. The vessels are Clyde
built, full powerid and have superior accommoda-

SARNIA, Capt. Lindall. 28th Dec.

COPARTNERSHIP.

Any

s. it. *IL.JES,

A|d vertioicg Agent,
8S« WASH!

CTON NT.,

HOMTON

Co-partnership

Notice.

Undersigned have till-day
THE
Partnership under ho II
WAIT K.

formed a Cou name of YORK &
for the purpose of
irrying oil the Saii
Making business, at No. 4 Cei ai Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 13th. 1883.
JOSEPH S. YORK. I
ALBERT If. WAITE. (

/•

,,

nol3

Contract* for Advertisements in Newspaper* in al
cities and towns of the United States and the

dim*

British Previnwwg

REAL

BOOTS7
If you wish to save money and become rich buy your Boots and
Shoe; of WYER GREENE & CO.
If you or your children w*sh to be
kindly and gentlemanly treated
go *0 WYER GREENE & CO.’S,

480 Congress Street.
If J on wish to have your feet properly fitted go to WYER GREENE
& CO.’S.
If you have

enlarged Joints
growing Nails buy vour

InBoots

or

and Shoes of WYER GREENE
& CO.
If your Shoe dealer “don’t give
you good wearing goods” tell
him you will go to

ESTATE.

For Milo.
Iflou.r, Kara and
5 mile. out.
m>v25dtf

n few arm >f Laid.
J. JB. THUR.imi
Hull II ili, Ncarb.r.,

For Sale

or

Lease.

House 93 Pine St. wiU be
sold a* n bargain or lease on
favorable terms Inquire
of A. 31. S3IITH, Portland

p,cr-_
House
i\
anr.

„„

for Sale.
^ Spruce street,
containing 14 rooms, in
8004* repair, as go%l as new, also *table. hi a

good,.peaceful aud aristocratic neighborhood. Inquire of JAS. S. BROOKS, cooperage, Richardson

Wbarf-_

no!4d2w*

_

DESIRABLE REAL EST.1TE
UPON MuASY TERMS.
four

All trains stop at
ments. First class

aching tooth, will
relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cotpermanent
ton and Instrument, all complete, for »5 ctst
For sale by all Druggists aml-Dealers in Patenfi
Medicines, and by the Manufacturer,
O. P. Macalaster, D. D. S., Lynn, Haw.

aa»l

Whai fas«.

JLBwIiBMwuU*

AFTER MON.
4th .'teamLin«* will
•'-c;.--»r5y-'‘Snwiafci Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
State
street,
every
Monday,
and Thursday, at 6 p. in., for Eastpon and St.
John, with connections for Calais. Robbinstor St
Andrews.
Pembroke. Houlton Woodstocb Grand
Me nan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
iloucton. Newcastle, Amherst
Halifax,
Windsor,
Pictou, ''hediao, Bathurst, Dalhousie. Char
lotto towo Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Inter
3olonJal. Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Com
tie*. jRftil Roads, and Stage Ron top.
received up to 4 p. tn. and any lu
83MFrelgn»
f rmotion regarding the same may be had at tht
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,
State Rooms and further
information apply at
Company's Office. 4-0 Exchange St.
T. C. KEJRS*!Y President, and Manager
<14
dtf

Line.

iVeiiuesJay

Saturday

^J71[ flitsfc&tfv--

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

fer Station.

A few applications of
: Medicated Cotton, wet in
i Obtundcr, placed in an
deaden the nerve and g1v«

Port Every

'm-

WinTEB AKBAHK1E.HIEKTS.

TO

e^eft

Rife

Calais, Hie., *ii.
i:ni.)port, Sle..
M. B., Halifax, X. S., Ac.

Si'KEETS,

bay (tenet. (at »nv railroad
bo|t office In New England) Tin

BOUND

For sale by all Druggists

For passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN. General
A.
Agents, and E.
WALDRON,
40 t zeuanee Street, or for passage or
freight to
II & A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India street.
de2
d6m

Passenger

Direct fift-asasJi «j»

Philadelphia.

te

mh26dt

V. H. SOULE, Woodford’s,
Notice of

]\]

Be

311

br.

JERSEY MILK
with

Parlor Cur*.

Express Trains. Double Track Slone Bails?

a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation have

*lit Deo.

4th Jan.
Peruvian, Capt. Ritchie,
For O lasgow Direct.
Nestorian Capt. James,
on or about Dec. 6
Deo 25
Prussian, Capt. McDougall,

Jel7

AND THIRD AND BERKS STb.

the medieal faculty and

in

»Ug24

NINTH

18 BEAVER STREET,

d

desired.

a. n>.

Stations in Philnttaittliia
Philadelphia & Reading R. R,

its unsolicited endorsement by

—

Parisian, Capt. Wylie,

8

_

from

—

PortSsaiid for Liverpool.
Nova Scotian, Capt. Richardson,
7th Dec., via Halifax.

Wo^dfordV,

Train* leave Ronton.

STATION IN NEV» KORK

CELEBRATED

supplied
FAMILIES
morning, Sundays

aad

Royal Rflail Steamships.

tional, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

claimed for it.

Vi'embrooli

ALLAN LINE-

»v. ks»,
1.05, O.JO and (mixed
*0.30 p.i. so.
tu. tiain from Portland connect® at
The 1.05
lye' Jaac. with HssMnr Tncnel Route (or
11 < West, and at (Jniou Depot, Worcester, f; r
Weiv York via Norwich Line, and all rail,
1 *4yrtufttfeld, also with N- V. A N. E. I*,
•t
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philr.drL
bin.
and the
Baltimore, Waabington,
aaih and with Uoatoa A' Alban? R. R. for
ho Went.
Close connections made at Westbrook Jnnr«ion with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
.it GrandTmnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at f'rUins A Adams' No. 22 Exchange Street.
* Does not
oodford's.
stop at
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

IIOISJETO

New York, Trenton &

30 years duration in every

our

Schnapps,

SON, Importers,

Mineral

uruished when

over

ection of

—

prescrip-

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Barque Scotia (Br) Sweltzer, Sydney. CB—coal to
Railway Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.
Brig Christina, (of Halifax) Fanning, St Martins
25 d ys for Boston, with loss of sails aud short of
provisions.
brig L F Munson, Smith, Boston, to load for Coba
To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sc
Bertha F Walker, from Baltimore.
sch Nathan Cieaves, Atwood, Virginia—oysters to

saltr of

410 NEW NO. E<>RE NTREET, PORTLAND, MAIN*
Also, General Managers for New England,

NEWS.

or other causes,

|!

Por Cliaww,
Ayer June.,
^ilebbury.
Nuaim.
Lowell, Wiodbuia, and Kppin« nfc 7.30 n. m. and 1.05 p. m.
Lar >2nif .itt»ier. Coocortl and pointsNoTtk, at
9.05 b. on.
5'er Roc:-ii*al#r. ^pringvale, Alfred, Wasrrboro tuui ^aea River.7.30 a. na., 1.05
d /mixed) at 0.30 p. n*. Return it,
*». rm.,
leave fjutester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.16
». m.. **r«i 3.35 p. m.; arriving at PortJano
(mixed) 9.40 a. m.. 1.25 p. m. and 6.46 p. m.
Per Cior*-jr.ax-.
Maccarappa. Cnnberloo^

FALL ‘ARllANGEIIlFiW,

Commencing Sunday, October 15, 1882.

;

~

tions carefully compounded from the purest and best
Imported and Domestic
of
drugs and standard CIGARS received every
pharmaceutical
prepara- day fresh from steamers
tions. GUPPY, KINSMAN and factories, at GUPPY,
& ALDEN, Druggists.
KINSMAN
&
ALDEN’S
8e2G
eod6m
Drug Store.

G T

Eastern Railroad.

j
|

TO.

-BETWEEN-

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

FARE $1.00.
The favorite Stearmers Forest City am! John
Brooks will alternately leave EKANKUN WHARF,
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. in. and INDIA
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by tbis line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at nigh*.
|3F"liokets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street..
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J.B. iOl'LK Jr., C«eneral Agent,
aoro
dtf

WHARF,

Honda?, Oct. Itf,
Passenger Trains will leav*

Portland at 7.30 h. na.,
and
“| .05 p. na., arriving at Worcester
m.
and 7.30 p. na.
at 2.16 p,
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7 30 a. m. and 11.16 a.
w., airlyitj' at Portland at 1.26 p. in. and 6.45 p.

Bound Brook Route.

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.
A public

PACKAGES,

an*10

Coiby, Yarmouth, NS,

as

Steamers !

of Trains.

On and after

"advertising

UiudH, in the

EROM IIA R HI MON,

WILLIAM S. LOWELL

Arrangement
__

PAVSON TUCKER, Gen’l Supt.
F. E. B00THBY, Geu’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl3dtf
Portland, uct. 16, 1882

dining

LIQUORS

OIUC.INAL

Summit

Arrived.

vegetable decomnositiou

BOSTON

:

a.
p

rates*

NSW ENOLAID AI3KNUY,

—

Steamer New Brunswick,
vith mdse to H P C Hersey.

John 4undax morning
♦For Portland only.
Limited Tickets tint and second clan for
H’.Jobn and Halifax mo »ale at reduced

9.00
trains leaving
On
Boston, at
a. m
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Poi la n
8.46 a. m., and 1 p. m. (Through Pullman Sle e
ing Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. in.
and Portland
at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to ail point* We«j ant*
Month may be bad of J. M. French, Ticket Seller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman Car Ticket* for Meats au«t
at Deoat Ticket Oiacm.
Berth*
room
at Portsmouth.
New, first-class
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and 7 >cket A gout,
O. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
nr
oclG

and Grocers.

10

WEDNESDAY, Dec. 6.

a. ci.

t Sloeping Cars attached, run daily, Sundays in
eluded, between Boston and Bangor.
fRuns through to Bangorevery morning, and Show
hegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Docs
not run to Dextei. Belfast, Buckeport, or St

general beverage and necessary

a

insured for it the reputation of

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

POR THE

PHYSICIANS’

As

If

CHAS. H. O’BRION,

Binder.

Crone

fide of Fed

Port In utl

«n

m.—from Fabyans.
Ji.~ from Montreal, Ogdensbnrg, Burling
tun, &c.
J. MAHILTO.X, ^uperiotcotlfsi.
norl3dtf
Portland, November 13. 1882,

Halifax,

SCHNAPPS.

E. FAIR WEATHER

DIRECTORY

HOUR, 3‘J

wilu bwu woouen

the North
Nos. 166 to

Schiedam Aromatic

TON EMBROIDERIES.

NOV.

J. I. BA
Me.

i»iiu

on

WOLFE’S

Ai t.

SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Orders recei v

Book

ui

eral street in said Poriland,
169, as per
city plans, and being fame property described in
deed from William H. slimier to Asa Hanlon dated
May 10, 1869, and reco ded in Cumber and County
Registry Rook 368, page 364, to which reference
is made for .* ore particular description
No. 2. A ce'tain lo> of 1 >nd with three wooden
houses situated on the North side of Gould street,
Nos. 7 to 16 as per plans of the city ©f Portland,
containing 5579 square feet of land.
No. 3, Certain flats on North si e Marginal Way
in Portland, between flats of C. Cummings’ heirs
containing 241 67 square feet, and marked A. Harmon on plan 8 of city plans.
No. 4. A lot of laud oa West side of North street
Nos. 244 and 246 on city plans No. 8, containing
4^ 86 square feet of land.
No. 6. Lot of land East side of North street Nos.
213 to 225 on plan No. 7 of city plans, and on West
side of Eastern promenade Nos. 426 to 438 on plan
No. 7
No. 6. Lot of land on East side Eastern Promenade Nos. 419 to 431 on plan 7, of city plans, as per
said plans.
No. 7. Certain flats between E. Promenade and
G. T. li’y, location as per plan 7 of city pi u s, containing 8505, 10867 and <2852 square leet.
n o. 8.
Lot of land East side of Washing^ n street
Nos. 239 to 251, a d W. side North street Nos. 2 14
to 224 on plan No. loot city plans containing i4,910, 16435 and 159 0 square feet,
No. 9. 1-6 lot of laud E side E Promenade Nos.
325 to 361 on plan 6 ot city plans, containing 268,115 square feet.
No 10. 1-6 lot of land E side G T Railway containing 34850 and 14319 square feet as per plan
6 of city plans.
No. 11. 1-6 land E side North street Nos. 121 to
163, and on W side E Promenade Nos. 230 to 368
on plan 16 of city plans, ©ontaiuing Sufi,f>93 square
teetas per s*id plans.
Also certain mortgage and note
secured
by Fran is B. Hanson to Greely Meirill d«ted Dec.
and
in
recorded
Cumberland
20.1861,
County Registry of Deeds, Book 311. Page 36, which mortgage
with the note and iudebtedne-s thereby secured by
assignments became the proper y of the said Asa
Hanson during his lifetime, on which note there is
now due about $900.
The lots, numbered as above, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 9,
10 and 11 will be sold, togeth* r with the mortgage
above described, on the premises, said
mortgage
covering the same premise s.
Also, at the time of sale of lot No, 1, at 2.30
the
subscriber
will
sell
at
o’clock,
public auction,
unless previously disposed of at private tale, a certain mortgage given by Patrick Kavauaugh to Asa
Hanson, dated Nov. 1, 1872. and recorded in Cumber and Registry ot I *eeds. Book 391, Page 641,
said mortgage being given to secure a note of
$1,200, ou wiiich there is now due about $1,500.
he land covered by said mortgage is .ocated at the
North-west earner of Brattle street and Potter’s
lane in said Portland.
Lot No. 2 will be told at 3 o’clock p. m., on the
premises, and lots Nos. 3 to 11, both inclusive, together with the mortgage on the same property will
ne sold *t 4 o’clock, or immediately
following the
first named sales.
For further information enquire of Locke &
Locke, attorneys, corner Middle & Exchange St.,
Portland.
LYNDA M HANSoN,
Executrix last will of Asa Hanson
nov30
dlaw3wTh

SKEDLEWORK.

LOST AND FQUftiD
Satchel Eost.
29, a Lady’s satchel between Colley's cor
Falmouth and this city. The Under will be
rewarded by leaving at 67 Quebec st., or at Mrs
dec6d4t*
Tukesbury’s Colley’s Cor.

Ml.

8.10 a. m.. G.15 p. in., Ml.
John, 8.15 a. m.. 8.30 p. m.; Houtron 10 30
а. m.;
Hi. Stephen. 10.46 a m.; 'ut hspoi'.,
б. 00 a. m., 6. p. m,; Vnuccboro, 1.35 a. in.,
7.lr> a. m
t7.4 *
1.30 p. m. Bangor,
p m. Dexter. 7.00 a m, 6.10 p. in. Belfast
8
20
a. rn..
6.30 a. m., 3.« 5 p. m.. Nko» began,
3.16 p. m.; Waterville. 9.16a.m. 1.65., *10.00
p. m.; and Mondays only at 5.15 a. m A ngiista,
6.00 a.m 10.00 a. m., *2.45 p m., f 10,55 p. m.;
l-nrdincr, 6.17 a. m., 10.18 a.m., *3.07 p. in.,
Ml .14 p. m. Rath, 6.56 a. m., 11.00 a. in.,
*1.00 p. m. and (Saturdays only at 11.65 p. m.
It runs wick.
7.25
11.30 a.
n.
m.,
m.,
*4.30 p. in., fl2.35 a. m., (night.) dockland,
7.20 a.m.
8.16 a. ra., 1.16 p. m., l.ewisian.
11.10a. m.,*4.16p. m. 11.20pm. Phillip*, 6.65
a.m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.; Winthrop
10.13 a. w. being due in Portland as follow?:
The morning trains from Augusta and Bath
The day
8.35
a. m. Lewiston. 8.40 a. in
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate nations
at 12.40 and 12.45 f
aud connecting roads
The afternoon
trains trom
m.
Va-erville,
Augusta. Bath, Rockland and Lowiston e*t 6.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Espies* tr*in at 1.60

corrective of water rendered impure by

60c. an hour made;
for 16 samples and instructions. Address
deGeodl2t
MASON & CO., Montpelier, Vt.
own

jub

situated

CREWELS

„„
Jlv20

Wanted.
start

uruam

Designing.

W ANTS.
women to
n«

Tminm arrire
10.50
10.00

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND ANO BOSTON
From

HENRY FOA, General Agent, Portland.
ft. AMES, Ag't, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can he obtained a' kk
Btcnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May 1, no pa*
decSdtf
langam will be taken by this line.

until further laoiice
8.44 A. HI.— For Fabyan’s. Li tleton, Lancaster,
and all \ oints on B. C. M. R. R., St. Jobnsbury,
Burlington, < 'gdei sburg and all points on O. A L,
C. R. R., > ewport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
1 rom Fabyan’s and intermediate
:i mo »*. HI.
stations.

thereby

betbpoit; Caroline, Hutchins, Hoboken.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 6th, schs Henry Sutton,

and

a

buildings thereon,

ill

Chemist who will

Vuuceboro,

for

and North Anson 1.25 p. ia..
via Brunswick. 7.00 a.m.
ton

eodfcw

ceased:

particulars and a co *y of the little book
‘‘Message to the Unfortunate Suffering.”
Ask any Druggist as to our standing.

bottles of S. S. S.,

Portland

iTi on mouth.
Waterville
and Farming-

to liceise obtained from the Hon.
and for Cuma
holden the :*d
ounty
the
of
November,
sui-sciiber
will sell
1882.
Tuesday
at public aucti n on the premises— unless previous y
sold at private sale—on Saturday, December 30,
1882, comine cing with lot No. 1, at 2.30 o’clock,
p. m., th« following parcels of real estate belonging
to the estate of Asa Hauson, late of Portland, de

schs Fannie L Child, Hart,
Apalachicola; May McFarland, Clark, Richmond;

--£

^a\

PURSUANT
Judge of the Probate Court In
term if Court
at
berland

us, ar.d we will
nothing! Write for

w

run

follows:

Leave

Executrix Sale of Valuable Heal
Estate.

see

OST" $1.000 ItWARD

Oct.

and
the
•♦rovmcea,
John, Halifax
Ml. Andrews, Ml. Nirph u, Fredericton
Aroostook
CouuM, all stations on B. A
ft., and for
Piscataquis K
B:«n^or.
Ruckiport. Dexter, Beffasi and 8k«w.
he«tiu, 1.25 |>. m., 1.30 p. cn., Jll. 15 p. in
7.00
a.
m.
1.25
Waterville,
p. ?u.. t.30p. m
fll.15 p. m., and Saturdays only at 5.16 p. ru.
Augusta, Uallowell, Cnardiaer, Rich*
uioutl.nud BruoMwich 7.00 a. in., 1.30 p.
m., 6.16 p. m., til.15 p. m.; Batii. 7.00 a. iu.
l. 30 p. m., 5.16 p. m. and on Saturdays only
at 11.16 p. m. Rockland, and E4.i*«»x A
R.
1.30 p.
Lincoln
ft., 7.00 a. m..
8.16 a, ni..
m. :
Auburn and Lewisttua.
1.25. p.
m.
Lewiston via
p.
m., 6.06
Rrnis«wirk 7.00
a.
fll.15 p. n>.;
m.,

Any dr-JitgLt or dealer Ib perfumery ■
euepJy yon. Sit and 15u.>tS dre*.
p
LAUUSSAV?N«I WTfNO T5o. G1Z.E.
|

2

Mary A Rice,
Fanny Flint,

SPOKEN.
Oct 17, lat 8 N, Ion 23 W, barque Richard Parsons, Packard, from New York foi roint de Gallo.
Oct 9, lat 42 N, Ion 171 E, ship Paui
Jones, Gerrish, from Hong Kong for New York.
Ocj 21, lat 3 3U S. Ion 35 36, barque C P Dixon,
Carney, from >iew York for Adelaide.

as

KIO^DAY,

Trains will

Farmington,
Phillip**
Wiuthrop, Read Held, West

Flint,

Newark.

16th, Passenger

GREAT SAVING BUYING DO .LAE SIZE.

c*n

and after

On

RAILROAD,

CENTRAL

VT„

ERG, N. Y.,

On and after Monday, Nov. 13th,
IMS'#, pHhNCou.r Truant, Irurr P.rllnoii

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates*
Canada, Detroit, 4 hicugo, Milwaukee

MAINE

disease or weakness and require a stimulant take
Ginger PoNicatcnce; it will invigorate and build
you up irom the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives; it may save yours.
CAUTION!—Refuse all substitutes. Parker** Ginger Tonic Is
compote d of tbo beetremedial agent* in the world, and Is entirely
different from preparations of ginger alone. Send for circular to
Iiiscox & Co., N, V. fine. A £ 1 sizes, at dealer# in drugs.

my
free to

e

Kennebec for

[Nov 21st, ship Josephus,

AT FOOT OF

Ciucinnati, St. Coni*. Om dm, yn«inaw, St. Paul, nail I.a be City,
Denver, San Frnnci*co,
and all points in the
Northwe«t, Went aud Southvrv-Mt.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J, SPICER. Superintendent.
oct23

any

pub-

About four or five weeks ago I was afflicted with a very aggravated type of B ood DisI commenced using S. S. S. and alter
ease
taking the first bottle fe t so much relieved
that i b u*ht five more, aud am glad to
say,
afi er using tour of them that l am entirely
cured, previously htving been under medi
eal advice lor seve-al mon bs,
C. G. K. Richmond, Va.

New York for Boston; Silas McLoon. Camden for
New York: Ann. Sullivan for do; Delmont Locke,
and Isola, Bangor fordo; Wm Slater, do for do. H
L Curtis, do for Norwalk; Tiios Hi*, Rockland for
New York; Odell, Portland lor do; Mary E Morse,
Boston for Philadelphia; Lackawana, New Bedford
for do.
Sid 4th, brig Arcot, Cates, (from Philadelphia) for

Passed Prawle Point Nov 24. ship Levi GjBurgess
Starrett, from Hull for San Francisco.
Sid fm -2d inst, ship Columbus, for United
States.
Sid fm Aspinwall 22d, sch Susie J Sfrout, Curtis
Porto Bella.
Ar at Havana 1st insl,
brig Henry T Wing, Small,
New York.
Ar at Matanzas 4th inst, brig Kattie M
Bain, Collins. Troon.
Sid 28th, brig Kaluna, Ray, North of Hatteras.
In port 29th, barques Miguon, Colcord, for North
of Hatterds; Alex Campbell. Bunker, fof Caibarien
and North of Hatteras; brigs Carrie
Bertha, Hail,
do do; L Staplos, Stowers, unc.
At Cariboo Cove, CB, 2d inst, steamer Gen Roberts, Geach, from Sydney for Portland, (machinery
out of order.)
AratCauso 2d inst, sch Clifford, Bragdon, from
P E Island for Boston.
Cld at Hillsboro 2d, sch Charles E Sears, Turner

,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER B. B

-AND-

To

Will until farther notice leave Franklin Wharf
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 0
and leave Plei 37, Kant River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY,at 4 P. M.
These steamer* are Bt.ed up with tine acoomm-daUone for passengers making thl* a very convenient
audcomfoi table route for traveler* between New
York and Maine. Daring the rummer month! thus*
fteoraers wUJ touch at Vineyard Haven on their pa*lage to and from New York. Passage, Including
State Room. ?6; meals extra. Goodsdestlned beyond
Portland or Neve Yolk, forwarded to destination at
Ouse. For further Information apply to

Portland,

I.M.,

Portland and Worcester line.

OFFICE*

74'EXCIIANGE STREET

stomach, bowels, blood or nerves Parker’s Ginger
Ton c will cure you. 11 i s the G reatesi Blood Purifier

th..t human kind should suffer from the
prejudice* of physicians to anything not laid
down in the text-books. Let me assure you
of my gratitude and beiieve ne ever.
R. C. M.
Yours truly.

Bangor.
w BEDJTLRD—Ar
otb, scb Kutb S Hodgdon,
Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6tb, sch9 E H Potter, Keene,
Pensacola; Abbie Dunn, Fountain, Bruuswick, War
Dagle, Frisbee, Elizabetbport; Isabella Thompson,
Pendleton, do; Madagascar. Know 1 ton, Calais.
NEWPORT—Ar 6th, sobs M C Mosely. Gains, fm
St Domingo for Boston; D A Sawyer, Millbridge for
New York; Abby Wasson, and Louisa Smith, from
Bangor for do.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 4th, brig Henry
C Buckman,
agan, Pensacola 25 days for Portland, ^experienced heavy weather); Rocky Glen,
Bray, Pascagoula 30 days for do, (had heavy weathor tbo entire passage.)
Also ar 4tb, sobs i.aura Bridgman, and Prospect,

Flushing
Rogers, Melbourne.

TICKET

by mental strain or anxious cares, do not lake
intoxicating stimulants, but use Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheumaism, KidneyComplaints, or any disorder of the lungs,

i>ut y0U
show my letter to those who
formerly knnv of my condition. Itisashame
a

fort; Comma«der, Carver, Portland.
Cld oih, brig F I Henderson, Henderson, for Port
Natal; sebs S G P.nkhaui, Piukham, Uuidad Bolivar; Edith B Coombs. Thompson, Grenada; A F
Crockett, Ti orndike, Port Royal; Mary D Wilson,
Uott, Boston; Moses Eddy, Simon ton, Wood Hole.

Roads

fl
I
fl

wish

FOh

Nova Scotian.Portland... Liverpool_Dec
.New York.. Bremen.Dec
Elbe
Pennland. New York..Antwerp
Dec

@24
@27
@29

76 Slaughter...36
@41
00 Gd.Dara’g’d24
@20
10 Am. Call....
90@1 30
liHmber.
60 South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Clear Fine.

22
24
25
00
OOl
7ft 8 0oS
I
Pop’rStareel 2 00@l 4 00
@12 00
SprHCO r’gh
B. O. Hhd.
Stares....25 00@30 00
l’o per.
..

New

qualities,

Torrey, Brunswick; Clytie, Laughton, Windsor, NS;
Maggie Mulvey, Hart, Banger; Vandalia. Alley, and
Copy. Johnsou, Ellsworth; Alta-Vela,Wells, Frank-

Sid rm

I

.laust^d

Pec. 29, 1881.
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.:
1 have delaye t thus long in writing because I wanted to make “assurance double
sure” in the trial of S. S. S in mv own case,
a d a n most happy to report that it has entirely eradicated every syrnpt m of the disHad I followed the
ease from my system.
advice of Tom Swift in years gone by, it
ten years of intense
me
would have saved
suffer ng. I have not felt the least return of
the disease, and can fully and truly reobmme d
S. S. S. to all suffering from the
scourge, ami especially to ihe physicians in
Macon, uhe knew my conditon; and when
I can positively as ure them that it has not
only relieved mo o» pain, but has entirely removed every svmtorn of the disease from my
system, it ought to convince even them of its
name to
infallible

Kennebec.
Cld 4ib. brig Nellie Ware, Taylor, Portland.
Ar6th, brig Giles Loring, Keuney, tiayli.
Below, ech Rosa Muclla at Chester.
Cld 5tb, sch Job H Jackson, Foster, Portland.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 2d, sch Cygnus, Mite: ell.
Portsmouth.
Ar 3d. sch Fred Gray. Wallace, New York.
NEW YOKK-Ar 6th. skip K K Thomas. Roes,
Calcutta 119 dhys; Cbas E Moody, Otis, Bath; sch
Carrie Boimell, Reeves. Monrovia; Stepheu G Hart,

FOREIGN PORT*.
At Hong Kong Oct 28, barques N Boynton, Nason, and S D Carlton, Freeman, uno.
Ar at sourabay.4 Oct 9tb, ship Suomcr R Mead.
Park, New York.
Sid fm KoDigsburg Oct 17, barque Frederieka,
Babrn, for Portland.
Ar at Valparaiso Oct 21st,
barque Wm Wilcox,
Crocker, Buenos Ayres.

f

I

A Superlativs ReaUIi and Strength Restorer.
If you are a mechanic or farmer, worn out wlt!l
overwork, or a mother run down by family or household duties try Parker's Gikgsr Tonic.
If you rre a lawyer, minister or business man ex-

-,

1st, sch St John, Gi lrnore,

Maud and others.
i>OSTON—Ar 6th,

ARRIVALS.
From I.ewimon and Auburn, 8.40 a. m.t
12.35, 3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Rorbnui, mixed. 9 40 a. m„ 5.10 p. m.
From Chicago, Moutrea
uml Quebec,
12 35 p. in
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train aud
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.

And tha Best and Sure*? Cough Cure Ever Used.
If you are wasting away from age, dissipation or

BRUNSWICK—Sid 1st, sch Gertrude E Smith,
Jameson. Baltimore.
FORTRESS MON ROE-Passed out 3d, sch Moses
Webster, from Baltimore for Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, barque Clara Eaton. Lunt,
Montevideo; sch Canton, Whittier, Portland.
Clu 5th. sch Daylight. Hodgdon, Belfast.
PHILADELPHIA —A 4th, brig a G Jewett
Brown. Port Spain via Wilmington; schs Seuator
Grimes, Clark, Calais; Cathie C Berry, Seavey, from

Fannie

m.

DEPOT

REMOVED EVERY

ASTORIA—Ar 22d, ship Highland Light, Reynolds, Guay mas.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 6th, barque Joseph Baker,
Sin tb, Philadelphia.
Cld 6th. ship Virginia, Larrabee, Havre.
PENSACOLA—Ar 1st, sch Sadie Wiilcut, Jack-

Boston, (two meu sick.)
.N
AKD-HAV '—Ar 4tb, schs
from Hoboken for Eastport, Maud,
Philadelphia.
Sid 4tb. schs Adrianna, Sami Harr,
Jos Oakes, Forest City, Eva Auell,

p.

’’Hparker’s

powder nevoi vh:ioj. A marvel of punt>*
More economical
strength and whoiosomeuess.
ban the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in comotiti< u with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
du't. or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cans. Royal Baking PowdeuCo.
s-iw Vo-“
febl8d&wly

Cork.

sou, Galveston.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar
New York.

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Cxorham, mixed 7.40 a. m.. and 4.00 p.m.
For Montreal, Quebec and Chicago 1.80

Steamers Eleanors snd Franconia

AND MONTREAL.

Hi is

FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 4th, ship Alex Gibson,
Speed. Liverpool,
Slu 27tb, ship Lucy A Nichols,for Cork; Melrose,
for Port Townsend; barque E L Pettingill, Petteu-

gill.

DEPAKIXREH:

and always

Absolutely Purer

33d,

Semi-Weekly Line to New York.

—TO—

BI RLINOTO

Steamship Company

Maine

Only Line Through in Same Day

Railway of Canada.

after MONDAY, October
trains will run
follows:

ON INStI,

UIQMIIg

.I.J

Cfctcrea the Youthful Cclcr to Grey or Faded Kalr
Parker’s Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and is
warranted to prevent falling of the hair and to remove
t^ndruu and itching. lliscox & Co N.Y.
50c. nnd $1 aizsa, at dealers In drug* and medicines.

IMITIENTK

NTfcAiUMIBPM.

FROM

sEA-RI^E

f .leather.

Java,20@26
Rio.. 12Vfc@15
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads

A

is preferred by those
whohave used it, to ar.y
-similar article, on account of its superior
and purity.
fjfchanliness
11 contains materials
that
are
beneficial
only
to the scalp and hair

8

Pig.53/si

Cofree.

Grand Trunk

St Dominic Church.

S
S

L*ea<l.

Sheet.8

dtt

m

STEAMERS.

WINTER ARRANGMENT,

OGDENS

Sch Mary C Morse, from St Domingo for Boston,
put into Newport 4tb inst with loss of jibboom, foretopmast, jibs, &cf in a gale 3d inst.

BUsLNKSS

In this city, Dec. 6, Inez M., youngest daughter
of William T. and Susie H. Durloo, aged 2 years
3 months 11 days.
lu Kenuebunkport. Deo. 6, Julia Frances, wife of
Wm. O. Leacb, aged 23 vears 1 month.
In Boston, Dec. 3. Mrs. Rhoda E. Marr, formerly
of
ales Me aged 73 years 3 months. [Lewiston

an^ ^ ,3o p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 7.10 a. m. and 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron Mexico, Dixfleld,
Pern, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
(m» HAYFOR1 * Sort.
Portland, Oct. 10, 1882
octl4dtf
a

143 Pearl Street.

damaged.

HARKIAGEH.

C.7Vi@ 7Vi

Russia.... 13ya

Galv.9y2@10

fore f-toii is gone and a hole was knocked through
her side.
Brig Nellie Husted. Robinson, from New York for
Pensacola, put into Nassau. NP, Nov 27* leaky.
Brig A G Jewett. Brown, at Philadelphia from
Port Spain, was 12 days North of llattaras, with
continuous gales, had decks swept, rigging and sails

oct27

..

Portland

COLCORR,

I»u24

Passed the Gate 6th.fsch9 Heleu G King, fm New
York for Boston; W S Jojdan, do for do
MYSTIC—Ar 2d, ech Harmona, Pattershali, from

lots, 78

Mids..
FO.aG 0< ) Cotton Seed,car lot
75 *1,0 2 >
hag lots
iCvXU,L«\£ b ts..
)
v;
G
2m.-.
UOigG F< ),; <i;s,
(Bran,
00® 7 5< » 5? ids,

n-

,_Leave Canton for Portland and
S?'-!-3liLe wiston, 4.16 and 9.30 a. m.
i:
F^i^^ara-* Leave Portland for Canton, at 7.30

and

lllElUOKANDA.
Brig Vernon, of Portland, Capt Tueker. with hard
from
Pens
cola for Boston, is 60 days out.
pine,
and fears aro enter allied for her safety. She was
the
Br
formerly
brig Henri Colpel, which pounded
out her bottom on Cushing’s Island.
Sch Cumberland, which went ashore back of Munjoy Hill, Sunday eveuiug. was hauled off Tuesday
morning by tug Magnet, without damage.
Sch Petrel, from Lincolnville for boston, before
reported ashore at Negro Island, was damaged to
to the amount of $1,000.
She was hauled off by
US steamer Woodbury and towed to Camden.
Sch Flora McDonald, of Belfast, in going into
Camden 6th, werft ashore on a ledge and remains.
Probably come off without damage.
Sch Miantonomab, lately ashore in Deer Isle
Thoroughfare, is on the railway at Rockland. H**r

....

And yet I cry. O for Love’s kindly beam,
As my poor shade drifts to the deathlers strain!
Lest should it miss old Charon’s beck’nii g hind,
And wander lonely in the sib tt land,
M here flows dark Leibe’s stream!
—Portland Ti an script.

uses

J. w.

poplin by the enbacribet

Delaware Breakwater.

...

But he who sings a mortal’s trembling tones,
With senses * rapped in life’s gieat mystery,
Mill neve*more O wavward Venus! see
Thy kneeling form at great Apollo’s knee,

A Castle

Iveu to unvote

TIATT.ROAn

Ar at Sew afcr«. 16th, steamer City of PnebU,
from Havana.
Ar at Havana 1st inst, barque Joshua Loring,
Weeks. New Orleans.
Cld 1st, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Bunker, for Brunswick, Ga.
Sid fm Cardenas 1st inst, barque Endeavor, for

...

Above earth’s clnt' ging

Portland & Ogdensbnrg It. R.

—

—

..

Then ne'er again, until tli°» circling nodes
Have run the course Omu'scient Jove deeietd,
Shall she to thee her rolling cycles lead.
Amt at thy feet with beauty’s mini ms plead
For rest in thy atodes.

Uumford Falls & BueJkfleld

ical Studies.

7BOM MERCHANT?’ EXCHANGE.

...

bovnl

S instruction iu Ent'iisU an<j Class-

Afton, (Br)
John, NB—M P Fmery;
S W Tbaxur
Romeo, Lowell, Bucksport

Brig Lucy W Snow, 313 tons, built at Rockland
1809, has been sold to parties at New York at
§10.000, for the African trade.
Sell Warren J Crosby, 114 tons, built at Es.<ex in
1870, has been purchased by Capt Sol Jacobs and
Frank Carroll of Gloucester, at $8,000.
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O tranquil hour!—sw* et olive branch of peace,
Plucked where life’s stormy deluge bdl >ws roll,

RAILROADS.

Watts. St

in

.....

gracious
No fluU’ring pinion stirred.

RAILROADS.

Fifty-four vessels have been launched at Bath
this year and there are fifteen or more on the stocks
which will be off before the year closes, making an
aggregate of over 42,000 tons.

...

A brooding ea’ifi seemed on the wea ern seas,
As lr 'O list iby swan’s soft rustling wings;
A hush as when some love-lorn Naiad sings
To dremful sleep by Hesper’s crystal springs
The nymphB liesperides.

EDUCATIONAL

MISCELLANEOUS

480

Congress Street*

J®® PEOPLS’8, SHOE
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STORE.
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new Houses on Fessendvn Sfrtet. Deei'
fpiIE
a
log Land Company's property, containing 7
rooms, ample pantry, closets, Ac., good cellar Sebago water, &e Lots f om 0,0(»0 to 8,000 square
feet, situated on line of horse cirs. within eight
minutes ride from Market Sqaro. VVi 1 be rented

sold very low and upon easy terms of
p*\meut
in aumial, semi-annual, or quarteiMy installment*
For particulars Inquire of Rullius & Adam a oi F
O. Bailey & Co., 22 and 18
Port-

or

l»d-

Exchange street’
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